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Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

INSIDE:
Murray Elementary's
PTO to offera'goblin'
good' time with their
annual fund-raiser.
Page lB

SPORTS:
Atlanta's Mark Lemke
proves there's no place
like home as the
Braves win their first
World Series game in
12 innings. Page 2B

WORLD
Nine blacks were killed and 36
wounded this morning when
assailants shot and stabbed terrified commuters at two Soweto
train stations, police said. Page
2.
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New crime bill slightly more to Bush's liking
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House passed a $1.1 billion anticrime package that is a little more
to President Bush's liking, but it
still falls short of what he says
he'll accept in return for his signature on stricter gun control
legislation.
Bush has conditioned his approval of any gun control measure on
passage of comprehensive legislation that would expand the federal
death penalty, sharply restrict the
ability of state prisoners to appeal

convictions to federal courts and
give police more leeway to seize
evidence without warrants.
So far, he has achieved mixed
results.
The House bill, approved
305-118 Tuesday, expands the
death penalty and provides aid to
state and local governments to hire
more police, set up drug treatment
programs for prisoners and
improve security in schools located
in high-crime areas.
But the measure includes provi-

sions on prisoner appeals that Bush
objects to.
'The. Senate earlier this year
passed its own anti-crime bill, and
House and Senate conferees will be
meeting in the next few weeks to
resolve the differences, which are
less glaring than those that prevented enattment of sweeping anticrime legislation last year.
House Democrats tried to play
down the importance of the disputed issues.
"What we must not support is

fighting crime with bumper stickers," said Majority Leader Richard
Gephardt, D-Mo.
"It is time that we start focusing
on these noncontroversial nuts and
bolts remedies that really reduce
crime," said Rep. Charles E.
Schumer, D-N.Y.
If the conferees can agree on
legislation acceptable to Bush,
prospective handgun purchasers are
likely to face a waiting period
while police check to determine if
they have criminal records.

00000 00Q00
Interest rises
as jackpot grows
to $23 million

By STEVE PARKER

SPORTS
Evander Holyfield won't be
meeting Mike Tyson before
February, according to Holyfield's promoter. They might not
meet at all. Page 28.

BUSINESS
Personal incomes grew fastest in
the Rocky Mountain, MidAtlantic and Great Lakes regions during the second quarter,
according to a government
report that shows growth in the
Southeast and New England lagging behind. Page 2.

FORECAST
Partly sunny, breezy and warm
Wednesday. Highs 75 to 80.
South wind 10 to 20 mph.
Increasing cloudiness with a 40
percent chance of showers Wednesday night. Lows 60 to 65.
Showers likely Thursday. Highs
in the mid-70s. Rain chance, 60
percent.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4A1R
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
355.3, 0.0; below 301.7, +0.3
BARKLEY LAKE
355.4, +0.1; below 302.6, +0.3
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Loretta Sweatt, of Camden, Tenn., right, and Geneva Baugus, of Sugar Tree, Tenn., sit down to rub off
instant winner cards and pick their Lotto Kentucky number combinations at Gallimore's Fruit Stand in
Hazel.
Lottery play isn't limited to KenGallimore's has paid out
"Sometimes he mails it in and
tucky. Bordering states have $1,183,420 in lottery winnings sometimes he wires it in," Gallialways flooded Kentucky busines- since it started. At any time during more said. "But I guess he was
ses to play Lotto, but with the
the day at least ten people are sit- afraid he wouldn't make it by mail.
stakes at a record high, traffic
ting at one the tables picking num- so he haa it sent by Federal
increases.
bers or rubbing off instant winners. Express."
"Last week was the biggest week
Gallimore's, ranked third in the
Gallimore's Fruit Stand in Hazel,
I've
ever had," Gallimore said on state in overall sales, has seen a
located near the Tennessee border,
Tuesday. "If nobody hits it this boost in its business since the lotis well-known for its lottery play.
week, it'll be wild here."
tery hit Hazel.
Uut you won't find very many
Gallimore said players come
Kentuckians in the market.
"I had a good business before."
from Memphis, Arkansas and Loui"I'd say that 99 percent of my
siana to play the lottery. In fact, he explained over the noise of lotto
(lottery) business is from Tennesbefore he went back outside to fin- conversation, "but it's increased 50
percent after we got the lottery.
see," said owner Jimmy Gallimore, ish up work on his roof, a package
noting that Tennessee does not
with a money order and lottery
"They (players) run me out of
have a lottery. "You can see how
instructions came via Federal cigarettes. We go through cartons
they are lined up in here now."
Express from Wilmington, N.C.
and cartons."

Oakland blaze costliest one in U.S. history
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) —
Damage from the brush fire that
killed 19 people and incinerated
thousands of homes was put at
more than S5 billion, surpassing
the Great Chicago Fire of 1871 as
the costliest blaze in U.S. history.

Fall Festival
in the Park set
Staff Report

(Cont'd on page 2)

Hopkins proposes
initiatives, recalls
and term limits
Associated Press Writer

(Editor's note: Staff writer Steve
Parker had never played any of
Kentucky's lottery games until he
was coaxed into a "scratch-off"
game while covering this story. He
won $10 on his first try.)

HAZEL, Ky. — At 6:30 tonight,
some lucky few could be facing
financial stability for the rest of
their lives, or they could be back at
work the next day telling their coworkers how they almost picked
those same numbers.
But until that fateful number is
drawn this evening, lottery computers in Kentucky will continue to
work overtime in anticipation of
the state's largest jackpot.
The jackpot for Wednesday's
drawing climbed to an approximate
$23 million total when lottery officials determined that no ticket had
been sold with the winning combination for Saturday's $20 million
drawing.
Western Kentucky lottery outlets
have been swamped with Lotto
Kentucky players since last Saturday's drawing. And, if no winner is
found tonight, it will be worse.
"Tuesdays are big days for us,
but Wednesday and Saturday are
the biggest because they are the
days of the drawing," said Kim
York, of Piggly Wiggly in Murray.
York, taking time to tend to customers wanting their number combinations entered, said she can't
ever remember the lottery computer being busier.
"You always have regulars, but
now that it's (the jackpot) growing,
I see people I've never seen
before," York said of the continuous flow of people. "Where they
come from, I don't know."

Both the House and Senate
approved waiting periods for handgun purchases but differ on assault
weapons. The House rejected a ban
on 13 types of semiautomatic weapons. The Senate's bill, passed in
July, would ban nine types of
assault-style weapons.
The Senate's five-day
ainrg
period was included in
mine
package while the seven-day period
approved by the House was passed

By MARK R. CHELLGREN

STATE
Charles Chumbler is expected to
*testify in his own defense this
week in the Nelda Chumbler
murder trial in McCracken Circuit Court, his lawyer said. Page
3.
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The fire, which roared out of
control Sunday when a small blaze
that firefighters thought was out
flared up, was expected to be
brought under control by this
afternoon.
As officials calculated the dam-

age and firefighters battled the last
of the hot spots, Fire Chief Phillip
Lamont Ewell defended his department's decision not to keep the
original blaze under constant watch
after it was believed to be out.
He and other Oakland fire offi-

cials also dismissed allegations that
help from other departments wasn't
called in soon enough.
"When you look at a situation
from afar it's easy to second-guess
what should have been done," said
fire Lt. Mark Garcia.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — According to Republican Larry Hopkins,
there are two sides to the subject of
Brereton Jones disclosing his per- sonal finances.
"If he doesn't disclose, he
shouldn't be the next governor. If
he does disclose, you won't want
him to be the next governor,"
Hopkins said.
Hopkins has been turning up the
rhetorical heat on Jones in recent
days and uncapped a few new zingers on Tuesday.
"We are going to reclaim the
government back to the people and
away from the political insiders
and from the powerful special
interest groups, both of which are
circling Brereton Jones like white
corpuscles around a sore," Hopkins said.
Hopkins is still looking for
something to stick on Jones, bt,i
said Tuesday he started getting
closer to the target during the televised debate Monday evening.
"Last night has started a revival
in this state, a revival to reclaim
the government back to the people,' Hopkins said during a news
conference on the Capitol steps.
The candidate also held a rally in
his birthplace of Vv'ingo in Graves
County last night.
Hopkins tossed out three proposals during the debate, but they were
largely overshadowed by the
exchange of charges by he and
Jones about unethical conduct and
abuse of office. He 'repeated them
on Tuesday — recalls, initiatives
and term 'limits.
A recall would allow voters to
petition for a vote to dismiss an
incumbent before the end of a
term. "If the politicians aren't performing, they ought to be out of
here," Hopkins said at the news
conference.
Jones said through a spokesman
that recalls could be misused.
"If we could set up a recall procedure that would preclude it from
being a political tool that would be
used by opposing parties to embarrass each other, it would have some
validity,— Jones said.
Placing a restriction on the number of terms people would be
allowed to serve in office WOU!d
apply to executive and legislati
branch officers, not judges.
ins said...

Man on the street

What's thefirst thing you would do if you won the lottery?

Murray Ledger & Times

A variety of family activities
will be offered this weekend at the
Fall Festival in the Park.
Among the featured events will
be wagon rides, arts and crafts,
children's games, food and entertainment. Upward Bound will feature cookbooks for sale which contain recipes from many celebrities
as well as local individuals. The
K.T. Bluegrass band will begin
playing at I p.m.
A chili cook-off will be offered
for the first time this year. Winners
will be determined by public sampling which is qn an all-you-cancat basis for SI.5-0. Fifty percent of
the receipts from the cook-off will
be used as prizes and the other half
will be donated to the Murray/
Calloway County Park.
Pam Shay, assistant director of
(Cont'd on page 2)

JIMMY GALLIMORE

GENEVA BAUGUS

LINDA DUNCAN

DENAY GALLIMORE CARSON

It would be hard ,to say. I really
don't think about it much. It's such
a once in a great while thing. '

I'd invest it to help put my three
boys through college. Also I'd like
to help out in‘ son's aCh001.

I'd go back to Las Vegas, because
I love gambling. I gamble here
everyday anyway.

I'd go out to Las Vegas. I like the
excitement, but mostly I like to
play the slot machines.

PAGE 2A
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Poll
News of the World

WEST KENTUCKY
PROPERTIES
rill

SOUTH AFRICA

JOHANNESBURG — Nine blacks were killed and 36 wounded this morning

when assailants shot and stabbed terrified commuters at two Soweto train
stations, police said. The attacks in the township outside Johannesburg
were the latest in a series that have undermined a recent peace treaty
signed by the povernment and leading black groups. More than 150 blacks
have died in factional fighting in the five weeks since the accord was reached. "People are cut and shot to bits. Some bodies are in pieces,- one
unidentified witness was quoted by the independent South African Press
Association as saying.

Steve Durbin, Broker/Owner
Needed Sales Associates And
Your House To Sell
-Past President - Murray Calloway County Jaycees
-Past Quarter Master VFW Post -Current Commander - VFW Post

759-1161

1415 B. Main St., Murray

ISRAEL/LEBANON
RASHAYA, Lebanon — A roadside bomb wounded six Israeli-backed militiamen in southern Lebanon today after Israel shelled suspected Shiite
Muslim guerrilla positions and sent tanks into the area, security sources
said. It was the fourth such bombing since Sunday, heightening Arab-Israeli
tension in advance of the Mideast peace conference set to convene next
week.

Ross Insurance Agency

EUROPE
47
7-1
Buel Stalls (left) and Sue NlcHarsey were among those at Tuesda's
Business After Hours honoring Schwan's Frozen Foods. Business
After Hours is sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce.

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Personal incomes grew fastest in the
Rocky Mountain, Mid-Atlantic and
Great Lakes regions during the second quarter, according to a government report that shows growth in
the Southeast and New England
lagging behind.
Personal income growth actually
slowed in the Southeast to 0.9 percent from April to June, compared
with 1.2 percent growth in the first
quarter, while in New England it
inched up 0.2 percent from a 0.1
percent decline, the Commerce
Department's Bureau of Economic
Analysis said Tuesday.

Stop Smoking.

THE DAY

Personal incomes resume climb

American Heart
Association

Nationally, personal income
growth notched up 1.1 percent in
the April-June period after four
quarters of deceleration as the economy skidded into the recession.

Incomes had increased 2.6 percent from January through March
1990, then slowed to a 1.5 percent
advance in the second quarter. 1.3 EGYPT
CAIRO— In, a decade when Egypt ratified three international human rights
percent in the third, 0.9 percent in agreements. its security apparatus routinely tortured, beat and abused its
the fourth and .0.3 percent in prisoners, Amnesty International charged today. In an 18-page report, the
London-based human rights group says political prisoners, often Muslim
January-March.
Personal income is income 'fundamentalists, have--been the main victims of the State Security Intellireceived from all sources, less pay- gence agency. "Since October 1981, the torture of political detainees has
continued almost unabated," Amnesty said. "We want to deny all the
ments for social insurance. It is charges. It's
all wrong. It's not true," an Interior Ministry spokesman who
measured before deduction of refused to be identified by name told The Associated Press. The Amnesty
income taxes and other personal report covers the 10 years of President Hosni Mubarak's tenure since he
taxes and is not adjusted for succeeded the assassinated Anwar Sadat. An emergency law giving security forces wide latitude to arrest and detain — imposed immediately after
inflation.
Muslim extremists killed Sadat on Oct. 6, 1981 — has been in force ever.
The Southeast was the only reg- since.
It has allowed sweeping campaigns of arrest and detention for indefiion where personal incomes did not nite periods, often without recourse to lawyers. Amnesty published a
accelerate. The report attributed the response from the government admitting some torture but only "individual
slower pace to deceleration in farm excesses" or "limited lapses by police." All such incidents are "investigated
income and in payrolls in the by -the authorities," the published response said.
transportation-public utilitie
SOVIET UNION
group, Wholesale trade, the finance- MOSCOW — The Ukrainian parliament, in a defiant step reaffirming its
insurance-real estate group and intent to achieve independence from Moscow, has endorsed the creation of
a 400,000-member miffrary to defend the republic. The preliminary authorigovernment.

U.S. may step up phase-out
of ozone-damaging chemicals
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Bush administration says it will
consider pushing for speeded-up
action to combat damage to the
Earth's ozone layer in the face of a
United Nations report saying ozone
depletion may cause a 10 percent
increase in skin cancer in this
decade.
William K. Reilly, administrator
of the Environmental Protection
Agency, said the United States
already is ahead of the schedule
required by U.S. laws and an international agreement for elimination
of chlorofluorocarbons that trigger
the chemical breakdown of ozone.
"We will meet next September
with the other treaty, parties and
consider whether the phaseout
schedule we are on is sufficient,"
Reilly said. "I think this data will
cause us to look very hard at .the
possibility of advancing the phaseout dates."
• The deadline in the treaty is, the
year 2000 for the United States and

20% OFF
Hair Color Highlights
Sale price effective through
Saturday. October 26th.

NEXUS

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or-Call 759-9811

1991 JCPen re C 71t)ar,rIrc

BRERETON JONES

GOVERNOR!

LUXEMBOURG — Nineteen western European nations extending from the
Arctic circle to the Mediterranean have concluded a landmark accord to form
a free trade zone that will encompass 380 million people. The agreement
Tuesday between the European Community and the European Free Trade
Association would create in January 1993 a market about 50 percent larger
than that of the United States in terms of population. The new market, to be
called the "European Economic Area" will be "the largest, most integrated
economic area in the world," Foreign Trade Minister Pertti Salolainen of Finland told reporters. The pact will drop tariff and other barriers between the
countries and could mean tougher competition for the United States, which
has been involved in agricultural and other trade disputes with the European
Community. Questions, however, also remain to be answered within the
new trade group, with some EC members concerned whether their 12-nation
community may suffer from the deal.

other developed countries and 2010
for the developing world. Mexico
has agreed to a 2000 deadline and
Reilly said the United States hopes
other developing countries will do
SO WO.
Reilly commented in an interview Tuesday after the United
Nations Environment Program
announced in New York that damage to the ozone layer was accelerating at such a rate that levels
could drop by 3 percent in the next
decade, leading to a 10 percent
increase in skin cancer.
In the United States, CFCs are
used primarily as coolants in air
conditioners and refrigerators and
as propellants in the production of
foam plastics.
The researchers found that ozone
was being depleted all across the
northern and southern hemispheres
in the spring and summer, which
they said was not known to have
happened before.

Compactor

zation of an independent Ukrainian army, navy and air force came Tuesday
against the backdrop of repeated pleas,for unity by Soviet President Mikhail
S. Gorbachev, The lass news agency reported the endorsement of draft
legislation authorizing the creation of -an independent armed force and a
national guard, but gave no vote count. Although Gorbachev had no immediate comment, only as recently as Monday he had criticized republics for
what he called their efforts to form their own armies by "privatizing" Soviet
bases and troops. In a speech to the Supreme Soviet legislature, Gorbachev called such moves "dangerous, irresponsible and illegal," and
threatened unspecified "constitutional measures" to oppose them.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
WASHINGTON — The Bush administration is turning thumbs down on an
effort by former Communist countries in Eastern Europe to join the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization as associate members. The administration told
Czechoslovak President Vaclav Havel on Tuesday that'the United States
can support only a liaison relationship for Czechoslovakia, Poland and Hungary with NATO, a spokesman said. Meanwhile, the administration signed a
new investment treaty to mark Havel's second visit to the United State'
since wresting power from the Communists in December 1989. Bush said
the pact would assure "an attractive investment climate for American firms"
in Czechoslovakia, which is suffering economic hardships because of a collapse in its exports, particularly to the Soviet Union,

USA/VIETNAIVI
PARIS— Secretary of State James A. Baker Ill said today the United States
is ready to open talks With Vietnam as soon as next month on normalizing
relations. Speaking just before holding talks with Vietnamese Foreign Minister Manh Cam, Baker said the talks would be contingent on Vietnam's cooperation in revealing the fate of U.S. servicemen missing in action in the

Vietnam War.
HAITI
PORT-AU-PRINCE — The U.S. ambassador has urged Americans residing
in Haiti to leave the country, saying that political crisis is lurking behind the
country's calm exterior, according to a statement released Tuesday. In a
message to all Americans in Haiti, broadcast on radio frequency used by
embassy personnel and American residents with scanners, Ambassador
Alvin Adams said his own wife was packing her bags. He referred to a twoweek-old U.S. State Department advisory calling on U.S. citizens without
essential business in tbe country to consider leaving. "This advice is even
more justified by the prospect of seriously increased hardships and shortages which will likely be experienced by the end of the month," Adam
said.

New crime

with convenient

Run-Stop

CLARIFICATION

Switch
* THIS
TIME

Due to incorrect information
received, the wrong phone number
was listed in Tuesday's story concerning DES-Rescue Squad lectures. Anyone wishing to have DES
personnel speak to their group or
organization on first aid or earthquake preparedness should call
753-8889 for more information.
The 753-9111 number is to be used
for emergency calls only.

THE pEoPLE COME FIRs,4-

(Cont'd from page 1)
as separate legislation in May.
Both the House and Senate
would apply the death penalty to
more than 50 federal crimes,
including hijackings, terrorism,
espionage, treason and political
4issassinations.
The House and Senate bills,
however differ on the important
procedural issues, including Bush's
proposal to restrict so-called
habeas corpus petitions by state
prisoners, particularly those on
death row.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
jP199IY wiggly
OPEli IKAA 24110Uf6 A DAT, SAT WM 7A1-1010
#1,Y i41 501.1N AT Galli
Tuesday's winning numbers:

Pick 3: 6-5-3, Cash 5:
8-10-12-22-33.

Brereton Jones is committed to Western Kentucky
As Governor, he will
* Open a state economic development office in Western Kentucky to create better-paying
es.
iobs here.
* Support our family tams arid work to expand markets by bringing food processing plants
to our region.
* Increase the promotion of our tourism industry
* Make education reform a realac tor all of our children
* Ensure that every tax dollar is spent honestly and e(ticientl,‘
AP.

Vote JONES
Democrat for Governor, November 5
Paid or Ii

I minds for Jones. Anntilly I ultocr, (.1).1 I rcasurcr

*Easy open drawer with
foot pedal
•Heavy-duty disposable
bag holds a week's trash
'Easy bag removal
'Holds wood panel inserts
•Black satin finish handle
•Magipaki deodorant

UI

NDERWOOD
APPLIANCE
759-1505
village Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 North

•

Festival...

Fall
(C'ont'd from page I)
the Murray/Calloway - County
Chamber of Commerce, said the
festival was organized to benefit
the park.
"The board of directors (of the
chamber) was concerned about the
lack of fun/ling for the park. We
had- the fe"stivat a -few ---years-- ago
and decided to do it again to'renew
interest in the park," Shay said.
The festival will run from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Chili serving will be
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Anyone
wanting more information or wanting to reserve a booth can call the
chamber at 753-5171.

oy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers
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Poll: domestic violence a common problem
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Most ,Kentuckians think domestic
violence is a very common or fairly
common problem in their community, according to a poll published
today.
And 59 percent of the state's
residents think police and court
officials dolt'
. t treat the problem of
domestic violence seriously
enough, said the latest Bluegrass
State Poll published by The
Courier-Journal.
District Judge Stanley Billingsley, of Carrollton, said the .poll
shows that most Kentuckians are
familiar with the failings of isolated judges, prosecutors and police
officials but are not aware that the
system is improving. Billitgsley
was co-chairman of a state task
force studying domestic violence.
But an activist working to
improve the state's response to/
domestic violence said the poll
shows the public believes that
much work is still to be done.
"I will definitely say things are
improving, but there are too many
judges, police and prosecutors in
too many counties" who still have
problems, said Sherry Currens,
director of the Kentucky Domestic
yiolence Association.
Almost half of the 809 adults

interviewed said they know a
woman who has been physically
abused by a husband or boyfriend.
Twenty-three percent of those/
interviewed think domestic violence is very common and 34 percent think it's fairly common in
their community.
The finding that about half of
Kentuckians know a woman who
has been physically abused is consistent with other studies, said one
of the country's leading experts on
family violence.
Based on national data collected
so far, Richard Genes, direct/or of
the Family Violence Research
Program at the University of Rhode
Island, said, "It's possible to conclude that between 30 and 50 percent of all heterosexual relationships — over the course of the
whole relationship — experience
some form of violence."
Gelles, who is also a professor
of sociology, also cited a survey of
Kentticky women conducted by
Louis Harris and Associates in
1979.
That survey, sponsored by the
Kentucky Commission on Women,
was based on interviews with 1,793
women who were married or living
with a male partner. In a finding
considered shocking at the time.

one in 10 Kentucky women said
they had experienced some degree
of physical violence by their partners in the last year and 21 percent
of married women reported having
experienced at least one incident of
spousal violence at some time.
There also was support for those
who say the state must spend more
money on shelters for battered
women. Forty-seven percent said
there are not enough shelters in
their region. Among residents in
rural areas. 52 percent said there
weren't enough shelters.
The Bluegrass poll, conducted
by The Courier-Journal from Sept.
26 to 30, found that almost everyone — 95 percent — said a man is
not justified in hitting his wife or
girlfriend "even if she says something that really upsets him." And,
in a finding that victims' advocates
found especially encouraging, 75
percent said a woman who is being
physically abused should seek help
from police or others instead of
dealing with the problem privately
with her husband or boyfriend.
"I think that's good news.
because it shows that the community understands that domestic violence is a crime," said Marcia
Roth., director of Jefferson County's Office for Women.

The Bluegrass State Poll
asked:
*Let me ask you some questions
related to incidents where a man
physically abuses his wife or
girlfriend — actions that arc
known as spouse abuse or
domestic violence. During an
argument, do you think a man is
sometimes justified in hitting his
wife or girlfriend, if she says
something that really upsets
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'En general, do you think that a
woman who is being abused
should deal with the problem
privately with her husband or
boyfriend, or should she seek
outside assistance from police or
others?
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is a very common problem in
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have been physically abused by
a husband or boyfriend?
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Chumbler expected to testify
in his own defense this week
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Charles Chumbler is expected to testify
in his own defense this week in the
Nelda Chumbler murder trial in
McCracken Circuit Court, his
lawyer said.
Chumbler, 53, of Brandon, Fla.,
is charged with complicity to his
wife's murder last Dec. 27 on a
western McCracken County farm.
Roger Perry, Chumbler's attorney, reserved his opening statement
at the beginning of the trial and
delivered it Tuesday.
Perry told the jury not to expect
a "Perry Mason' type of ending in
which a suspect other than the
defendant confesses to the crime.
"You'll not hear anybody confess they were deer hunting out
there that day and fired the shot
that killed.NeldaChumbler," Perry
said. "You're not going to hear .
that."

Rather, the evidence will show
"Charles Chumbler is a good,
simple man and not the monster
you may believe him to be from
the suspicions of the police or stories that have run in the media," he
said.
Also standing trial are Holly
Kariakis, 27, of Clearwater, Fla.,
charged with complicity to murder
and her husband, 28-year-old
Michael Kariakis, who is accused
of shooting .Nelda Chumbler to
death' with
high-powered rifle.
The prosecution maintains
Chumbler and Kariakis conspired
to kill Nelda Chumbler to obtain
her life insurance and savings.
They claim the two men enjoyed a
homosexual relationship.
The defense says Nelda Chumbler was killed by a bullet from aL
deer hunter.

Discounts to Church Groups, Civil Groups,
School Activities

ROPER'S DONUT SHOP
1409
Main St.

759-1736

(next to Ovren's Food Market)
p.m. 7 days • week
We accept food

6 a.m.-10

WE HAVE SIX (6) OVER-THE-ROAD
TRANSPORTS LOCATED HERE TO GO
ANY WHERE TO ENSURE YOU HAVE
PROPANE GAS IN THE WORST WINTER.
WHAT DOES YOUR DEALER HAVE?

stamps

Everyday All Donuts

30

each or

$300
dozen

LAKE REGION PROPANE GAS
Hwy. 80 East - Hardin,

(1) 354-50l1

Ford named to chair
confirmation committee
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., was
appointed Tuesday to chair a task
force of Senate committee chairmen to review the nomination and
confirmation process.
The task force is in response to
the recent furor over the confirmation of Supreme Court nominee
Clarence T,homas.
Majwity Leader George Mitchell
of Maine named Ford to the special
five-member panel.
"We are faced with a difficult
task, but it is a task that must be
done," Ford said in a statement.
"Under the Constitution, the U.S.
Senate is charged with an extremely important role through its
responsibility for advice and consent on nominations and
appointments.
"This responsibility must be
exercised through a process that
ensures fairness for all nominees
while making certain that individual rights are fully protected. I look
forward to working with my colleagues on this task force to try and
right any wrong that has found its
way into our nomination and confirmation process."
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Letters to the Editor
Dexter Homemakers plan benefit
Dear Editor:
Once again it is time for the Lions Club Telethon, and the Dexter
Homemakers are having their telethon benefit.
It will be Nov. 2 at the Dexter Community Center with the McClure
Singers and we would appreciate any local talent from anyone who
wishes to donate their time and talent, starting at 5 o'clock.
We are asking again for any donations that can be auctioned oil, crafts,
pies, cakes.
We will have chili, hot dogs, drinks and desserts. We all hope you will
come, spend the evening, enjoy wonderful singing.
There will be tickets for a donation on a beautiful quilt sent to us by
one of our member's (Debbie Pritchett) sister from Lima, Ohio.
Please we are asking you to join us to help all the beautiful children we
will see the night of the Lion's Club Telethon.
As far as we know now this will be our last telethon benefit. We are
small in number and there is so much to do with so few to help.
Remember part of the money we take in stays here. We give part of it
to W.A.T.C.H.
'Again we are asking, please help us help those who can't help
themselves.
You know when we thought we were alone, when we saw only one set
of footprints and Jesus said he was carrying us. Let us also help carry
these children that God ipves so much.
God bless each and every one of you always.
Pansy Pritchett, Dexter Homemakers
RI 1. Box 146-C, Almo, KY 42020

WASHINGTON — On the
morning after the Senate voted to
confirm Clarence Thomas, it
poured here in Washington. The
weather matched the city's mood.
Capitol Hill had the heavy gray
feel of soggy sweats. The exhausting battle had left everyone
drained.
Thomas will take his seat next
week on the Supreme Court. JI he
lives to the age of the justice he
succeeds, he will still be on the
bench in 2031. I won't be around
to mark the occasion, but I have a
strong hunch and pass it along:
Thomas will prove to be a good
justice, possibly a great one.
His task won't he easy. For the
next few months, until the bulldogs
of the press drop this bone for
something juicier. Thomas' every
action on the bench will draw critical scrutiny. He will miss the high
court's first 20 cases this term, but
he will hear argument in 120
others. Whenever he asks a question of counsel, some reporter is
likely to read something revealing
into it. This will pass.
We will be watching for his first
opinion. According to court tradition, Thomas will get a slow pitch.
He will write for a unanimous
court in a case of small significance. David Souter, who came on
the court a year ago, delivered his
first opinion on Feb. 19 in a crimi-

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
nal case, Ford v. Georgia, that had
little to do with rape and everything to do with procedure. Heavy
lifting for Thomas will come later.
Let it rain. The Romans had a
phrase for such Wednesday mornings: Ex malis moribus bonae. Out
of evil, good. The ordeal probably
has given Thomas an insight into
criminal justice that he could not
have obtained from a textbook. He
was, in effect, an accused person
on trial. The experience may lead
him to reflect in a new way on
what is meant by "burden of
proof."
Another good consequence:
Eyery business executive in the
country ought to be drafting a
memorandum today on sexual harrassment. Knock it off! Cut it out!
The conventional wisdom is that
the spectacle has further eroded the
image of Congress and especially
the image of the Senate. Doubtless
this is so, but let me voice a kind
word.

Over the past four years the
Senate has behaved badly in the
nomination of Robert Bork to the
court. The Senate looked ugly in
the nomination of John Tower to
become secretary of defense. Sen.
Edward Kennedy's Education and
Labor Committee disgraced itself
in rejecting the nomination of Carol lannone to the advisory board of
the National Endowment for the
Humanities. Now the Thomas
debacle.
This brief accounting fails to
acknowledge that in this same period a Senate controlled by the
Democrats has confirmed thousands of Bush nominations. In the
first eight months of this year
alone. the White House sent 1,979
civilian nominations to the Senate.
By Sept. 1, three had been withdrawn, 149 were pending, and only
five had been rejected. This is
hardly the picture of a Senate as a
slaughterhouse.
It is too soon to judge the politi-

Dear Editor:
This month the Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority donated a tree that was
, planted at the end of Olive Boulevard between the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center and Pogue Library. The plaque placed at the base reads. "In Memory of Virginianne Malcolm." This is a wonderful tribute to the memory
of that individual, and a great gift to the people who will use this campus
for years to come.
, A previous isstwof The Murray State News contained an article that
mentioned the No cost of trees and plants, and the fact that when the
university purchases trees, an employee often has to drive to a nursery to
pick them up for the grounds crew. When one considers how long it takes
for most trees to mature, and how important they are to the campus and
Murray environment, it seems that constant management and planting
should be a top priority. My question is, will other organizations follow
this sorority's example and donate a gift that gives life, enjoyment, and
environmental protection for decades to come?
Another possibly more important question is, will the university
encourage and promote this practice by adopting a plan to contact all
organizations on campus as well as faculty, staff, and the citizens of Murray and Calloway County to donate trees? Walking the campus one will
find that many of the older trees are dying. These trees have provided
shade for buildings, lowered utility costs, decorated the campus for all
seasons, and served as spaces for study for countless students. The trees
whether freshly planted or fully mature must be constantly maintained,
and wc can assist the university in this expensive but critical project.
These comments are respectively submitted to compliment Sigma Sigma Sigma, and hopefully encourage the continuous conservation and
planting of trees on the most beautiful campus in the state.
Jerry Speight, Interim Chair
Department of Art, Murray State University

Dear Editor:
I urge you to keep Judge Boyce Clayton working for us on the Kentucky Court of Appeals. He has 16 years of experience as an appeals
judge, as well as six years experience as Commonwealth's Attorney for
Livingston, Marshall and Calloway counties.
I will vote for Judge Clayton on November 5, and I hope that you will,
too.
Tommy Brown
1200 Mimosa Lane, Murray

World editorial roundup
Oct. 15; The Charleston (W.Va.) Gazette on jobless benefits:
President Bush has vetoed $6.4 billion in assistance for out-of-work
Americans — yet he's demanding $3.2 billion for four more B-2 nuclear
bombers next year and $5.2 billion for other nuclear war apparatus.
That pretty well sums up Republican priorities.
The B-2, a "stealth" model designed solely to evade Soviet defenses to
rain hydrogen bombs on the former superpower, has little purpose now
that the Cola War is over. Yet the Pentagon wants 15 that already have
been approved, plus four more next year, and eventually a total of 75.
That is absurd. The Senate voted narrowly for the four new planes. The
House said no. We hope the House holds firm and defeats this needless
waste of money. It's more important for Americans to help jobless people
than to continue the nuclear buildup after its time has passed.
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Tree planting is tribute and gift

!)ear Editor:
While most candidates talk a good game about the health care crisis in
Kciltucky, Lt. Governor Brereton Jones has a record that shows a genuine
corrn and the imagination to deal with a problem that sooner or later
will affect virtually all of us.
was a founder and president of the Kentucky Health Care Access
Foundation which provides quality health care for many low-income Kentuckians who otherwise would not have access to the most basic medical
services.
His idea, which was implemented before he got into the political arena,
involved enlisting the support of physicians, hospitals, pharmacists, pharmaceutical companies, and other health care providers in the private sector to fill in a glaring gap in the state's health care system. And it worked.
The American Medical Association presented him its highest citation
for his creative work in providing health care for the less fortunate. At the
height of the campaign season, it is notable that his award was for performance, not promises.
He deserves our support on election day. November 5. I urge all the
people of Murray and Calloway County to join me in working on behalf
of Brereton Jones for Governor.
Buster Skinner
1231 Dogwood Drive. Murray

cal fallout. A dilemma, by definition, is the unavoidable choice
between two equally unsatisfactory
alternatives. The senator's dilemma
lay in offending women, or offendifig blacks. This was not an all-ornothing proposition. The polls
showed about 53 percent of the
women wanted to see Thomas confirmed. Blacks appeared to have
repudiated their professional leadership by a margin of 2-to-1.
The 52-48 vote showed no ,pattern. Twenty-nine incumbent senators are running for re-election next
year. Fourteen of them voted for
Thomas, 15 voted against him. The
"yes" votes probably will help
Democrats Richard Shelby in Alabama, Wyche Fowler in Georgia
and John Breaux in Louisiana.
Terry Sanford of North Carolina
voted no, but Charles Cook, who
writes the authoritative Cook
Report, believes other factors will
figure more significantly in Sanford's bid for a second term. Sanford is 74; he often appears weary,
and he has attracted three or four
vigorous Republicans eager to take
him on.
Even on a rainy morning, let us
be of good cheer. Thomas and his
chief .accuser were hurt, but their
wounds will heal. Thomas is ready
to serve as the high court's 106th
justice. Swear him in! And call the
next case.

Bush takes high road, leaves low road to Quayle
By TOM RAUM
An Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — President
Bush can be expected to talk a lot
about economic growth and the
American dream as he joins the
tax-cut derby. And about peace in
the Middle East. And changes in
the Soviet ,Union.
But don't expect much on islues
like the budget deficit, abortion,
AIDS, health insurance or the
homeless.
Look to Vice President Dan
Quayle for the ,hard rhetoric on
limiting terms of members of Congress and for duking it out with
Democrats. For the time being,
Bush has decided to chart his
course on the proverbial high road.
Although Election Day is still
more than a year off, the president
already is developing something of
a stock stump speech.
Not surprisingly, he accentuates
the positive, hailing recent steps
toward democracy and peace in the
world, while minimizing stagnant
economic performance at home.
"A lot of people are still hurting. But the trends, the economic
trends, look good," Bush told a
recent audience in remarks that
have become typical of the administration's good news-bad news
message on the economy.
A new Washington Post-ABC
News poll today showed voter support for Bush's reelection has
dropped below 50 percent for the
first time, while unhappiness with
his handling of the economy is,
growing.
The survey found 47 percent of
1,536 people polled Monday night
said they were inclined to vote for
Bush next year, while 37 said they
would back the unknown Democra-

tic nominee.
Only 37 percent said they
approved of Bush's handling of the
economy, down 5 points from a
month-earlier poll, and 70 percent
agreed with the statement that Bush
"spends too much time on foreign
affairs and not enough on problems
in this country."
A lot of work is going on at the
White House in framing an 'economic growth package to compete
with tax-cutting plans that are sprouting on Capitol Hill.
The White House doesn't want
to be left at the starting line when
the throng of tax measures begins
moving through Congress.
And it will be hard for Republicans to use the "tax and spend"
line against Democrats next year
when most of the tax-cut proposals
are being forwarded by Democrats.
Bush and his advisers see the
clamor for an anti-recessionary tax
cut to be a good opening for
renewing the push for a lower tax
on capital gains — the profit on
sales of investments.
But Republicans are mindful of
the "tax-cut for the rich" label
that Democrats affixed last time
around to the capital-gains issue.
So they're approaching the topic
gingerly.

Thus. Bush is prefacing his bid
for a cut with such lines as, "The
capital gains tax is a tax on the
American dream."
No one really expects Congress
to enact a comprehensive tax reduction package this year.
More than likely, whatever the
White House puts out on taxes will
become an economic manifesto for
Bush's re-election campaign.
That's why it's taking so long
for the administration to decide on
what it wants to include in the
package, particularly in the way of
middle-income tax relief.
Advisers don't want anything
that will blow up in Bush's face as
he takes the package around the
country.
"It's clear that we're going to
come up with some kind of package. What's in it is another matter." presidential spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said Tuesday.
On political posturing, Fitzwater
said: "There are certain political
realities about the speed of the process. On the other hand, you still
want to go ahead as fast as you can
with whatever economic help you
can come by.''
Bush informally opens his campaign for re-election on Oct. 31 at
a SI,000 fund-raising dinner in his

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

adopted hometown of Houston.
A similar dinner is set for the
next night in Dallas. Two more are
tentatively plannecl fOrt New York
and Washington liter in the year.
Those events will give Bush and
Quayle a chance to hone up on
their respective campaign speeches.
Although matters could change,
for the time being the president has
decided to mute his criticism of
Congress and to allow Quayle to
take up the brunt of the attack.
advisers said.
"The vice president can say
things a president can't or
shouldn't. Quayle will be tougher
on Congress. It's a fairly standard
division of labor," said an administration official who spoke on
condition of anonymity.
Quayle uses more colorful language than Bush in pressing his
point. And he has been pushing
hard on several divisive issues that
the president for the most part has
left alone: limiting terms of members of Congress and cutting down
on needless litigation.
In his almiAt three years in
office, Bush has talked very little
about abortion -- even though he
opposes it and has vetoed iouccession of bills that would permit the
use of federal funds to finance
abortions.
Nor does he seem comfortable
talking about issues like AIDS,
health care costs or the problem of
homelessness.
So, if he hasn't talked about
these issues over the past three
years, he doesn't seem likely to
bring them up voluntarily now that
election season is about to open.
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom Raum
covers the White House for The
Associated Press.)
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MURRAY TODAY
Pardue twins celebrate first birthdays

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The School Based Decision Making Council (SBDM) for East Calloway Elementary School will have 4, working meeting at the school on
Tuesday, Oct. 29, at 6:30 p.m. The meeting will be devoted to writing the
Council By-Laws and Procedures. Any'one interested is invited to attend.

Multi-Age Open House Thursday
Multi-Age PreAchool (M-AP) will have open house on Thursday, Oct. 24,
from 6:30 to 8:30 a.m. in the classroom on the basement level of Special
Education Building, North 16th Street, Murray State University. A program
will be presented by the children. Items on the agenda include election of
new board officers, field trip planning, etc. Refreshments will be served.
This is for children between the ages of 3 and 5 with Vanessa McDaniel as
director. Openings are available. For more information call Debbie
D'Angelo, Parent Board Chairman, at 759-9545.

NARFE Chapter will meet
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal
Employees will meet Friday, Oct. 25, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Nancy Rose, Hospice director at Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be the
special speaker. Jim Souder, president, urges all members to attend.

Country Club buffet Friday
A Mexican Buffet dinner will be served at Murray Country Club on Friday,
Oct. 25, from 6:30 to 8 p.m. The cost will be $8 per person. Reservations
should be made by Thursday evening, Oct. 24, by calling 753-8116 or
753-6113.

Puryear Fall Festival Friday
The annual Fall Festival, sponsorlIA by Puryear PTO, will be Friday, Oct.
25, from 5 to 8 p.m. at Puryear School. Featured will be games for all ages;
a country supper provided by Puryears'Partner in Education, Security Bank
and Trust; an auction with numerous items donated by area businesses;
various food booths including a chili supper; and two door prizes, a VCR
and a country ham. Proceeds from the event will be used to help the children of the school. For information call 1-901-247-3244 or 1-901-247-5121.

Parkinson's' group Friday
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Friday, Oct. 25, at 1:30 p.m. in the
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is open to all
interested persons. For information call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist,
or Ann Ingle, R.N., at 762-1100.

MHS Class of 1972 planning reunion
A meeting concerning a 20-year reunion of the 1972 class of Murray High
• School will be Thursday, Oct. 24, at 7 p.m. at the home of Sherry Smith
Mohon, King Richard Drive and Alan-A-Dale Road in Sherwood Forest Subdivision. Anyone interested in the planning of the reunion, please attend the
meeting or call one of the following persons: Sherry, 753-8223, Decie Bailey
Miles, 753-9506, or Leah Fulton Hart, 753-6563.

Oktoberfest at church Saturday
St. Leo's Catholic Church will sponsor its sixth annual Oktoberfest on
Saturday, Oct. 26, from 2 to 8 p.m. Wisconsin bratwurst, German potato
salad, games, bingo and an auction are all just a pap of the planned festivities. The public is invited to attend, according to a church spokesperson.

Elder Care Conference planned
'Options for the 90's Elder Care,* a videoconference for caregivers of the
elderly, will be Friday, Nov. 1, from 10:15 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in Barkley
Room, Curris Center, Murray State University. Presenters will be Dr.
Michael A. Creedon, president of The Creedon Group, a national consulting
group on aging issues; Delores (Dee) Vellinga, director of Family and Work
Initiatives for US West; and William J. Lubin, second vice president and
director of Long Term Care at Lincoln National Corp. Lunch will be served at
11:55 a.m. with registration to begin at 10:15 a.m. The cost per person will
be $1-0 which includes box lunch!Checks payable to Murray State University should be mailed by Wednesday, Oct. 23, if possible. For information call
Buddy Buckingham, coordinator, or Myra Yates, marketing assistant, Office
of Economic Development, at 762-4220 or 762-6928, located in Collins Center, College of Industry and Technology, Suite 207, MSU.

Festival planned at church
A full filled Fall Festival will be held at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church on Saturday. Oct. 26, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Haunted
walks, games and entertainment will be provided for all ages. Hot dogs and
other snack food items will be available. The public is invited, a church
spokesperson said.

Myers family reunion planned
The descendants of Margaret McCorkle Myers, Robert Morgan Myers and
Andrew Jackson Myers of the Lynn Grove community will have a family
reunion on Saturday, Oct. 26, in the Community Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank. The reunion will begin at 10 a.m. with lunch being served at
12 noon. Any family member or friend of the family is welcome to attend.
For more information call Barbara Smotherman at 435-437.6.

Whitney Rachel Pardue, left, and Daphene Sierra Pardue were honored on their first birthdays on July 4 with a pig roast at their home in
Charlotte, Tenn. They are the daughters of Terry and Rhonda Pardue. A sister is LaDessa Jo Danielle, 6. Grandparents are Joe Pat and
Lavelle Stone of Hazel, and Daniel and Jean Pardue of Charlotte,-Tenn. Great-grandparents are Carlos Byars and the late Bama Lee Byars of
Crossland, Tenn., the late Mr. and Mrs. G.L. Stone of Murray, Veulon Deal and the late Odessa Deal of Nashville, Tenn., and NIrs. Leona
Pardue and the late ho Pardue of Charlotte, Tenn. Approximately 25 persons were present for the special occasion.

Betsy Herndon
pledges sorority

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Oct. 23

Wednesday, Oct. 23

National Sco'uting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Brotherhood, Baptist
Women, Acteens, RAs, GAs and
Mission Friends/7 p.m.

Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
begiatrers/5:1 5 p.m. and
regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Children, Youth, College-Career
and Adult Bible Studies/7 p.m.:
Weekly Workers' meeting/8 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Supper/6 p.m.; Sunday
School Workers' meeting/6:15
p.m.; GAs. RAs and Prayer
Service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

Westside Baptist Church e‘chts
include mission organizations/7
p.m.

1205B Chestnut * 753-1851
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs/7:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include ARK/5 p.m.
First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/12
noon/Pagliai's; Christian Family
Fellowship/5:15 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.
Lewis D. Hudspeth retiremen,t
reception/2-5 p.m./Murray Lumber
Company.

First Baptist Church events
include Revival luncheon/11:50
a.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.;
Library open/6:30 p.m.; Revival
Choir/6:30 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 24
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
for senior citizens activities.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Murray Food Coop
Delivery/8:30 a.m.; Day of
Recollection/9 a.m.: CRS/6
p.m./Newman House; Liturgy
Committee/Rectory and H.S. PSR/
Parish Center/7 p.m.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
for senior citizens' activities.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans and Auxiliary/7
p.m./Legion Hall.
Murray Magazine Club2
p.m./home of Betty Lowry.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/9:30 a.m./club
house to leave for tour.

(Cont'd on page

8A)

A Fall Festival and Family Fellowship will be at Kirksey Baptist Church on
Saturday, Oct. 26. A puppet/show will be presented at 5 p.m. followed by a
chili supper, games, prizes, cake walk, face painting, etc. The public is
invited to attend this special event, a church member said.

The Educational Seminar, presented by Dr. James Willis at the Calloway
County Public Library in September, has been recorded on video tape It
was shown at two different times on TV Channel 36. on Tuesday. Oct 15
The video tape is now available for check-out to library patrons, courtesy of
Murray Woman's Club.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
'Where

your ideas turn to gold.'
759-1141

Dixieland Center

./4% Crystal Pleat
1
The SOFT Double 5
Cell Shade
•Energy Efficient

•Sun Does Not Wash Out Colors

Off
•No Visible Cords
• I'xims
'759-4979

306 Main St.

PEOPLE IN MURRAY
ARE LOSING WEIGHT
THE BEST WAY.

FREE
Offer does not include the cost of supplements. Offer
cannot be combined with other offers. Valid only for
new programs at participating clinics. One offer per
person. Offer expires 11-17-91
PTO Officers, Nancy Overbey & Celisa Cunningham
prepare for the East Elementary Fall Festival.

Gospel singing Friday

Educational video tape available

MURRAY TODAY

PAY FOR A 10 LB. PROGRAM
LOSE THE REST FOR

Doll Club plans show Nov. 9

A Gospel Singing featuring The Primitive Quartet of Candler, N.C., will be
Friday, Oct. 25, at 7 p.m. at Fairview Baptist Church, 114 Memorial Dr., Paris, Tenn. The public is invited to attend this special singing. a church member said.

24-II-or Program Information
.502, "53-3314

At Hollywood Weight Loss Clinic.
You'll Find Support, Medically Screened
Program and Free Consulation.

Fall Festival at Kirksey church

A Doll-Toy-and Teddy Bear Show and Sale, sponsored by Jackson
Purchase Doll Club, will be Saturday, Nov. 9, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Woodmen of the World Youth Camp Grady Hall on U.S. Highway 641 North,
behind Scotts Grove Baptist Church. Featured will be artists bears, antique
toys and dolls, modern dolls, Barbie dolls and doll furniture. Tables for exhibitors will be $20 each. Drawing for door prizes will be each hour. Admission
will be $1.50 for adults and children under 12 free. For more information call
Gracie Erwin at 489 2174 or Geri Chicon at, 753-9619.

leilimpotts

New Life Christian Centerprayer
and praise/7 p.m.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7.30 p.m.

Amy Daniel
bride-elect of
J.D. Overton
made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Betsy Herndon has been pledged
to Alpha Gamma Delta sorority at
Auburn University, Auburn, Ala.
She was one of 50 girls pledged
to the sorority.
Herndon plans to major in Marine Biology at Auburn.
She is the daughter of Don and
Joyce Herndon of Murray.

Vicki Jump
has loss
49 lbs. & 533/4 inches.

EAST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

FALL FESTIVAL
October 26, 1991 • 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
•Grilled Hot Dogs & Burgers
•Hayride
•Home Run Derby
.Cake Walk

+Jot Shot Competition
•Drawing For A Sanyo TV or VCR
•Bingo
'Lots of Game&

Call 753-1044
1CILLYWCCU
Weight-Loss-Clinic

204 S. 5th St., Murray
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.. Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
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2 Tbs. flour
Mix beef, milk, crumbs, cloves,
allspice, salt and pepper. Form into
meatballs. Brown in hot oil. Drain
off fat. Add 1 c. water, vinegar,
ginger, hay leaf and brown sugar.
Cover and simmer 1/2 hour. Skim
off fat. Remove meatballs and keep
warm. Mix flour and 2 Tbs. water.
Slowly stir into the pan juices to
make gravy. Pour gravy over meatballs. Serve with buttered noodles.

tender. Serve over buttered
noodles.

BAKER'S STEW
By Trudy Baker
There was a cute German
restaurant not far from home that
dressed up every October. Banners,
flags, pots of flowers and streamers
all let the public know it was
"Oktoberfest".
Each weekend during the month
of October, different specialty dishes would be featured: Sauerbraten,
Wiener Schnitzel, Cabbage rolls,
etc., and of course there was
always Bratwurst, on a crusty roll,
smothered in kraut and mustard.
The food was great and lots of it,
but the real draw was the Oompah
band. Six or so men dressed in fancy shorts and 'spenders (liederhosen) playing accordians, tubas and
miscellaneous other instruments,
raising a ruckus and sweating (sorry) to the beat of the band.
The line started forming about 3
and by 4:30 when the doors
opened, you couldn't see the end.
People would wait for hours to get
a seat inside, let alone outside in
the beer garden. The inside was a
fire marshall's nightmare. Tables
ran in continuous lines, front to
back, about 6 wide with barely
enough room between to manuever.
Waitresses in traditional Bavarian
dress plowed down the rows serving steaming platters of meat, great
bowls of hot tangy potato salad,
cabbage, pickles and great frothing
steins of beer.
The band, red-faced with balloon
cheeks, would get as excited as the
crowd with each set of songs and
danced all over the little stage.
Everyone got caught up in the music and the jam-packed postage
stamp sized dance floor was just an
excuse to stand up. Actual dancing
as it's known to modern man was
an impossibility. Just when you
thought another person couldn't
sqeeze onto the floor, a cheer
would ring out and a whole table
would jump up to dance.
Invariably, you found yourself
seated beside (and very closely to)
people you'd never seen before,
but no one really cared. The management kept an eye on the tables,
and if you didn't "move along" a
prodding elbow from Franz and a
tap on his watch meant it was tirne
to go and make room for those outside waiting in line.
This scene was my introduction
to 'authentic' German food, and
I've been an advocate ever since.
After several years of living in
Kentucky, friends took us to
Clarksville's Oktoberfest and the
same scene, on a massive scale,
was repeated. My Kentucky born
and raised husband suddenly found
his German ancestry and was doing
the polka (or at least his version)
with the best of them.
Although there are always games
to play and funny alpine hats to
buy, the real draw at Oktoberfest is
the food and fun. October just
wouldn't be October without at
least one Bratwurst.
German food is heavy no doubt
about it, and rich, too. Lots of meat
and potatoes and followed by delicous cakes and pastries. Not a menu
you'd want to overindulge in
everyday, but well worth the effort
from time to time.
As this is Oktoberfest month, it
just wouldn't be right not to
include some authentic German
recipes for you to try.
Ragout a La Berghoff
3/4 c. butter (I cut this down to,
'1/2 c. or less)
31/2 lb boneless round steak, cut
into thin strips
1 c. chopped onion
11/2 c. chopped green pepper
1 lb. mushrooms, sliced
1/2 c. flour
2 c. beef broth
1 c. dry white wine
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp. Worcestershire sauce
few drops Tabasco
Melt 1/2 c. (1/4 c.) butter in
large frypan. Brown meat over

med. high heat, remove meat. Saute
onion in butter for 2 minutes, add
green pepper and mushrooms, cook
3 mins. Melt 1/4 c. butter and add
flour. Slowly add beef broth, cook
until thickened. Stir in wine and,
seasonings. Add meat and
mushroom mix. Cover and simmer
45 mins to 1 hour. until meat is

Sauerbraten Meatballs
1 lb. lean ground beef
1/4 `c. milk
1/4 c. dry bread crumbs
1/8 tsp. ground cloves
1/8 tsp ground allspice
1/2 tsp salt
pepper Ao taste
2 Tbs. veg. oil
1 c. +2 Tbs. water
1/2 c. vinegar
3/4 tsp ground ginger
1 bay leaf
4 Tbs. brown sugar

and Cream Kuchen
dry yeast
salt
sugar

Storey's

BOUNTY

PAPER
TOWELS

egg and 1/2 c. flour. Beat on high
speed for 2 mins. Mix in enough
flour to form a soft dough. Knead
for 5-10 minutes until dough is
smooth and elastic. Place in
greased bowl and let rise 1 hour
until doubled. Pat dough into well
greased 10 inch springforrn pan,
pressing 11/2 inches up the sides of
the pan. Toss apples with lemon
juice, cinnamon, 1/4 c. sugar and 2
Tbs. flour. Arrange in rows on top
of dough. Beat together cream
cheese, 1/2 c. sugar and egg,
spread over apples. Let rise in
warm place 1 hour. Bake at 350 for
30 mins. Best when served warm.

PETS OF TI
operated by
neutered Ion'
only. Animal;
and 1 to 4 p.

Home Owned S
Home Operated

Food Giant

411

*We Accept US Govt.
Food Stamps and
WIC Vouchers

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray *We Reserve The Right

To Limit Quantities

PRIC S GOOD WI

SINGLE ROLL

Open
liSktm=n

(
PLAIN OR SELF-RISING
GOLD MEDAL

I

FLOUR
LIMIT ONE WITH $15.00
ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS

(HOMESTYLE OR BUrliERMILK1
HUNGRY JACK

4. PEPSI
,7,41'd COLA

4 ROLL
PKG.

10 OZ.

LAUNDRY

9'

46 OZ.

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

ULTI

HOMEBEST

BATH TISSUE

BISCUITS

5 LB.
BAG

I
SHOPPE
SMART

MAV.0-RICH

2%
MILK

DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
OR CRUSH FLAVORS

REG. OR LIGHT
BLOC BONNET

1/2 GALLON

TWO
LITER
PLASTIC
•

DUNTRY STYI
ALL JERSEY
24 CT.
12 OZ. CANS

1

EGGS
DOZEN
111.0.•

.
..Immo

ox

OUNTRY STYI

POTATO CHIPS

ACKBONE
bIN END
PORK ROAST.,

TWIN
BAG

24 OZ.
CARTON

FARM FRESH
GRADE 'A' MEDIUM

PARE RIBS ...

KAS REG. 1.49

COTTAGE
CHEESE

WHITE OR BROWN
111-BITE

1

SINGLES
smilmiL
may"mi
n i

aREG. OR NEW SIMPLY JIF1
!IF

POWDERED l',',1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 PEANUT
SUGAR
2 LB. BAG
BTEUR

wrrs ONE FILM

Pi 1141 T

'SMOOTH OR CRUNCHY

TREES
GRAPEFRUIT
ORANGE JUICEal
64 OZ.
GLASS JAR

DAWN, JOY OR IVORY

PAPER TOWELS
(
ROLL
1
i

DISHWASHING LIQUID

V-8

GARFIELD SAYS:

46 OZ.
CAN

20 LB.
AG

C PRIDE

or ILLINOIS

CATSUP

APPLE OR I

SUNSHINE
(
1Ai
r
Bears

1 LB. BOX

1

IBM?

POTATOES
CHEESE

BOX 99

TURNOV

HALLOWEEN

CAKES....

5.75 OZ.

32 OZ.
JAR

PRIDE

CORN, PEAS OR r
CUT GREEN BEANS
16 OZ. CAN

FOODLAND

JUICE

HALLOWEEP

CUP CAR

C
PRE-PRICED $7.99
PURINA HI-PRO

111

12 OZ.
16 SLICES
•

HOMEBEST

(

12 PK.
.
12 OZ. CANS

SINGLES
/9149

surTtI

SMART SHOPPER CARD

ass
SOFT
DRINKS

PRE-PRICED 81.99
KRAFT
WRAPPED AMERICAN

'AP

powaiwed

DOG FOOD

Stay within the
neighborhood and only
visit homes you know.

Apple
1 pkg.
1/2 tsp
4 Tbs.

2-21/2 c. unsifted flour
1/4 c. butter
1/2 c. milk
1 egg
filling
3 c. sliced tart apples
1 Tbs. lemon juice
1 tsp. cinnamon
3/4 c. sugar
2 Tbs. flour
8 oz. cream cheese, softened
1 egg
Mix yeast, salt, 4 Tbs. sugar and
3/4 c. flour. Add butter to milk and
heat until very warm, 120 to 130
degOes. Gradually add milk to
flour mix. Beat for 2 mins. Add

SCALLOPPED 011 AURRATIN

CRISCO

SHORTENIN
3 LB. CAN

C'n
E CREAM
4
GAL ROCKET

I LB.,

DEL

FRESH STE
ALL VARIV

PIZZA_
DELI BAKE

BOILED
Safety Tips From
the National Safety Council
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Quilt Museum volunteer
training session planned

•

A training session for volunteers
of the Museum of the American
Quilter's Society, 215 Jefferson St.,
Paducah, is scheduled at 10:30 a.m.
on Friday. Nov. 1, in the museum's
reference room.
These sessions, held the first Friday of every monthy, are for experienced volunteers or for those who
wish to volunteer for the first time.

PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Ginger," a female spayed Lab and Collie mix; "Toto," a male
neutered long haired Dachshund; "Barney," a male tri-colored Welsh Corgi; and "Jasmine," a female pastel tortishell declawed housecate
only. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday,
and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.

GREAI RI
ilwAr

-DOUBLE COUPONS

SIMI

NOW AT STOREYS
FOOD GIANT
Double your money back on

all manufacturer s coupons,
up to 50C. Restrictions
apply. See store for more
details.

PRICES GOOD WED., OCT. 23RD THRU TUES., OCT. 29TH
Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

IIE

-DOUBLE COUPONS-

PRE-PRICED 99'
KELLY S

ULTRA TIDE
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

1/4 SLICED

PORK LOIN
CHOPS

FARM FRESH
GRADE A MEDIUM
EGGS

I

"

-

15 OZ.
CAN

460Z.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD
-_---

a

DOZ.

WITH ONE FILLER
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

THICK
LO PORK
CHOPS

CHOPS

BilaNKFAST
PORK CHOPS
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-v-s
LB.

SPARE RIBS

Ina

BONELESS HAMS

LB

L IN END

LEG QUARTERS

TURKEY

LB.

SAUSAGE

LB

WAFER MEATS ..2.5 OZ.

LB..

SMOKED SAUSAGE

CHICKEN NIBBLERS

FIELD OLD FASHION

LB.

ON-CUR

LB.

CHUCKWAGON PATTIES.. LB.

NATURE BEST

BRYAN

PORK ROAST

ON-COB

10 OZ.

LB

FRYER BONUS PACK

COUNTRY STYLE
B CKBONE

BRYAN COOKED HAM OR

OHSE BIG 'T"

COUNTRY STYLE

ON-CUR
CHICKEN PATTIES

LB.

ftwf

1.99
IICAN

ES

t

ogan's

-77'Mtelt
,

7'00

BACON

PROLEAGUER
WIENERS
12 OZ

BOLOGNA

19

I.

Sausage

FIELD
FIELD

The areas to be covered this Friday include background on the
museum, current and future exhibitions, and the volunteer's
responsibilities.
American Quilter Society President Meredith Schroeder will speak
to the group about the museum's
Permanent Collection of quilts
which is Row on display. Museum
Assistant Director David Polk will
discuss the role of the gallery
attendant with the volunteers.
The volunteers, who are essential
to the museum's operation, include
individuals as well as those front
such groups as City Hall's Ambassadors, the Retired Senior Volunteer Program, and regional quilt
guilds.
In general, the volunteers help
make the visitor's experience of the
museum more enjoyable and interesting. What's more, acting as a
gallery attendant offers the volunteer a chance to meet visitors from
around the country and the world.
To volunteer, it is not essential
to have prior knowledge of the
museum or the fine points of quilting, since the museum offers training on the job as well as the
monthly sessions such as the one
Friday.
For further information or to volunteer, call .1-442-8856.1. Museum
hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Tuesday through Saturday.

Gospel music
workshop will
start Oct. 31

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SNAP" SHOPPER CARD

1

RAW
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GROGAN

SAUSAGE

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Choir
members, other singers and musicians interested in gospel music
will join in song at the University
of Louisville's fourth annual Gospel Music Workshop.
The foilr day workshop will
begin on Thursday, Oct. 31, and
will teach participants new gospel
music and stage protocol.
Instructors will include
renowned gospel singing, the Rev.
Donald Vails, director of the
Echoes of Joy Gospel Choir at
George Mason University, and
Tonya M. Triplett, minister of music at New ML Zion Baptist Church,
Shelbyville.
Larry Dexter Adams, minister of
music at Portland Memorial Baptist
Church in Louisville, also will lead
workshbps.
The program will begin Oct. 31
at First Gethsemane Baptist
Church, 1159 Algonquin Parkway,
Louisville. The sessions on Friday
and Saturday, Nov. 1 and 2, will be
at Calvary Cathedral, 748 S. Floyd
SL, Lduisville.
The program will conclude on
Sunday, Nov. 3, at Calvary Cathedral with a concert featuring participants and directors.
Pre-registration deadline is Friday, Oct. 25. The cost is SIO per
person or $6 per person for groups
of 15 or more.
For more information call
1-588-6656.

SERVICE NOTES

IVORY
LIQUID
049

FRESH PRODUCE

BAKERY

FRESH BARTLETT

HALLOWEEN
CUP CAKES

17
7-7:7)
R7

APPLE OR CHERRY
TURNOVERS

a

HALLOWEEN
CAKES

PEARS

TANGERINES
Faa

AIR FORCE STAFF SGT.
RICKY D. SUTER has been
decorated with the Air Force Commendation Medal.
The medal is awarded to those •
individuals who demonstrate outstanding achievement or meritorious service in the performance of
their duties on behalf of the Air
Force.
Suiter is a surgical service technician at Columbus Air Force Base,
Mississippi.
A 1977 graduate of Lowes High
School, he is the son of Dean and
Martha A. Suiter of Mayfield.
His wife, Gena, is the daughter
of Charley R. and Patricia A. Wilson of Mayfield.

-4 Vow

1 LB. POTATO SALAD
WITH 8 PIECE
DELI FRIED CHICKEN
FRESH STOREMADE
ALL VARIETIES
PIZZA
DELI BAKED OR
BOILED HAM
LB.

FLORIDA TANGELOS AND
JUICE ORANGES
FLORIDA PINK OR WHITE
GRAPEFRUIT
FRESH
COCONUTS
EA.

FRESH I LB. BAG
SLAW MIX
FRESH CRISP
CELERY
EA.
SALTED, ROASTED, RAW IN-SHELL
LB.
PEANUTS

ARMY LT. COL. LANCE E.
BOOTH is attending the Army
War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pa.
The 10-month curriculum of the
Army's senior school prepares
officers and civilian officials of the
federal government for top level
command and staff positions with
the U.S. Armed forces throughout
the world.
Students work on broad fundamental problems relating to national security affairs.
Booth is the son of Lance Booth
of Rt. 5, Murray.
The colonel is a 1966 graduate
of Calloway County High School.
He received a master's degree in
1978 from Webster University, St,
Louis, Mo.
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Black named for BPW honor
1
MURRAY TAILOR SHOP
--X<
`,
KindS a-C
Pit era!ionS
Opening October

"Qtialit

Work, Reasonable Prices"
irk

418 N1ain St.

Hours: M-F 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
ndir I ranit

)

753-9981

CALENDAR
(('ont'd from page SA)
Thursday, Oct. 24

Thursday, Oct. 24

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi/7 p.m./home of Edna
Vaughn.

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5:15 p.m.

Murray High School activities
include Report Cards distributed:
Freshmen Football Team hosts
Reidland; Quick Recall Team hosts
Christian County and Heath.

First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m.; Revival luncheon/11:50 a.m.:
Revival Choir/6:30 p.m.
•

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:00 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:00
* Call About Weekly Specials *

1
;
,

247-8537

Under New
Ownership
305A S. 12th St.
(Next to Dumplin's)
753-0959
Hours: - - lb, Noon- 10 p.m.; Fri., Noon - 11 p.m
Sat., 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.; Sun.. 1 p.m. - 10 p.m

STARTS THURSDAY
October 24

FALL FASHION CLEARANCE
Missy Dresses
Petite Dresses
Large Size Dresses

Missy Sportswear
Petite Sportswear
IArge Size Sportswear

30% - 50% OFF
Open Mon-Sat 10-6

exe

114 Southern Village
South Fulton, TN
901-479-2550

Singles Organizational Society/7
p m.,'Da‘tha's house. Info/Pamela,
753-763-8. or Jeanne. 753-0224.
Prepaud Childbirth Class/7
p.m./edtication unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./Board Room, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1425.
Humane Society of Calloway
County/7 p.m./Animal Shelter.
Singles Friendship of Paris.
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach. 753-3580.
Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 •p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center. Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

•
III•

L BL events include Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./GPVC; Archery Season closes.

The Keel reunion was held
recently at Murray- Calloway
County Park.
Those attending were the
following:
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keel. Barb,
Darren and Kenny, Mr. and Mrs.
Max Keel, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Keel, Rhonda, Sue Britt, Bronzie
Easley, Bonnie Keel,
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Keel, Stephanie, Steven and Stacy, Jannewne Travis, Sherrie Geurin, Gina and
Ann Gooch, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Orr, Micah,
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Moon, Brent,
Clent and Nicklas, Mr. and Mrs.
Sonny Britt, Rebecca and Russell,
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Mathis, Josh,
Katrina and Auston, and Henry
Underhill.

Air

Christian Women's event held

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.:
Social Concerns Committee/4 p.m.;
RCIA and CREED Series/7 p.m.
Young N Hearts of Glendale Road
Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES Mr
Public SeRtce of the USDA Forest Service and
State Forester
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Kay Powell, left, of Cookeville, Tenn., was special guest speaker at a
"Cinderella" luncheon held by Murray Christian Women's Club on
Tuesday, Oct. 15, at 12 noon at Mayflower Restaurant at Holiday Inn.
She was introduced by Lois Green, second left. Evelyn Willie, third
right, was narrator for the showing of fall shoe fashions from The
Shoe Tree. White pillows to display the shoes were furnished by WalMart. Assisting were Pat Wood and Marla Wallace, seated third and
fourth left. At right are Janet Kasishke and Mary Ann Pavlick. Flowers were furnished by Lucy Ann Forrest of Judy's Florist. About 55
persons were present. The next event will be the annual "Holiday
Auction" luncheon on Tuesday, Nov. 19, at 12 noon at Seven Seas
Restaurant. Reservations should be made by Sunday evening, Nov. 17,
by calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999, or Marilyn Pritchard, 753-9930.
For cancellations call Sherry Edwards, 753-8034.
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Descendants of Wallace,
Rosa Grugett Riley meet
The descendants of Wallace and
Rosa Grugett Riley met Sunday,
Oct. 13, at The Community Building at Farmington for their annual
family reunion.
There were 43 descendants who
/
attended the event.
•
Rayma Reed and Monica Singleton celebrated their birthdays.
Jackie Treas of Murray led the
group in prayher before a basket
lunch was served.
Present were the following::
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Herndon
and Leigh Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Greg
Herndon, Elizabeth and Barry, Mr.

and Mrs. Randy Herndon and Aaron, Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Riley, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Bailey.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Riley, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Curd and Valarie, Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Wright, Jennifer and Autumn,
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gilbert, Mr.
and Mrs. Max Parker, Zachary,
Whitney and Melissa, Mr. and Mrs.
Jackie Treas,
Allene Riley, Rayma Reed, Bernice Lathram, Jill Singleton and
Monica, Brice Edwards, Jean Wallace and Barbara Nell Brown.

ENTIRE STOCK
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Nationally Advertised
Fall & Winter Merchandise
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Jamie Black, right, was named as 1991 Woman of the Year by Murray Chapter of Business and Professional Women at the annual prayer breakfast held Sunday morning, Oct. 20, at Mayflower Restaurant,
holiday Inn. A security officer at Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
Black is president-elect of Murray BPW. Faye Rogers, left, past president of Murray BPW, pins a corsage on Black at the event. The chapter will have a banquet on Thursday, Oct. 24, at 6:30 p.m. at Louie's
Steak House as a part of the observance of National Business
Women's Week. Dr. Virginia Slimmer will be speaker. All working
women of the area are invited to attend, according to Jeanne Fleming,
chapter president.

Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.
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This SALE includes our beautiful Collection
of Leather Coats & Bomber Jackets, Dresses,
Sweaters, Blouses, Skirls, Pants, Jeans & More!
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Extension 0'en House held

Gospel singers
give prograins

BIG
VALU
E
LITTLE PRICE

at two places

Wayne Williams, third left, is served by Betty Kirkenmeier,..a member of New Concord Homemakers
Club, left, and Laura Paschall, wife of Mark Paschall, president of County Extension Board, at the open
house held Sunday, Oct. 13, at Calloway County Extension offices in the Weaks Center, Murray. At right
are Vanda Gibson, president of Calloway County Homemakers, and LaDawn Cook, State 4-11 Teen Council Representative and president of Area 4-11. About 100 persons called during the afternoon to see the
offices of Ted Howard, county agent for agriculture, Jane Steely, county agent in 4-11/Youth Development,
Karen Hicks, county agent in home economics, and Jeannie Garrison, office secretary.
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Introducing The Lowest-Priced
Hobbylock From Pfaff

The Gospil Suigers of Popkir
Spring Baptist Church made the:r
monthly visits to West View Nur.ing Home and Fern Terrace Lodge
on Thesday, Oct. 15.
The first program was at 10:30
a.m. at West View and the second
program-was at 1:30 p.m. at Fern
Terrace.
The Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor.
gave the devotions and read the
birthdays for October at each place.
Louise. Short is the director and
pianist for the singers.
Juanita Lee was a guest singer at
West Vic, and Cleo Grogan at
Fern Terrace.
Gospel singers were Irene
Bynum, Sue Campbell, Bobbie
Cook, Kathleen Green, Laurine
McCuiston, Helen Nance, Wes.
Norvell, Bill Reamer, Muriel
Wright and Mrs. Short.
The group had lunch at Sirloin
Stockade.

The New Hobbylock 774E Is Loaded With
Extra-Value Features.
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SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY PRICE
$44

•Povieo:r! motor plus electronic fool control
•Baiecl oy ;Naffs 5 year limited warranty and more
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We Sail Th. Bost & Sorvice Tirso Rost
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4 SEWING MACHINE CO.

Hwy.68 • Raldland Near 1-24, Exit *16
898-7301
In Ky. 1-800-599-USEW (8739) Out CM State 1-800-525-7845

OPEN
HOUSE
Sat, Oct 26
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

ictured

Enjoy gourmet food samples while yon shop in our
Christmas Wonderl (I!

SNAPAtt

Santa's

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

Attic

6E6rya(r CABINET FOR mt,MAll RESOURCES

SAL

Margaret Campbell, critic teacher in history at Murray Training School, took this picture of the 1933
Freshmen at MIS in 1933. They are seated out by the southwest corner of the school building which was
on the location of the present National Boy Scout Museum on the Murray State campus. Pictured, from
left, bottom row, Thomas Crawford, deceased, Eugene Irvan, deceased, Billy Pollard, Bobby Hester, Charles Henry Jones; second row, Mary Zetta Hughes Lee, Ruth Farley Blackwood, Mildred Jones Rudolph.
Catherine Brinn Turnbow, Caswell Hayes, deceased; third row, Louise Waldrop Tucker, Nadine Tutt
McCallon, Fannie Lou Lassiter Adams, Mary Mellen; back row, ReIla Gibbs Jenkins, Daisy Lou Melvin
Boyd, Peggy Presson Hoffman, and Herbert J. Brinn, deceased. Some of this group met for a recent reunion brunch at Holiday Inn, Murray, and later went to the home of Ruth Blackwood for visiting. This
picture was furnished by ReIla Gibbs Jenkins of Madisonville.
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Officials propose amending school budget deadline
By ALLEN G. BREED
Associated Prase Writer

PIKEVILLE, Ky. — For Kentucky children, the school year too
often begins with the threat of a
shutdown.
Children in Floyd County started
the 1991-92 academic year under
the cloud of a threatened repeat of
last year's teacher strike. Breathitt
County students started classes on
time, only to lose a week to a

teacher walkout.
Deputy Education Commissioner
Dave Thomas mediated lastminute, hard-fought settlements in
both situations, each time solving
disputes over spending and
salaries.
"There's really no reason under
God's green earth that this should
be happening," said Thomas,
whose job was created by KERA.
He says such crises can be blamed
on one small statute that the 1990

Education Reform Act missed.
Current state law allows school
districts to put off approving a
budget uny Sept. 15, well into the
school year. State Education
Department officials propose
rewriting the legislation to move
that deadline back to May 15.
"That was at the root of both the
strikes that I mediated and is, in
general, a practice which inhibits
effective community involvement
in the development of the financial

plan," Thomas said.
Robert Arvin, who took the job
of deputy commissioner for management support services Aug. 1,
spent 16 years as Oldham County
schools superintendent. He said the
present system "defies logic."
"I've long felt it's necessary,"
said Arvin of the earlier budget
deadline. "Because when you think
rationally, all the planning for the
school year needs to be/complete
long before the beginning of the
school year."
Under the proposal, the board
would consider a draft budget in
January or February. Budget adoption would be moved up, but Arvin
said the board would still have the
option of amending it when the
property tax assessments come in.
Officials in Breathitt County,
like others around the state, said
they needed to see the county's tax
assessments before adopting a
budget. But Thomas said that
shouldn't be a factor.
"Superintendents all over the
country do this routinely, and I did
it for about two decades in several
states," he said. "The Kentucky

We're looking for the area's best holiday recipes. Maybe it's
your Aunt Martha's secret-ingredient apple pie or Cousin
Ed's sure-fire turkey dressing.
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Send us your favorite recipe by November 5 and you could be our overall
winner and win $35! Category winners will each receive $10. We'll print
all the submitted entries in our holiday supplement, 'Holiday Cookbook,'
coming on November 19. Its your handy holiday guide for cooking up
a storm!
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boards and superintendents have as
much reliable data in the spring as
any other superintendent in the
country."
Thomas said local school officials had become too accustomed
to complying with the existing law.
But that is not their fault, he said.
"What they need to understand
is that it'sNuite easy to estimate
the assessment and the other factors that they would need to present
a solid, reliable fiscal projection to
the public in April and May," he
said.
By sitting down with Breathitt
County officials, for instance, Thomas said he found nearly $I million that the board didn't know it
had. That was more than enough to
give teachers an 8.5 percent raise
and meet other demands for
increased spending.
Arvin said the only problem he
could foresee was convincing districts to maintain adequate reserves
to provide for a margin of error. He
would recommend a smaller school
district try to have an 8 percent
reserve and a larger one 5 percent.
Arvin said he had spoken with
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Categories include:
Appetizer•Bread•Salad
Main Dish•Dessert
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This is a tough problem even for bright kids.
is not math or science that's keeping bright kids out of college. Its
tit ime eci int unties. That's why giving to the 1"nited Negro College
l'und is so important
As the most experienced source in providing general operating
support kn. historically black colleges. we've enabled th5.iusands itt
deserving students to get a quality education.
Hut tur help is still urgently needed. V•ithollt yOU this problem has
flu 1 s( >kith ql "Wild your donation fit I NCI'. Sill E o21-1(1 'street,
New YA.irk, NY

the
Murray Ledger & Times
c/o Holiday Cookbook 1001 Whitnell Ave, Murray Ky 42071

John Trotter, Murray, Ky.
Shirley Lamb, RN

UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND
A Mind Is A Terrible Thing To Waste.

"Mtgray-adoway wasatthe
heartofmy recovery."
A
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. hoot administrators who
fear the process would further
diminish their power, Thomas said
just the opposite would happen.
"This is going to give you more
control than you've ever had,"
Thomas said. By not acting publicly, school boards "play into the
hands of special interest groups
that want to manipulate the budget
for their interests," he said.
Arvin said the change was a
necessity, and he hoped others
would see it that way.
"It makes sense to me to have
an orderly school year, to have
informed decisions made, they
have to be made before the school
year begins," Arvin said. "Otherwise, I think you're inviting
chaos."
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LEBANON, Ill. (AP) — Scientists plan to explode a small
charge below ground this
weekend near this southern Illinois community as they try to
chart the New Madrid fault and
pinpoint potential earthquake
damage areas.
Tom Burdette of the U.S.
Geological Survey said the
explosion's noise will sound
somewhat like a sonic boom
from a passenger aircraft. There
will be little, if any, surface
motion, he said.
The charge will be exploded
between 10 p.m. and 3 a.m.
either Saturday or Sunday in a
well drilled 100- to 170-feet
deep.
"People will probably not
feel it." he said.
The testing will help experts
look for patterns in how shock
waves are dispersed and determine which areas would suffer
the most severe damage from a
major earthquake.
Burdette said the information
will show where building codes
need to be stiffened and construction should be reinforced to
compensate for possible earthquake damage.
The testing will be along a
north-south line that runs
through five states, including
part of Illinois.
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Former 'Father
of Year' indicted
for child abuse

fter John Trotter's heart attack, it was essential
for him to select a hospital where he would
receive the best care possible. So, John's first
step to recovery was choosing Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for his cardiac rehabilitation program.
We have the staff, the technology and the facilities
to give you the medical care you expect. As a matter of
fact, in a recent public consumer survey, respondents
said the quality of care at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital was better than other area hospitals.
Even with crucial services like cardiac
rehabilitation, you can be confident that you'll receive
the treatment you need and deserve. Right here. Close
to home.
If receiving superior care is important to you,
remember Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

0 3 Poplar Street

11111

Scientists plan
blast to chart
New Madrid fault
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several legislators, and that the
responses were favorable. Several
said they would have to see the
plan before they could endorse it.
"That's a rather substantive
change," said state Sen. Ed Ford,
D-Cynthiana, chairman of the
Senate Education Committee. "I'm
certainly anxious to sit down and
talk with (Thomas) about it."
Rep. Harry Moberly Jr., DRichmond, is chairman of the
Budget Review Subcommittee on
Education, said the idea piqued his
curiosity. But he said it was not as
simple as it sounded.
"I'd have to think about it," he
said. "I'm sure it's just more than
the issue of could they do it a little

7 1.) 2 - 1 1 (I I)

NEW YORK (AP) — A man
once voted "father of the year"
was indicted Tuesday on sex abuse
and child endangerment charges
related to the alleged mistreatment
and neglect of 11 of his adopted
children.
The sex abuse counts accuse
Kodzo Dobosu, 51, of molesting a
girl and boy, both 14. He also was
accused of inadequately caring for
11 children who lived with him on
Harlem's "Strivers' Row."
Dobosu was arrested May 21
after a 14-year-old girl, one of 18
adopted children who lived with
him, complained that he had
fondled her.
He denies the allegations.
A Family Court judge ordered
the removal from his house of the
11 children who were under age
18. Those children are now in foster care.
Meanwhile, the district attorney
said he is investigating how Dobosu spent public funds he received
to care for the children.
Dobosu, for a while an adoption
official in Ohio, won a "father of
the year" award in 1983 from the
National Father's Day Committee.
He was cited for his willingness to
care for kids with physical and
emotional problems.
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Hubble telescope discovery puzzles scientists
-•••••

planets over the next few billion
years.
"As you come in a little closer,
say 12 billion, 11 billion, 10 billion
light years, you start to see these
clouds dissipating," Weiler said
Tuesday. "So the prediction was
that ... the universe would have
evolved to the point where all the
gas had dissipated or condensed
into galaxies like the Milky Way."
But then a Hubble scientist
looked at a quasar named 3c273,
which is only 2 billion light years
from Earth, expecting at most One
or two clouds. They would show
up on the Hubble's faint object
camera as lines on a spectrograph.

By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Assoclobed Prato Writor

WASHINGTON - The Hubble
Space Telescope is presenting
astrophysicists with a tantalizing
puzzle: the existence of hydrogen
clouds in space that shcaold have
dissipated billions of years ago.
"It's by far the most significant
result Hubble has made so far,"
says Ed Weiler, the space telescope's program manager at NASA
headquarters.
The Hubble spotted the clouds
between Earth and the nearest quasar about four or five months ago.
Until then, scientists were comfortable with a theory that hydrogen clouds resulted from the Big
Bang that .created the universe 15
billion years ago- that they slowly formed into galaxies, stars and

Instead he saw six or seven lines
at different velocities and different
distances.
"This was quite a surprise,"

San Diego marshals arrest man
for not paying to ride trolleys
SAN DIEGO (AP)- The county marshal's most wanted scofflaw
was arrested on 119 misdemeanor
warrants, including 100 citations
for riding trolleys without paying
the fare.
Kenneth Montanez Jackson, 32,
of San Diego was to be arraigned
today on warrants that total
S37,000 and date to July 1988,
along with warrants for jaywalking,

loitering and failure to appear in
court, said deputy marshal Larry
Kusler.
Jackson, who is unemployed,
was arrested Friday and jailed on
$37,000 bail.
The marshal's office has a list of
about 480 scofflaws with at least
15 outstanding warrants apiece,
and Jackson led the list, Kusler
said. '

said Weiler. The order went out to
look again with a high resolution
spectrograph, which has the ability
to see more lines.
"It was even more of a surprise," he added. "They confirmed
between nine and 16 individual
clouds spread out."
The scientists were in for a
further shock. Not only were the
clouds there, but their density was
more or less the same as it would

have been 10 billion or 12 billion
light years ago.
"This truly is a mystery," said
Weiler. "How did these clouds
survive to this day? Are they being
created somehow by some mechanism we don't understand? If they
are created, how are they being
held together? There are a lot 'of
theories about dark matter, perhaps
this is where this dark matter is. In
these clouds."

.••••

'89 PLYMOUTH RELIANT LE
Extra sharp local car with
automatic, air cond., power
steering,stereo and 33,365
miles. Bal. of 7/70 warranty
available.

Marshall pleads guilty to killing
wife, assaulting stepdaughter
ment that had begun the day
before.
Marshall shot his wife in the
head with a 9mm pistol. He shot
his stepdaughter in the torso.
Another stepdaughter, Niki
Steinhurst, 13, was present when
the shootings occurred but was not
hurt.
Marshall was arrested after driving his wife and stepdaughter to a
hospital in Richmond for treatment.
He has been held in the Madison
County Jail since then under a
S100,000 full-cash bond. He
entered his plea Friday.

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP)- Formal sentencing of Jerry Lee Marshall was set for Oct. 31 in Madison Circuit Court, where he
pleaded guilty to murdering his
wife and assaulting his
stepdaughter.
Marshall, 34, of Richmond, was
charged with the June 19 shooting
death of his wife, Mary Sue, 33,
and the attempted murder of his
stepdaughter, Natasha Steinhurst,
9.
They were shot in the family's
car more than eight miles from
Richmond during a family argu-

KEY WEST, Fla. (AP) - A
drowsy asthma sufferer who
grabbed the gun under her pillow
rather than the inhaler she keeps
there was hospitalized with a bullet
wound to the face.
"I didn't even know I had hold
of the gun until it went off," Vicki
Childress said Tuesday from her
bed at the Health System Florida
Keys Memorial Hospital.
Childress, 38, an aircraft maintenance worker at the Boca Chica
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Hwy. 45E, One Mile South of Downtown Martin, TN.
901-587-3000
THESE PRICES GOOD THRU 10-30-91
Hours: Mon.-Fn. 7:30-5:30: Sat., 7:30-3:00
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CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

New DES phone: 753-9111
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Masonite Siding $8.99
4x8 Sheet
Vinyl Siding $44.00
Square

54" PVC Tub Plus
3 Pc. Wall Unit
Ideal Replacement Unit
For Mobile Home/Cabin
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1/4" Oak
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Electric Water Heaters
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Cold Weather Just Around
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$5" Off Prescription Drugs
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DRUGS

Naval Air Station, said she keeps
her asthma spray and a .38-caliber
revolver under her pillow.
Childress sai'd she was "kind of
in transition" between sleep and
consciousness when the shooting
occurred Monday.
The gun fired through the pillow,
police said. Part of the btlet
lodged in Childress' jawbfte,
while a fragment broke off and
went through her mouth.
The woman lost a few teeth.

headquarters and pointed a gun at
officers. The man was wounded
twice.
Pastore said another incident
also prompted him to order extra
training on high-powered semiautomatic Glocks his officers began
carrying nearly three years ago.
Two officers violated department
policy June 17 in the fatal shooting
of Anthony H. Laudano, Pastore
said. The officers fired 10 shots at
Laudano as he fled an alleged drug
buy, he said.
The training is to begin in January, Pastore said.

98

ADVANTAGE:

MIR IMO

Police chief orders intensive firearm
training in wake of recent shootings
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) The police chief has ordered officers to undergo intensive handgun
training in response to two shootings, including one that left a man
wounded after three officers fired
on him 29 times.
"I feel there is an urgent need to
train and educate our officers in the
use of weapons," Chief Nicholas
Pastore said. "I will make sure
they have a firm understanding of
firing a weapon."
/ On Oct. 12, three officers fired
29 shots at a man who had fired
into a crowd in front of police

$159

RELY ON US FOR ALL
YOUR PRESCRIPTION NEEDS
1=1
IMO

1.

it

Nothing Down

42 mo /1 1 9 APR/0 A C
Plus Tax, Lc.

Woman shoots self while
reaching for asthma spray

a
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Seaboard Farms Fryer
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Jim Adams
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Pork Loin _Avg. Wt. 9-10 Lb.. Lb. $1.59
Field Dinner
Franks
le oz. $1.39
Cube Steak

Lb.

Rib Half Sliced Into Chops

New Crop

Sweet Potatoes
Florida

Oranges

39°
4 Lb. Bag $1.99
Lb.

Sunshine
Totino s Party

PIZZAS

Ronco

Maxwell House

SPAGHETTI

COFFEE

7 Oz. Bag

13 Oz. Bag

9-10 Oz. Box

Sunshine Saltine

POTATIIA CHIPS
7 Oz. Bag

Lb. Box

SALE!
HOUR
SIX
Thursday, Oct. 24, 1991 2-8 p.m. Only!
Indian River Red

Grapefruit
48 Ct. Size

Coca Cola Classic,
Diet Coke D
Sprite Only
2 Liter
(Limit 2 Please)

Reelfoot Red Label

Why Pay Rue? Brand

Bologna

Bathroom
Tissue

12 oz. Pkg.
Buy 1 Pkg. Get 1

4 Roll Pk.

Reelfoot Meaty

Jumbo
Franks

See Store
Display For
Details!

1 Lb. Pkg.
Buy 1 Get 1

Introducing The French Garden Stoneware Collection!
Start Your Place Setting Now Al These Low Prices!!
Field s 1 Lb. Stick

Chili Stick
Buy 1 Get 1

Individual Packets
Low Calorie Sugar Substitute

Sweet-N-Low
PO% Uwe Fran Pack Bail

120 Ct. Box

Assorted Flavors IGA
Sandwich Creme

Cookies
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Bush s Showboat
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Beans

Stoneware
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(Limit 4 Please)

4-Pc. Place Setting
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Plate, Cup, Saucer,
Soup/Cereal Bowl

With $10.00
Purchase
(Reg. Retail $7.99)
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Oct. 23-Oct. 29
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SECTION B
Kentucky is gamin
reputation for its
farm architecture

History-filled but
run-down church named
site of new museum
HICKMAN, Ky. (AP) — A
century-old building that housed
Hickman's first black church and
school is being transformed into a
black history museum that planners
say would be the first of its type in
Kentucky.
The Thomas Chapel C.M.E.
Church was completed in 1890
after the original building burned
down. The single-story red brick
building, which is listed on the
National Register of Historic
Places, was vacated in February
because of its condition of
disrepair.
But by December, the Warren
Thomas Historical Society hopes to
have turned the dilapidated church
into a museum to help "preserve
the black history of the community," said Jeannette Dean, society
president.
Martha Campbell, community
development director, said she first
discussed the idea with Mayor Judy
Powell after they attended a meeting on Kentucky's 1992
bicentennial.
After applying for and receiving
grants of $4,500 from the Kentucky
Heritage Council and $10,000 from
the Kentucky Bicentennial Commission, the idea became reality.
Work on the church, which
doubled as the town's first black
school, began in April. Area civic
group and churches have also
donated volunteer labor and
money.
"It's interesting because there is
a lot of history to that church,"
Powell, the mayor, said. The city
holds the deed, but plans to turn
over the museum to a non-profit
board when the museum is
completed.
The museum will include various
items of Hickman and Fulton
County post-Civil War family his-

tory and memorabilia including
pictures, books, clothing and glassware. Many of the church's original furnishings — crafted by former slaves — will be restored.
"To our knowledge, this is the
first black history museum within
the state," Campbell said. "We
hope it will draw people not only
from the area but also from around
the region."
The building's rebirth as a
museum is a tribute to the spirit
and dedication of the church's
black forefathers, Dean said.
"I think it will have a great
impact," she said. "It will be an
inspiration for young people...something they can be proud
of."
According to tradition, the
church got its start on Palm Sunday
of 1866.
Warren Thomas and his wife,
Sallie, were attending a service at a
church that allowed blacks only in
a segregated section. Sallie Thomas
was caring for a white family's
4-year-old son during the service
when the boy dashed to the front of
the church. When she tried to grab
him, she bumped into a former
Confederate captain, who pushed
her to the floor.
After the incident, blacks were
excluded from the church and on
Easter Sunday 1866 the Rev. Thomas first delivered a sermon to a
small group of former slaves in a
shack near the Mississippi River.
The first meetings of the black
church were held at the shack, but
in 1869 Thomas guided the former
slaves to build the original church
with hard-earned farming money.
Fire destroyed the building five
years later. Thomas and other
members eventually rebuilt the
church at its present location, but it
took more than 20 years to
complete.

By BYRON CRAWFORD
The Courlor-Journal

Art teacher Jackie Farrell (left) with Sean Clemson, Haley Leedon,
Elizabeth Miller and Gary Crass.

Murray Elementary's PTO
to open annual fund-raiser
Once again the Murray Elementary PTO's annual fund raiser is
close at hand. On Tuesday Oct. 29
from 5 to 8 p.m., we will be at the
MSU Expo Center to entertain you
with a cake walk, face painting, pin
the head on the Beetle Juice, fortune telling, grab bags, two haunted
houses, the great goblin giveaway,
pick up a boat, concessions, best
costume judging at 7 p.m., tiger
booth, water gun shots, Frankenstein, first aid, fishing, golf, basketball, footballl, tombstone bowling,
Teenage Mutant Ninja toss, story
telling, pictures, safety skits, best
Halloween scream judging at 6:30
p.m. and a rummage sale booth.
The goblin give away is sure to
be an exciting event.-The following
items will be available: three bicycles, a scooter, a $50 savings bond,
three silver coins, crystal stemware, a Nintendo chair, keyboard,
telephone, two Briggs and Stratton
engines, country ham, movie passes, toys, lots of gift certificates
and a print from the Gallery.
Each child will receive six
goblin give away tickets (more
available upon request). Tickets are
$1 each or 6 for $5. The money

and the completed goblin giveaway tickets need to be returned to
your child's teacher by Friday, Oct.
25. Your child is not required to
buy these tickets. There will be
tickets for sale the night of the festival. We have many wonderful
items and your support of this project is appreciated. The drawing for
these items will be during the Fall
Festival on Tuesday, Oct. 29. You
do not have to be present to win.
Parents, we need your help! We
have two new booths this year. The
Tiger booth is crats your or your
hcild have made and would like to
donate to be sold the night of the
festival. The other booth is our
rummage sale booth.
We need yard sale items (no clothing please). If you have a little or
a lot, we'll take it Give us a call
and we will be glad to pick it up.
Call Krista Crass at 437-4855 or
Lisa Stanley at 753-2336. Volunteers are busy contacting parents to
help bake cakes and work the night
of the festival. If you would like to
work and have not be contacted,
please contact us at the above n
umbers. Again, your support is
greatly appreciated.

WAREHOUSE
FOODS
759-1144

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Lovers of
old barns are discovering that Kentucky is a land of plenty. Historic
preservationists say the state is
gaining an almost national reputation among researchers for its
wealth of old wooden barns and
other farm outbuildings.
"We may have a better opportunity to save the agricultural history of the country than almost any
'other state," said Robert Polsgrove, the site-identification coordinator of the Kentucky Heritage
Council. "Researchers from the
outside come here and are
astounded at how much traditional
farm layout remains. We're trying,
as fast as we can, to record — and
to come up with ways to preserve
— rural buildings."
The barns are found in many
shapes and sizes, rusted hinges and
weathered slats bent with age and
wear. But in the sway-backed
tobacco stripping rooms and aging
corn cribs, feed and harness rooms,
stalls and hay lofts, there is, in
each, a personality, and a story that
often spans several generations.
Polsgrove said that because of
the nature of farming practices in
central Kentucky — where tobacco, grain and livestock have been
grown since the 19th century on
relatively small farms — many
buildings of early farmsteads
remain. A large number of old farm
buildings elsewhere in the upland
South and Midwest have not survived the changes in farming in
recent decades, he said.
Central Kentucky may have
more surviving rock fences and old
wooden barns than almost any
other state. Along with the cultural
landscape of small log barns and
corn cribs in the eastern mountains,
threshing toms, burley tobacco

curing barns and dair,
Bluegrass and Pennyri!,;
cured tobacco barns in
Kentucky, historians Hir
are provided a rare glirr:
past.
Initially, preservation:'
trated on only the most
historic buildings,
Riesenweber, planning
coordinator for the Kenlu,,•.
age Council.
It was not until recenti
servationists, recognii,
importance of agriculturc
development of KentucK,
their attention to the sign1!
farm buildings. which vr,.not survive as well as
and are endangered .,
neglect.
Over the next fil.e
Kentucky Heritage Co,]:examine the variety
struction — both in form
tion — found in the ta:c
cases, researchers sifl vs
and other farm outhuildin:::•
site documentat:,)-photographing.
"What the study wi:H
do is help us make dec:!!
when we should reall sia:
aging barn preservatic,r,
weber said. -We're in
at as many barns as

Luxurious LI(

North Park Condom in
1005 Southwood Dr.
Murray, Ky. 4207:
Individual lnits For Saie
For Appointment Piton.

753-32931

.We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
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Morton House
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Beef Stew 1

Green Beans
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Can

20 Lb.
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Pride of Illinois

3
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C

MkefStew

24 c
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Red Ripe

Tomatoes V-6
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SPORTS
Lemke's single in 12th wins thriller
ATLANTA (AP) — This World
Series is about two teams that just
W on t go away.
It about two teams that made
history by going from last to first,
and are still making everyone take
notice. The Minnesota Twins and
Atlanta Braves are still making history in October.
.The two teams combined to use
a/Series record 4/2 players in Game
3 as the Braves beat the Twins 5-4
in 12 innings Tuesday night to cut
Minnesota's lead to 2-1. It took 4
hours, 4 minutes. a Series record
for a nigh: game.
"We had to win or we would be
going home, soon." Atlanta manager Bobby Cox said. "It was very
draining.."

Cox and Twins manager Tom
Kelly made sure nobody went
home early. Nobody really wanted
to, either.
The Braves stayed alive when
Mark Lemke's two-out single to
left field off Rick Aguilera scored
David Justice from second base at
12:43 a.in. EDT. After a few hours
of rest, /Minnesota's Jack Morris,
the winner in Game 1, is scheduled
to pitch against John Smoltz
tonight.
Atlanta fans needed some time to
rest their chop motion, too. It may
not be enough time, however, to
digest what happened in Game 3.
"I still haven't figured out what
happened," said Lemke, a .234 hitter this season. That was the bin-

Holyfield-Tyson may be scrubbed
NEW YORK (AP) — Evander Holyfield won't be meeting Mike
Tyson before February, according to Holyfield's promoter. They might
not meet at all.
Originally scheduled to defense his undisputed heavyweight title on
Nov. 8 against Tyson. Holyfield now is looking to meet/an unspecified
opponent later that month. The Holyfield-Tyson bout, expected to be
the richest in boxing history, was postponed when the former champion sustained a rib injury during training.
"We were unable to find a date in January to reschedule the
Holyfield-Tyson fight that would be acceptable to all parties," Dan
Duva said Tuesday after meetings with representatives of TVKO and
Caesars Palace and with Don King, Tyson's promoter.
Tyson is scheduled to go on trial in Marion County Court in Indianapolis on Jan. 21 on a charge of rape and related charges. Should
Tyson be convicted, he would face up to 63 years in prison.
Last Friday, Judge Patricia J. Gifford of Marion County Superior
Court denied a request by attorneys for Tyson to delay the trial.
Duva said any fight with Tyson would be rescheduled "for some
time after January 1992."
Meanwhile, he indicated Holyfield will fight in late November
against an opponent to be decided. Duva said the fight would be on
HBO rather than on TVKO pay-per-view television, where the
Holyfield-Tyson fight would have been televised.
No site or date was announced, although speculation is that Holyfield's defense would come in Atlanta, his hometown. Two dies mentioned are Nov. 23 and Nov. 30.
Opponents mentioned include Ray Mercer, former champion Larry
Holmes and journeyman Alex Garcia.
Rock Newman, manager of Riddick Bowe, ranked second by the
World Boxing Council behind Tyson, said he would appeal to the
World Boxing Council to have Bowe step in for Tyson. A HolyfieldBowe fight does not appear likely without pay-per-view-television.
A pay-per-view TV format also would seem necessary for a
Holyfield-George Foreman rematch. Foreman, who lost to Holyfield in
April, is scheduled to fight Jimmy Ellis on Dec. 7 at Nassau, Bahamas.
The New York Daily News reported today that sources at the negotiations said King said it was possible Tyson might fight in January,
even if it was not with Holyfield.
"We have heard that Dan Duva has announced an interim fight for
Evander Holyfield in November and will reschedule the TysonHolyfield fight," King said. "While the contract does permit an interim fight in the event of an injury to one of the participants, Mike
Tyson is disappointed that Holyfield would put in jeopardy the fight
the public wants to see by taking an interim fight.
"Mike Tyson is awaiting clearance from the doctors and will assess
his position at that time."
The Holyfield-Tyson fight could have grossed more than $100 million and attract more than 2 million homes taking the pay-per-view
telecast. Holyfield was gumnteed $30 million and Tysonn$15 million.
with both men expected to make more on percentage deals.

gest hit of my career and I'm just he knocked it over the shortstop's
thrilled."
head," Aguilera said. "This was a
Unlike Game 5 of the NL play- tough game for both teams. It was
offs, Justice made sure he stepped a great game to watch."
on third base this time. Justice got
But you really needed a scorethe game-winning rally going when card to watch it as the Twins used
he singled with one out and stole 23 players. When it finally finsecond.
ished. all "Kelly had left on his
"I thought he could score as bench was Morris and Game 2 winlong as he touched third base," ner Kevin Tapani.
Lemke joked. "We needed that
"I thought it was a terrific
game, and it looked like it was get- game," Kelly said. "We were
down 4-1 against Steve Avery and
ting away."
Aguilera saved the first two put a scare into him."
The Twins had several chances
games of the Series and was forced
into this one because no one was to win the game after tying the
left. He even became the first score with two runs in the eighth.
Dan Gladden's single with one
pitcher to pinch hit in a Series
game since Don Drysdale in 1965. out in the top of the 12th and
"1 threw him a fastball away and (Coned on page 38)

CCM;

1991 World Series
Saturday, Oct. 19
Minnesota 5, Atlanta 2
Sunday, Oct. 20
Minnesota 3, Atlanta 2
Tuesday, Oct. 22
Atlanta 5, Minnesota 4, 12
innings, Minnesota leads
series 2-1
Wednesday, Oct. 23
Minnesota (Morris 18-12)
at Atlanta (Smoltz 14-13),
7:26 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 24
Minnesota (Tapani 16-9) at
Atlanta (Glavine 20-11), 7:26
p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 26
Atlanta at Minnesota, 7:26
p.m., if necessary
Sunday, Oct. 27
Atlanta at Minnesota, 7:40
p.m., if necessary

Soccer teams close regular season
Staff Reports
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

High school soccer season closed
Tuesday night, with Murray High
posting a 5-1 victory over Heath,
and Calloway County battling Lone
Oak to a 5-5 tie.
The Tigers, on Senior Recognition night at Holland Stadium,
jumped out to a 2-0 lead in the first
half, on scores from Aaron Whitaker, off a cross from Thomas
Daniels, and Roman Shapla, with
Whitaker on the assist.
Murray's Chris Bailey scored
twice in the second half, one on a
long shot and the other off a nice
pass from David Gressler before
Gressler whipped three defenders
for an unassited goal to close the
Tiger scoring.
Murray fired 31 shoo Heath's
10.
"One thing that we did very welt
was pass the ball," said Tiger head
coach James Weatherly."We had a
lot of touch passes and back passes. David Gressler did a nice job
of distributing the ball from the
midfield."
Murray finished the regular season at 15-2-1 and will face Caldwell County Monday night at 5
p.m. in the first game of Second
Distric Tournament at 'Marshall
County.
• • • •
Calloway led 3-0 at halftime at
Lone Oak, thanks to a hat trick
from Brandon Lucas, but a poor
second half did the Lakers in.
After Lone Oak cut the lead to
3-1, Jesse Arant scored off an
assist from Matt Imes, before Lone
Oak scored twice. Eric Johnson put
Calloway up 5-3, but Lone Oak
scored twice more to tie the game
at 5-all. The teams played a score-

Murray High freshman Roman Shapla passes out to the wing in Tuesday night's 5-1 Tiger victory over Heath at Ty Holland Stadium.
beat up."
less overtime.
After the game, the team had to
"I've never been apart of a more
poorly officiated game," Laker get a ride back to the high school
coach Bill Miller fumed. "The offi- from the CCHS Choir. Someone
cials did a great job of letting Lone had slashed the tires on the Laker
Oak back in the game by giving bus, Miller said.
• • • •
them two off-sides goals.
VOLLEYBALL
"I don't like to chastise officials,
The Murray State Racer volleybut Seth Arant won't be able to
practice this week because he's so (Cont'd on page 3B)

Dye vows to stay on; won't discuss allegations
AUBURN, Ala.(AP) — A.defiant Auburn coach Pat Dye is
clamping :down
playerg and vowingThe won't quit in
the face .. of potentially scandalous accusations against his
program.
Dye began his weekly news conference on Tuesday by telling the media they could not question his team about allegations of illegal payments and other benefits to former players.
wish all of you were the same," he told reporters. "But
some of you will get in therflnd twist and turn it around like
you want it instead of how like it was intended to be said.
I've had enough of that sluff in the papers. I don't need it
an\ ITIOre.''
'For that reason. Dye said, he would not allow questioning
of hLs team about anything involving allegations made by former player Eric Ramsey.
Ramsey 's attorney, Donald Watkins, already has ieleased
tape-recorded conversations which purportedly show the explayer received payoffs and performance bonuses from an
Auburn booster. Ramsey also claims that Dye and some of his
assistant coaches violated NCAA rules.
The NCAA and the university have launched separate
investigations.
Watkins said Tuesday that two more sets of tapes made by
Ramsey' would soon be made public.
"I know the second batch involving assistant coaches will
be released next, and then we'll move on to the head coach
and athletic director (Dye serves in both posts) last."
Dye vowed that the controversy will not lead him to quit as
football coach, although he has shown a willingness to step
down as athletic director.
"If you guys come out with something about me resigning,
you might as well say Coach Dye was fired, because that's
what it's going to take to get me out of here," he told reporters. "I ain't going to be quitting."

753-4563

Dye lashed out at the media, particularly over a report by a
Birmingham talk show host last week that his resignation was
imminent.
"All the other conversations are enough, and then that
comes out," he said. "Everybody is calling here, calling the
players, their mamas and daddies calling here to ask, 'Is
Coach Dye resigning? Is Coach Dye resigning?' The players
are concerned about it."
Normally the media is allowed access to Sewell Hall, the
athletic dormitory, after Dye's regular Tuesday'news conference. The Tigers (4-2) play host to Mississippi State in a
Southeastern Conference game Saturday.
When a reporter objected to the restriction on questioning,
Auburn officials said no one would be allowed to query players at the dorm. Instead, eight players were brought to the athletic complex for an impromptu news conference — but they
were not allowed to discuss the Ramsey situation, either.
When one reporter asked defensive end Jon Wilson if anything could put a damper on this week's homecoming celebration, Auburn spokesman David Housel instructed Wilson:
"Jon, please confine your comments to the 4-2 record."
When asked if all the recent turmoil was affecting his players, Dye said, "Not really."
Then why is that subject off limits?
"Well, I'm tired of it myself, if that's a good enough
answer," Dye replied. "If it ain't, then I really don't care as
long as I've got control of them, and I think I still do.
"I've tried to be as fair to the press as I can possibly be,"
he continued. "I realize you've got a job to do, but I have a
job to do, too. I'm trying to coach this football team to the
best of my ability and prepare this football team to the best of
my ability to make sure they come to play on Saturday against
Mississippi State.

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"Check Us Out."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

"Talking about all the other things is not going to help us
get ready. Does anybody here think that would help us get
ready on Saturday? Why, no. If you were in my position, you
would do the same ,thing."
Dye also tried to east doubt on the tapes made by Ramsey,
a defensive back at Auburn from 1986-90.
"I don't know what's true and what's not true," he said.
"I don't know if the tapes are authentic or not.
"I haven't heard them. I haven't had them analyzed by
somebody who would know if the tapes have been tampered
with or not. Who knows? All I know is what's been written in
the paper. Y'all can write anything you want anytime you
want, and it doesn't even have to be true."
Watkins, though, said the transcript of six tapes published
Sunday by a Birmingham newspaper showed Ramsey has
been truthful.
"There's no longer a cloud of doubt about whether he has
tape recordings of the people he says he does," the attorney
said.
Watkins said Ramsey even received a request Tuesday to
testify before a U.S. House subconimittee investigating abuses
in college athletics.
"I know they are interested in the Eric Ramsey-type experience," Watkins said, referring to the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection and Competitiveness. "They
very much want him to be the lead witness at their next hearing date."
But an investigator for the subcommittee, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, said the panel only was "exploring
the story and investigating the story his client claims to have
as part of its overall investigation."
The investigator said the subcommittee had not decided
when its next hearing would be held or who would be called
to testify.
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Kelly didn't
understand
the new rules
ATLANTA (AP) — Yo, Tom!
Maybe you underestimated your
National League brethren. Maybe
you should have slept a little
less. Maybe this managing thing
without the DH really is rocket
science.
"Bottom line is, we had a
couple of chances to get the
job done and we didn't do it,"
Twins manager Tom Kelly said
after Atlanta beat Minnesota 5-4
in one of the wildest World
Series games ever,
Yo, Tom! Bottom line is,
your guys might have had a
couple more — and better —
chances if you spent a little
less time cracking jokes and a
little more time doping out
when to put who in where.
During the off-day workouts
Monday, a reporter asked Kelly
how he would deal with the
maddening variety of situations
that the lack of a designated
hitter creates for NL managers,
and he wisecracked back, "I've
lost a lot of sleep worrying
about this double-switch thing.
To me, it's right up there with
rocket science."
Well, it was exactly 12:42
a.m. today when the Braves'
Mark Lemke mercifully called a
halt to the proceedings .by slicing the 602nd pitch of 'the
evening — the 231st strike —
into left field to score David
Justice in the bottom of the
12th inning with the winning
run. And at the time, Kelly had
available for spot duty exactly
two players, Jack Morris and
Kevin Tapani, who, if you
recall, were the starting pitchers
in Games 1 and 2, respectively.
Lemke's winning hit came off
Rick Aguilera, who was the
seventh Minnesota pitcher (tying
a World Series record) of the
game and the 13th overall (a
record).
It was the same Rick Aguilera who entered the game in
the top of the 12th inning as
the 23rd Minnesota player
(another record) and the 42nd
player used by either team
(another record).
The same Rick Aguilera who
came on as the Twins' eighth
pinch-hitter (another record) and
the 11th pinch-hitter overall
(right, still another record).
The same Rick Aguilera w,ho
found himself facing Jim Clancy
with the bases loaded and two
out. And finally, the same Rick
Aguilera who hadn't faced live
pitching since July 20, 1989,
and on this night promptly flied
out to Braves center fielder Ron
Gant for Minnesota's final out.
Yo, Tom! Aguilera's at-bat in
the 12th marked the fourth time
you got caught with runners on
base and the pitcher due up.
And what about that move in
the ninth inning? First you execute the double-switch correctly
to get outfielder Jarvis Brown
into the No. 9 spot and pitcher
Carl Willis into the No. 5 spot,
and then you drag Randy Bush
off the bench to pitch-hit for
Brown.
"Yeah," Kelly said, "I was
wracking my brains on that
move. We got a runner on and
I was trying to let Bush win
the game for us. Jarvis isn't the
best pinch-hitter we have. He
was supposed to be here to
pinch run and for defensive
purposes.
"If we didn't have a man
on, I might have let him hit,"
he added. "But we wanted to
give Bushy the chance to win
the game."
Yo, Tom! Didn't it occur to
(Cont'd on page 38)

Thank you for the privilege to serve you on the
City Council the past 2 years.

VOTE

Carpet & Furniture
Specialists
COMMERICAURESIDENTIAL
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707
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Larry Legend

Actions& Reactions
CCMS FOOTBALL

Celts extend Bird's contract

The Calloway County 7th and 8th grade football teams fell to Graves County
4n the season finales Tuesday night. The 8th-graders lost a 19-14 decision
to the Eagles, despite two touchdowns and 150-yards rushing from Steve
Pasek. Laker quarterback Sam Arnett also had a good night, while Jeremy
Rose, Zach Ross and Jarrod Lencki excelled on defense for Calloway. The
8th-graders finished their season at 4-3. The Laker 7th-graders lost 7-0 to
Graves County, to finish their season at 3-1.

BOSTON (AP) — Larry Bird faced an uncertain future when he had
back surgery last June. Now he can look forward to three more seasons
with the Boston Ceitics as both parties work out details of a contract
extension.
Bird has stood up to the rigors of training camp practices and -exhibition games so well that he wants a new deal that would run through the
1993-94 NBA season.
The two sides agreed to extend his current contract, which expires after
this season, by two years, a source said 'Tuesday. The Boston Globe
quoted sources as saying the extension would be worth S4 million per
year.
The extension "is something both parties would like, but at this point
it's just conversations," Bob Woolf, Bird's attorney, said. "Nothing is
finalized."
The Celtics wouldn't confirm or deny that an agreement has been
reached.
"I'm not comfortable making any comment on any negotiations"
before the team is ready to make an announcement, senior executive vice
president Dave Gavitt said Tuesday.
The Celtics are over the NBA salary cap, and negotiators would have to
find a way to fit the deal within those limits. Both sides reportedly would
like to have a new deal done by Nov. 1, when the Celtics open their
season.
Alan Cohen, one of the Celtics owners, said Monday night. "We've
said all along that if Larry can play two more years, or 10 more years,
then we would be happy to have him do so," the Globe reported.
If Bird plays through the 1993-94 season, he will be a 15-year veteran
at age 37.
He played with back pain most of last season and missed 22 games
because of injury. The team was 10-12 without him.
He played in the opening playoff game, a 127-120 victory over Indiana,
then spent the night in traction. He played all five games against the Pacers. He missed the opening second-round game against Detroit with back
spasms but played the rest of the six-game series, won by the Pistons.
Last June 7, he had back surgery.

MMS FOOTBALL
The Murray Middle Tigers finished their season at 5-2 with a 28-12 win over
Fulton County. Marcellous Foster ran for two touchdowns and tossed two
PATs to Tracy Feezor, while Feezor ripped off a 30-yard TD run. Preston
Weatherly tossed a 50-yard scoring strike to Davon Ballard for Murray's final
score of the year. "I'm very, very proud of this group," MMS coach Scott
Turner said. "They've worked hard to overcome adversity, and I think we're
sending a good crop to the high school."
FOOTBALL
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OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — New York Jets coach Bruce Coslet testimony in
the murder trail of former Seattle Seahawks interim general manager
Michael Blatt-differed from telephone comments he made in 1990 to prosecutors investigating the Feb. 28, 1989 slaying of Stockton real estate developer Laurence Carnegie. Blatt, a contractor and developer in Stockton, is
charged with hiring two men to kill Carnegie, who was shot with a crossbow
and strangled. Coslet was asked why he wrote Blatt a note on Feb. 15, 1989
that said: "For some reason, I had the feeling you need to be cheered up."
During the 1990 conversation with prosecutors, Coslet said he wrote the
note a few days after Blatt called to say he had lost the general manager's
job with the Seahawks. But in his testimony, Coslet said he now remembers
that Blatt didn't say he would not get the general manager's job but said
instead that he could not offer Coslet the coaching job. Deputy San Joaquin
County district attorney Euall Blassett Jr. hoped to show that, prior to Carnegie's murder, Blatt knew he would not get the Seattle job even though the
appointment of Tom Flores as general manager wasn't announced until
after the slayino.
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BASEBALL
BALTIMORE (AP) — Baltimore Orioles shortstop Cal Ripken, who hit
.323 with 34 homers and 114 RBIs, has been named The Sporting News
Player of the Year for the second time in his career. He also captured the
award in 1983.
HACKENSACK, ri.J. (AP) — Chicago White Sox outfielder Dan Pasqua
was arrested at his home and charged with two disorderly persons offenses
of possessing less than 50 grams of marijuana and a smoking pipe, Bergen
County prosecutor John Fahy said.
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(Coned from page 2B)
ball team took two matches in
Owensboro on Tuesday, defeating
Brescia College in three games and
downing Kentucky Wesleyan in
four.
The Racers were 15-3, 15-4 and
15-7 winners over Brescia, with
Renee Bailey scoring seven kills,
Denise Donnelly serving four aces
_ and Beth Bair scooping up eight
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The Racers were 15-5, 15-7,
16-18, and 15-6 winners over Kentucky Wesleyan, as Jill Doty had
14 kills and 14 digs. Donnelly and
Sara Dearworth each had four aces,
as the Racers improved to 10-12.
The Racers trvel to Jonesboro,
Ark. on Saturday for matches with
DePaul and Arkansas State before
coming home next Tuesday to face
Evansville.

I.

(Cont'd from page 2B)
Lemke's fielding error on Chuck
Knoblauch's grounder put runners
on first and third with one out. But
Kent Mercker struck out Kent
Hrbek looking and Kirby Puckett
was intentionally walked to load
the bases.
Kelly, with no position players
left, pinch hit Aguilera for Mark
Guthrie and winner Jim Clancy
ended the threat as Aguilera hit a
fly ball to center.
"I felt the ball hit my bat and
started to run," Aguilera said. "1
was hoping (Ron) Gant was playing more shallow."
The Braves snapped a 1-1 tie in
the fourth inning on Justice's solo
homer off Scott Erickson. They
added two more in fifth on Lonnie
Smith's first homer in 23 Series
games and David West's basesloaded walk to Greg Olson.
With Avery on the mound and
the fans in chop alert, it seemed
for an
Atlanta was heading
,
impressive victory.
Avery, who did not allow Pittsburgh a run in 16 1-3 innings, gave
up a solo homer to Puckett in the
seventh and was replaced by Alejandro Pena after pinch-hitter Brian
Harper reached on third baseman
Terry Pendleton's error leading off
the eighth.
Since being acquired from the
New York Mets on Aug. 28, Pena
had been 14-for-14 in save opportunics. But this time he gave up a
two-run pinch homer to Chili
Davis, on the bench because the
&signated hitter rule is not used in
the NL park.
One out later, Knoblauch singled
and moved to third on Hrkek's
single. But Pena got out of the jam
by fanning Puckett and Shane
Mack.

MINNESOTA
Gldden 1
Knb(ch 20
Hrbek lb
Puckett ct
Mack rt
Wills p
Srrenlo ph
Guthne p
Agilera p
Lotus 3b
Pglrulo 30
Nwrnen 30
Gagne ss
Ortiz c
Harper c
Ercksn p
West p
Leach p
Larkin ph
Bdrsian p
CDavis ph
JEtrown rl
Bush rt
Totals

ATLANTA
eb r h 01
6 1 3 0 LoSmth II
5 0 1 1 KtMchl II
6 0 1 0 Pndkn 313
4 1 1 1 Gant ct
4 0 0 0 Justice rt
0 0 0 0 Bream 1b
1 0 0 0 Hunter lb
0 0 0 0 Olson c
1 0 0 0 Lemke 2b
3 0 0 0 Blkard ss
1 0 0 0 Blauser se
1 0 0 0 Avery p
5 0 0 0 Pena p
2 0 1 0 Trdway ph
3 1 1 0 Stanton p
1 0 0 0 Cbrera ph
0 0 0 0 Wohlrs p
0 0 0 0 Mrcker p
1 0 1 0 Clancy p
0000
1 1 1 2
0000
20 0 0
47 4 10 4 Totals

ab r h bi
4 1 1 1
2000
4 1 00
6000
6221
30 1 0
2000
3 1 1 1
502 1
30 1 1
1 000
3000
0000
0 000
0 000
1 000
0000
0000
0000

The Twins' bullpen was again
terrific as Terry Leach, Steve Bedrosian, Carl Willis and Guthrie
kept Minnesota in the game. The
run off Aguilera broke a streak of
32 2-3 consecutive postseason
innings without allowing an earned
run by Minnesota relievers.
"We had our chances," Puckett
said. "If you don't take advantage,
the others guy will sooner or later.
That's part of the game."
Everything was part of this
game..

—

Wednesday's Games

Chances vs. Indiana at Evansville, Ind.. 6 30 p m

NBA PRESEASON
Monday's Gams
Phoenir 126 Phdadelionaa '21
Tuesday's Games
Den% 108 New Jersey 83
Chicago 114 Washington 101
helwaukes 110 San Antonio 102
Mar, 112, Minnesota 101
Houston 114 Denver 83
Dallas 110 Cnartotte 99
Seattle 115 Golden State 98
Los Angeles La110,6 121 Boston 106

San Antonio vs. Boston at Los Angeles, 7 p m
Denver vs Philadelphia at Abuquergue. 8 30 pm
New York at Utah, 8 30 p m
Sacramento at Portland. 930 p m
lielwaukee at Los Angeles Lakers, 10 pm
Thursday's Games
Cleveland at Houston, 830 pm
Philadelphia vs PhOeflla at Tempe, Ariz, 8.30 p m
Atlanta vs Minnesota at Winnipeg, 830 p m
Maccaos Tel Aviv at Los Angeles Closers. 9 p m
Indiana vs Golden State at San Jose. Call 930
m
Sacramento vs Sean* at Spokane Wash . 9 30
m

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

QUARTER MONDAY
month

Every Monday during the
• of October
•Selfserve bays
*Vacuums
*Air fresheners

All

-Morris," Kelly said, "was
next."
Yo, Tom! Morris is supposed
to start today.
And if you bothered to look
over -at the Atlanta bench when
this thing ended, you would
have noticed that Bobby Cox.
your counterpart, had one fresh
relievcr and three starting arms
available, not to mention two
very capable pinch-hitters.
Maybe this NL managing
thing really is a little more
complicated than you thought.
Maybe it really is rocket science. Or maybe it's just that
time flies when you're having
fun.

'

25C

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.

Glendale at WhItnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton
Podiatrists specializing
in the medical and surgical
treatment of foot problems.
Bel Air Center
Hours by Appt.

South 12th St.
Mon. thru Fri.

Murray, KY
753-0666

Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
currnt on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. Ifyou have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such gTeat
'lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So.
you see, what you don t know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.

The Service You Need
When YOU Need It
GENUINE TOYOTA

AIR FILTER

6.75
TOYOTA OLJALIl \ SE I:\ ICE

BAR-B-U

MINOR

TUNEUP

Did_you know that the -symptoms most commonl treated
by chiropractors are:
J
J
J
_J

Fuel Injection
Higher
Slightly
s
Fu

•Install Towta-brand spark plug,
.
•Check air fuel and emission titters
•Inspect ignition %ire, distributor
cap and rotor belts hoses and
PO: %Ave

$52.95*

FREE

For confidence & peace of
mind come see Russell at
Toyota of Murray. We aim
to please,

•

"1. love

(502)753-4961
KY 1-800-599-0365
Other 1-800-755-0365

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY, INC.

J Painful Joints
J Shoulder Pain
_1 Armleg Pain
Cold Hands:Feet

FREE

759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Chiropractor
Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 am.-6 p.m. Monday-Frielity
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
tol
After Hours oryeekends, Call 753-4304

do br

ea

753-0045

Headaches
Arthritis
Bursitis
Hip Pain

',,ISCIAINIEH Our orlice po4lry proietta you 'The pauent •nd •rty oleter per•on raaponalue for payment Nola net i,. retum
pay. rental paymant or Parma:Mumma roe paythent.for •ny other ar.Ice, examinatAcm cr Vestment ernict, 4 performed •••
,eault 4 and -Arun
Aoum 4 reap.md.ra, to L., .d,.rtnnn,t Sr USe I'm, eery, e eaaro,nat.ion or treatmenl-

TOYOTA

Place Ain't Fancy But Sho Is Good Food
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J

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.

BURGERS
•-saz

Back Pain
Neck Pain
Stiffness
Numbness

To introduce you to the healing \orld of chiropractic, pletis
accept my special offer:
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

a

This Week's Special
Large Bar-B-0 & Fries

Murray

Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
Collfge Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education. I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster, Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University. And I have visited
number of other chiropractic clinics to study thc.n.
methods and procedures.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

S• 4

Chestnut St.

Jane Rogers 753-9627

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

2.49
••

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?

I

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET
Bar-B-Q Ribs, Pond Raised, Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food Bar - Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar - Includes Drink

r

State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

43 5 II 5

Minnesota
100 000 120 000-4
Atlanta
010 120 000 001-5
Two outs Wien winning run scored
E—Knoblauch (1). Pendleton (1), Lemke (1).
LOG—Minnesota 10, Atlanta 12. 28—Bream (2),
Olson (2) 38—Gladden (1) HR—Puckett (1), CDavis
(2), LoSrnith (1). Justice (1) SO—Knoblauch (3). Justice (1) 5—Treadway SF—Knoblauch
IP
H
ER 88 SO
Minnesota
Erickson
4 2-3 5
2 3
West
0
0
2 0
Leach
1.3 0
0 1
Bedrosian
2
0
0
Wills
2
0
2
Outline
1
2
Aguilera L.0-1
2-3 2
Atlanta
7
4 3 2 0 5
Avery
Pena
2
1
4 1
0 4
Stanton
2
1
0 0 1
3
1-3 1 0 0 0 0
Wohlers
Mercker
1-3 0
0 0 1
Clancy W,1-0
1-3 0 0 0 1
0
West pitched to 2 batters in the 50. Avery pitched
to 1 batter in the 8th
WP—Enckson, Pena.
Umpres—Home. Coble, First, Tata, Second. Reed:
Third, Montague Left. Denkinger, Right,
Wendelstedt
1-404 A-50,878

;S

le

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

BRAVES 5, TWINS 4

,
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SCOREBOARD

Kelly didn't...
(Cont'd from page 28)
you at some point that this
thing might go on for a while?
That maybe Bushy would
have been a good body to have
around, say, right about the
12th? Ditto for catcher Brian
Harper, who replaced his
platoon partner, Junior Ortiz, to
lead off the eighth, or third
baseman Mike Pagliarulo, who
hit in place of platoon partner
Scott Leius starting off the
ninth? Both were defensible
moves, but what about the
future? And what were you
going to do if Aguilera got
strung out? -'
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Russell Maness
Service Manager
Bob McPhail
Paris Manager

Mon.-Fri.
7:30-5:30
515 S. 12th
Murray, KY
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SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8
Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Starn s & WIC Vouchers
Canned

Pumpkin
16 oz.
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Leaders want support for Meredith
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— A group of community leaders
wants Western Kentucky University President Thomas Meredith to
withdraw his name from consideration for a Florida post in exchange
for a public endorsement from the
school's regents.
In a letter that was to be mailed
Tuesday night, the group asks the
regents to meet Saturday and
declare their firm support for
Meredith.
The group says it wants the
regents to then ask Meredith to
withdraw his name from consideration as president "of any other
academic institution."
Meredith is one of 13 finalists
for the presidency at the University
of Central Florida in Orlando. He

Powdered Sugar

is scheduled to travel to Florida on
Friday for an interview.
Meredith could not be reached
for comment Tuesday night.
Referring to controversies that
have surrounded some other university presidents in Kentucky, letter co-author John David Cole said:
"We want very, very much for
Western to avoid becoming
embroiled in the controversies that
have occurred at Murray, Morehead and just recently, Kentucky
State University.
"If Western loses a president in
three years, it has a negative influence on Western's ability to attract
a person of caliber. (And) if it
hurts Western, it hurts the entire
system of public higher education
in Kentucky."

Horoscopes
THURSDAV,OCTOBER 24,1991

2th.99'
Crisp Rite Creamed

hortenin
Country Brand

42 oz.

Bologna

Oven Best

Flour

Red or Yellow Delicious

Fruit Valley

Apples

Cranberry Sauc

11V

lb.

Libby's Crushed

Florida

Pineapple

Oranges

65

20 oz.

4 Lb Bag $149

Brooks

Prairie Farms

hili Hot Beans AitsI Buttermilk
$

29

40 oz.

t;c
_A

Ralston Saltine

rackers
49

16 oz.

1/2 gal.

99'

Prairie Farms

Fruit Drink
79'

(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE you fresh hope for the future. RoNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: mance soars to new heights. Speak
Look forward to new career and fi- from the heart.
nancial success. A recent investment
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
begins to pay off by December. Contact someone who is far away.
January and February of 1992 are Patience is the key to winning a job
transitional months. A willingness to competition. There is no way to rush
compromise will help you resolve things. Invest your money wisely.
any personal or office conflicts that Get-rich-quick schemes will surely
arise. An alliance you forge in May fail.
will prove highly successful. Your
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Those
romantic feelings for someone will in fashion or sales should have a
be heightened next summer. Be particularly good day. Be realistic. If
careful not to mistake a strong you take advantage of someone's
physical attraction for true love.
ignorance, you will pay for it later
CELEBRITIES BORN ON on. Protect your reputation for honTHIS DATE:actors Kevin Kline and esty.
F. Murray Abraham, quarterback
SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21): Try
Y.A. Tittle, musician Bill Wyman.
to be more decisive. Take the initiaARIES (March 21 -April 19): tive in career and financial matters
Share your new ideas with someone instead of simply waiting for things
you trust. Artistic people should re- to happen. Do not mistake an inceive special encouragement today. fatuation for the real thing. Search
Speculative ventures are fine so long your heart.
as they involve only small sums of
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
money.
21): Do not neglect important perTAURUS (April 20-May 20): sonal relationships while pursuing
Devote more time to those projects your professional goals. Consult exthat will produce the largest profits. perts before making any new finanA business associate may feel cial investments.
threatened by pending technological
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
changes. Offer reassurance.
Travel and research are in the spotGEMINI (May 21-June 20): light. Go after the big money! ConSomeone you have admired for a ferences and interviews enjoy highly
long time expresses new interest in favorable influences. A last-minute
you. Business negotiations should not change of plans will work out.
be postponed. Stop sitting on the
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
fence. It is time to move forward. Be Seek strong support for your business
bold!
and financial plans„ Others will back
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): your ideas. Do not jump to concluSomeone influential gives full back- sions about an interest a loved one
ing to a project that already has your shows. Evening is the ideal time for
stamp of approval. Show your ap- entertaining.
preciation. Your personal appearance
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
can be an important asset at a business Work may not go according to plan.
meeting.
A request for a bank loan will probLEO (July 23-Aug. 22): The out- ably be approved. Figure out a better
look for a new business venture sud- way to make presentations. Romance
denly brightens. Your mate or part- will be very much on your mind
ner tells you something that gives tonight.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are usually happy-go-lucky but may hide their
true feelings. Sensitive and guarded. these Scorpios are slow to take others
into their confidence. Although shy, they have good friends who will do
almost anything for them. Parents should exercise patience when these
inquisitive offspring ask curious questions. These children have a strong need
to know exactly how things work.
(To order a revised and updated copy ofJeane Dixon's best-selling book "Yesterday. lodas and Forever
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send $S 45 plus SI postage and handling i0
Dixon, c/o Andrews and McMeel. P0 Box 414150. Kansas City. Mo 64141 Make sheds. pay able to
Andrews and McMeel

Practical Features.
Practical Performance.
Practical Price.

Gal.

Toshiba's
New BD-2810
Personal
Business Copier!

Recommended by: Buyers Guide

Pepsi Cola
Clifty Farms

Country
Hams
Whole or Sliced

79

"Ask Tour Neighbors
About Their Toshiba"

12 Pk. Cans
$309

Pepsi Cola
9

118 N. 7th St. Mayfield, Ky.
1400433-7296 inside Ky.
140045e-0492 Outside Ky.

Finally, a compact copier that makes sense tor business!
.10 complete Edge-io-Edge Copes per Mnutel
.99 Copies per Run - m Statement Letw. Of Legal Seel
•Depenclable Straight Paper Path!
•Versaole 2-Way Paper Supply'
-Plus Cartrege AutTonar. Easy Operation, Optional
Color Copyng all n a sysem that's barely
inches swell
Get practical about your business copying and
0
you cope beige'
Get Toshiba's new 80-21110 personal business copier
lore the pencirrnance (and the pnr.el)!

TOSHIBA

A

2 Liter Products

A Breath Of Fresh Air...
•
Call our new service for a daily
pollen & mold count:

1-800-756-4AIR
Sunflower

Corn
Meal
5 Lb

99'

ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY
Richard H. Stout, M.D., P.S.C.
Pediatric & Adult Patients
Our specialized practice is dedicated to the diagnosis &
treatment of asthma, hayfever, sinus, cough, insect allergy,
skin allergy & food allergy.
Hwy. 641 N.

Murray

(502)753-7451 M-F

Call and Inquire about our new
Inventory of allergy supplies.

The letter reminds the regents
that "it is not the role of a Board'
member to become involved in the
day to day operation of the University or individual personnel
matters."
The group said if Western's
regents decline to meet and publicly endorse Meredith, they want the
regents to elect a new chairman
and vice chairman.
Current regents chairman. Joe
Iracane of Owensboro, and vice
chairman, Patsy Judd of Burkesville, could not be reached for comment Tuesday night.
The 39 signatures on the letter
include the head of the chamber of
commerce, the area's three state
lawmakers, the Warren County
judge-executive, former regents.
doctors, attorneys, dentists and
bankers.
Former regent Wendell Strode.
the letter's other co-author, said it
was "a plea to try to improve the
working environment at the university and try to foster an environment that encourages Dr. Meredith
to stay at Western as president."

Strange faces 65
years in prison
for murder of wife
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Following the jury's recommendation,
a Jefferson Circuit judge sentenced
John R. Strange to 65 years in prison for the murder and decapitation
of his wife.
Judge Benjamin Shobe listened
to a half-hour statement Monday
by Strange, a former church-school
teacher, who had asked for a shorter sentence so he could "return to
my heavenly Father's work."
The 48-year-old Strange "made
a powerful plea," Shobe said, but
the judge indicated that the sentence was not unduly harsh.
Strange will be eligible for parole
in 25 years, although he won't
necessarily be released then.
Shobe also wasn't moved by the
30 letters he received asking for
leniency. The judge said most came
from family and friends who —
despite the jury's verdict —
refused to believe Strange had
committed the murder.
During the trial Strange denied
killing his 44-year-old wife, Kathleen. He claimed he found her shot
to death, in the bed they shared, on
May 25, 1990, after he came home
from work.
He said he decapitated the body
and set fire to the torso to hidc, the
identity in an attempt to protect his
son, Michael. Strange said he
assumed the boy, a son from a previous marriage who was then a
mischievous 15-year-old, had committed the murder.

Tales from the
Capitpl mailbag
FREDERICK, Md. (AP) —
President Bush once received a
letter inviting him to the funeral
of a man described as a "hardworking, patriotic American."
There was just one hitch: The
man wasn't dead.
No problem. His family
explained that he was hooked to
a life-support machine and they
Could pull the plug any time that
suited the president's schedule.
"Just when you think you've
seen and heard it all," says
Dian Moore, White House director of presidential inquiries.
A White House employee
since the Reagan administration,
Mrs. Moore is in charge of presidential mail and phone calls.
She spoke earlier this week to
the Fort Detrick Officers' Wives
Club.
She said she has two paid
assistants and 400 volunteers
who answered 330,000 phone
calls last year and handle an
average of 50,000 to 60,000
pieces of mail a week.
Even First Dog Millie gets
mail.
"One of the volunteers does
nothing but answer her mail,"
Mrs. Moore said. She added that
each reply is stamped with a
paw print.
She remembers a man who
phoned and asked for President
Bush.
"I said, 'I'm sorry, the president can't come to the phonc,"
Mrs. Moore said. "He said,
'That's all right, Barbara, I'll
talk to you."'
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Living history

By LEE SIEGEL

ho
int

Si-

'II

Associated Press Science Writer

Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, Murray State University alumnus and biographer of Gen. George C. Marshall,
discusses his World War II experiences with students from Pat Lassiter and Vicki Ragsdale's seventh
grade class at Calloway County Middle School in the Twentieth Century and Diplomacy Room in the
Pogue Library recently at MSU. The room houses the books, papers and memorabilia Dr. Pogue donated
to the library two years ago. The students were touring the library as part of a class project, and Dr.
Pogue was in Murray for homecoming festivities.

Man suspected of gunning for Bush arrested
ammunition, said sheriff's Cmdr.
Vince France.
"Mr. Ward came to our attention
because, according to information
we received in July of this year, he
made remarks threatening President
Bush," Secret Service agent Doug
Carver said.
Carver would not elaborate, but
the Los Angeles Times today
quoted a neighbor of Ward's,
Samantha Waltz, as saying he told
her he planned to assassinate the
president.
The newspaper also quoted a law
enforcement official it did not

Bush re-election support
drops in national poll
WASHINGTON (AP) — Voter
support for re-electing President
Bush in 1992 has fallen below 50
percent for the first time, according
to a Washington Post-ABC News
poll.
At the same time, unhappiness
with the president's handling of the
economy is growing, according to
the poll of 1,536 randomly selected
Americans completed Monday
night.
According to the poll, 47 percent
of those questioned said they were
inclined to vote for Bush next year,
while 37 said they would back the
unknown Democratic nominee.
That compared to last March, at
the end of the Persian Gulf War,
when Bush led the Democratic candidate by 68 percent to 20 percent.
Only 37 percent said they
approved of Bush's handling of the
economy, down 5 points from a
month-earlier poll, and 70 percent
, agreed with the statement that Bush
"spends too much time on foreign
affairs and not enough on problems
in this country." In September, 66
percent agreed with that statement.
Bush's overall approval rating
remained high at 65 percent, down
from 69 percent in September. The
poll found 69 percent approving
Bush's efforts in international
relations.
But 51 percent agreed with the
statement: "After four years of
George Bush we need a president
who can set the nation in a new
direction." Another 44 percent
agreed that "we need to keep the
country moving in the direction
George Bush has been taking us."
Those who believed the economy was getting worse increased
from 41 percent in September to 56
percent, and just 7 percent said

Principal faces
jail term after
hitting former
pupil with truck
SAN DIEGO (AP) — A principal who chased an expelled student
in his truck and hit him after the
13-year-old came back on school
grounds was sentenced to 15 days
in jail and fined S1,000.
Judge Terry J. Scott on Monday
also placed Richard Haber on three
years probation and ordered him
to perform 30 days of community
service and undergo counseling.
Haber, principal of Marian
Catholic High School, was con
victed last month of reckless driving but acquitted of assault in the
April 29 incident.
Witnesses testified that Christian
Barran, who had been expelled for
poor grades an. unruly behavior,
exchanged Words with Haber
before the principal set out after
him in his truck.
Barran, who tried to flee on his
bicycle, suffered a leg injury.
Haber said he vi as trying to
place the boy under citiien's arrest
for trespassing.
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Study: dinosaur dung enhanced global warming

ems
3ard
the
verinel

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A man
stockpiled dozens of guns and
claimed to be scouting out a spot
from which he could assassinate
President Bush when Bush visits
the Ronald Reagan presidential
library next month, authorities say.
Thomas Robert Ward, 45, of
Oxnard was arrested and jailed
without bail Tuesday for investigation of possessipg unregistered
firearms after 34 guns, including a
dozen automatic weapons, were
confiscated at his home.
Also seized were silencers, grenades and 27,000 rounds of
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they thought that most Americans
are better off now than before Bush
took office.
The margin of error in the poll
was plus or minus three percentage
points.

identify as saying Ward told a
police informant he had scouted the
area near the Reagan library for a
place from which he could get a
clear shot at Bush.
Bush, Reagan and former Presidents Ford and Nixon are scheduled to attend the Nov. 4 dedication of the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library and Public Affairs
Center in Simi Valley, 50 miles
north of Los Angeles.
Ward was not a member of any
subversive or militant groups and
had no serious criminal record,
France said.
Ward was not immediately
charged with threatening the
president.
France said the weapons confiscated included an Uzi submachine
gun and M-16 and AK-47 rifles
that had been converted to fully
automatic.
"Ward was not a weapons dealer
or a collector," France said.
"Ward apparently purchased the
weapons through survival magazine
mail orders."

Contract Bridge

LOS ANGELES — Dinosaur
flatulence may have helped warm
Earth's prehistoric climate, say scientists who studied the giant
reptiles' fossilized dung.
The researchers detected chemical signs of bacteria and algae in
known and suspected dinosaur
droppings. That indicates planteating dinosaurs digested their food
by fermenting it, a process that
gives off methane.
Methane is a "greenhouse gas,''
like the carbon dioxide exhaled by
all animals and emitted by smokestacks. Such gases trap solar heat in
the atmosphere, warming the planet
just as glass traps heat inside a
greenhouse.
"Gas from dinosaurs includes
methane that may have been a
minor contributor to global warming 75 million to 80 million years
ago," said Simon Brassell, a
geochemist at Indiana University in
Bloomington.
Brassell said if scientists prove
dinosaurs contributed to a prehistoric greenhouse effect, it would
support the theory that modern
global warming is aggravated by
methane burped up by cattle, sheep
and other livestock that ferment
their food.

Brassell presented the findings in
San Diego on Tuesday during the
Geological Society of America's
annual meeting. The study's other
authors are geologist Karen Chin of
the University of California at Santa Barbara and Robert Harmon of
Montana's Museum of the Rockies.
Other scientists questioned the
findings.
"I wonder whether or not there
were enough dinosaurs to make
that substantial a contribution to
atmospheric chemistry," said Eric
I. Barron. a Pennsylvania State
University climatologist.
Brassell said the study doesn't
imply that gas from dinosaurs was
the initial cause or the major contributor to global warming during
the Cretaceous period, which lasted
from 144 million to 65 million
years ago.
Extensive volcanic eruptions, rising sea levels and other factors that
increased atmospheric carbon dioxide levels are believed to be major
factors.
But the study suggests gas from

Cows, pigs have
curfew in Russia
MOSCOW (AP) — Cows and
sows beware: Be back home before
the streetlights come on or face a
one-way trip to the sausage factory.
Local officials in Lentekhi, a
western district in the Soviet
republic of Georgia, have introduced a "curfew" for cows and
pigs, the Tass news agency said
Tuesday.
Tass said violators are subject to
"capital punishment" at the local
meat-processing factory. It said
there would be no compensation
for the owners.
Tass gave no details about what
prompted the dusk-to-dawn curfew
or why it does not, for example,
apply to chickens.

dinosaurs helped maintain or warm
the existing tropical climate during
the late Cretaceous, when flowering plants and plant-eating dinosaurs proliferated, Chin said.
Chin said scientists believe dinosaurs released methane from their
back ends rather than through
belching because modern related
species, including emus and iguanas, ferment in their hind guts.
The fossils studied included
some that were obvious, sausageshaped dinosaur droppings. Others
were blocky, amorphous fossils
believed to be dinosaur dung
because they were found with
bones of 30-foot-long duckbill
dinosaurs and other plant-eating
dinosaurs, Brassell said.
Both types of fossils contained
stems, other plant fragments and
organic chemicals indicating bacteria and algae.
Such chemicals were especially
abundant in the blocky fossils, suggesting those fossils were heavily
fermented dung from plant-eating
dinosaurs, Brassell said.

Call Carol to plan
your busfness
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appreciation
dinners.
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Christmas
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Aurora, KY
Hwy (38 near Kentucky Lake
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Handle With Care
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+ 108
K 10 96 2
•A Q 6
*K14
WEST
EAST
* Q 964
173
8
V3
•K 105
•1 9 8 3
+ 109 8 6
.AQ7532
SOUTH
*AK52
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•7 4 2
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The bidding:
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North
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3
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Pass
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3
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Opening lead — ten of clubs.

of clubs. Upon viewing dummy,
declarer's first thought might be that
the contract depends on a successful
diamond finesse. If declarer thinks no
further and simply takes the finesse,
he will go down one,since the king of
diamonds is offside.
But if South gives his options full
weight, he will spot a way to guarantee the slam against virtually any lie
of the opposing cards. All he needs is
for East to hold the ace of clubs — a
virtual certainty since West would
hardly have led away from the ace at
trick one.
South begins by covering West's
ten of clubs with the jack, ruffing
East's queen. After drawing trumps in
one round,declarer cashes the A-K of
spades and ruffs a spade.He then ruffs
the four of clubs in his hand and his
last spade in dummy.
The king of clubs is next led, and
when East covers with the ace,
A careful declarer never stakes his declarer simply discards a diamond.
contract solely on a finecce without East wins the trick, but his fate is
first giving consideration to some sealed. Whether he returns a diamond
other approach. He looks for a line of into dummy's A-Q, or leads a club,
play that will not only give him better allowing South to discard another
than a 50 percent chance to make his diamond as he ruffs in dummy, the
contract, but one that might elevate slam is home.
his chances to 100 percent.
By adopting this approach,declarer
Consider today's deal where South in effect takes a diamond finesse
is in six hearts and West leads the ten without running the risk of losing it.
Tomorrow: Too many enemies.

/fffEND

MUCKY LAKE
s
N
It*
SATURDAY

Oct. 26
9 am to 4 pm

Forums
- Speakers from LBL, TVA, TWRA, KY Fish & Wildlife, Dept. of Conservation
Div. of Water

•Field Trips
-Tours & demonstrations on & off the lake.

*Se

Explore the many uses and activities of Kentucky Lake
by government, industry, education and community -groups.
Presentations, displays, and many activities all day!
.ES-1000
Shred 'N' Vac
Leaf Shredder
uluurt, iudvut,,
twigs, pine needles &
garden debris from lawn
walks & decks Shreds
debris into large cdpacity
bag Ideal tor reducing yard
waste for composting

At Murray State University's
4,bladed

shredder

thectldnism quickly reduce
ydrd vviistv

volume by

as

(AI 1ritio

Seasonal
9999
Value
$1

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

Hancock Biological Station
Located off Hwy. 94 on 497. Near Kenlake Resort & Aurora

For more info call: 502 474-2272
HBS, Rt 3 Box 288M, Murray, KY 42071
Sponsored by the Center for Reservoir
Research and Tennessee Valley Authority
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North said Gates had to know about Iran-Contra
WASHINGTON (AP) — George
Bush's staff was inundated with
paper about Oliver North and the
Nicaraguan Contras. Robert Gates
seemed to be in the loop at the
CIA. So why did so many in the
Reagan administration seem to
know so little about the Iran-Contra
affair?
There was a "rather profound
effort to ... portray this thing as
something run out of the basement
of the White House," North said
Tuesday in an interview with
reporters.
But "I bet I prepared a couple of

hundred thousand pages of memoranda that went up the chain of
command and laterally to the vice
president's office," North added.
Is it plausible for Gates to say he
didn't know that North was running a Contra resupply network?
"For someone not to have
known that I was involved deeply
in providing all manner of things to
the Nicaraguan resistance had to be
almost a conscious act of 'I don't
want to know." North said while
promoting his new book, "Under
Fire: An American Story."
North was asked whether he'd
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1-800-633-7296
118 N. 7th St., Mayfield, Ky.
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been told by CIA Director William
Casey to not tell Gates, then a
high-level CIA official, about
North's activities with the Contras.
Never, North replied.
The theme of North's book is
that President Reagan knew about
all aspects of the scandal, including
the diversion of Iran arms sale
money, to the Contras fighting the
leftist/government of Nicaragua.
North offers no direct evidence.
He says he was pressed by people
around Reagan to exonerate the
president when the scandal broke
on Nov. 25. 1986. One of those
North. cites, Texas industrialist H.
Ross Perot, denies that he ever
asked the National Security Council aide to clear Reagan.
North stops short when it comes
to accusing Bush and others of
knowing what he was up to.
Bush has said he did not know of
North's secret Contra resupply
operation in 1985 and 1986.
And "I sure didn't talk to him
about it," North said.
Bush adviser Donald Gregg
placed former CIA operative Felix
Rodriguez in El Salvador, and Rodriguez ended up working for North.

Mom,daughter
say their job
is a real scream
TEMECULA, Calif. (AP) —
Cheryl Lander's lungs are her
living.
Lander, 40, is a professional
screamer whose work has been
heard in dozens of productions,
from Halloween charity events
to radio and TV shows.
"It just does things for your
body that nothing else can,
said Lander, who recently
recruited her 14-year-old
daughter into the business. "A
good scream is a full-body
experience."
But there also is the danger of
pulling muscles and damaging
vocal cords.
Lander said she was a born
screamer.
"It was the way I released
energy when I got excited," she
said. "When I was happy, I
screamed. When someone
scared me, I screamed."
"In the car, when she saw
cows — she loved cows — she
would scream bloody murder,"
said her mother, Ronal Sanders.
In 1970, as a college theater
9sajor, Lander answered a casting call for screamers. She got
$50 for 75 screams that became
stock for horror films.
Years later, she started a
screaming telegram service.
Dressed as the Grim Reaper, she
would screech for $75 a shot.
Her screaming got good word
of mouth, leading to offscreen
parts in a dozen films.
Where does she practice?
"The freeway is the best to
scream," Lander said. "The
traffic jams on the 91 Freeway
in Orange County give me a
good reason to belt out a few
screams."

Did Gregg know?
"I would suggest Gregg would
be a better source" to ask, North
said. Gregg says he didn't have a
clue, until August 1986.
There was plenty of opportunity
for the CIA to know most everything. North said.
"No question" that CIA station
chief Joseph Fernandez "reported
up that chain" to CIA headquarters
about his activities on behalf of
North in Costa Rica, said North.
But "I'm not sure who at Langley knew and didn't know," he
added.
Fernandez was forced to resign
when the, scandal broke.
North,' Fernandez and others
"were treated very shabbily ... very
badly" by the Reagan administration, while others like Gates got
promoted.
"I have stopped trying to figure
out the ways of Washington," said
North. "It is a little amazing the
way it all works, not just with
Gates,- who is Bush's nominee to
become CIA director. Gates
appears to be on track for Senate
confirmation.
Fernandez and North are now in
business together selling bulletproof vests. The buyers to date:
nine federal agencies, 11 foreign
heads of state, 57 police departments — and some reporters on
their way overseas to cover the
Persian Gulf War.
North was indicted in 1988 in
the Iran-Contra scandal, but the
government recently dropped the
charges. North said he still has $5
million-plus in legal expenses, and
he's trying to pay it off. He wants
to serve his country in some capacity, but "harbors no illusions"
about public life.
No Senate aspirations for this
former Marine lieutenant colonel.
"The thought of calling Ted
Kennedy 'Dear colleague' is
appalling," said North.
A federal appointment is unlikely. "That's for sure,- North
laughed.
He's bitter at Iran-Contra prosecutor Lawrence Walsh. Walsh did
the unforgivable in North's eyes.
Betsy North "was dragged in by
the special prosecutor, fingerprinted, mug shot, put before the
grand jury and basically the threat
was 'you're going to lose your kids
unless your husband comes over
and becomes a witness,"' North
said.
"I know the kinds of pressures
that can be brought to bear" id
,criminal investigations; "they are
immense.- said North.
"No threats were ever made to
Colonel North or his family by any
member of this staff," said Mary
Belcher, a spokeswoman for
Walsh.

Voters staying away in droves:
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The turnout for the gubernatorial primaries in May was the lowest in at least 16 years and even the nominees
are worried now about how many people will cast ballots in
November.
Voter registration figures compiled by the State Board of Elections
give little reason for optimism. There are. 1,891,962 Kentuckians registered to vote in the general election, fewer than in 1987 and not many
more than in 1983.
When the voter rolls closed about in early October, 1,269,851
Democrats registered. There were 561,923, Republicans and 60,188
other party or no-preference.
By contrast, for the last gubernatorial race in 1987, there were
1,330,799 Democrats registered, 558,415 Republicans and 62,988
others for a total of 1,952,202.
There were 1,852,353 Kentuckians registered to vote in the 1983
general election.
Even among those registered, there is little tendency to actually get
out and cast ballots.
Despite heated primaries in both parties for a change, 40.1 percent
of registered Democrats voted in the May primary and only 29.7 percent of Republicans voted. That's a record low turnout for Democrats
going back to at least 1977.
Jefferson County once again is home to the largest number of voters.
The 334,102 registered, voters in Louisville and the surrounding county
make up more than One-sixth of the entire voting population of the
state.
Tiny Robertson County is still the smallest, home to only 1,346
voters.

Elliott County remains the staunchest Democratic stronghold in the
state. There are 4,310 Democrats to only 69 Republicans — two fewer
than in the May primary. Put another way, there are a little more than
62 Democrats for every Republican in the county.
Monroe County is the most Republican place in the state with 7,088
registered GOP voters to only 1,393 Democrats, about a 5-1 advantage.
Female voters outnumber males 994,100 to 897,862, although a
study by the board of elections showed that males voted in larger
numbers.

GAO says racial bias found in
hiring from training programs
WASHINGTON (AP) — Some
employers demand only white or
male applicants from a
government-financed job training
program and staffers sometimes go
along in violation of civil rights
law, congressional investigators
report.
The General Accounting Office
said some companies ask for "anyone but an Oriental" from the Job
Training Partnership Program.
Program officials "told us some
Of these employers were very blunt
about their racial and gender preferences," the GAO said in a
report obtained Tuesday by The
Associated Press.
The investigators conducted their
probe at the community level
where local government officials
usually run the federally funded
program in partnership with private
employers.
The report quoted one program
official as saying bigoted employers were tolerated because, "That's
how to get the employers to come
back and hire from you ... give
them what they want."
One official described an unwillingness to eliminate employers
from the program "just because
they are a little racist," said the

Man assaults USDA employee
WASHINGTON (AP)
An
Agriculture Department employee
was assaulted with a cattle whip
during a scuffle at a livestock auction in Tennessee, apparently after
he ordered that a cow be slaughtered because it tested positive for

an infectious cattle disease. the
USDA said Tuesday.
Inspector General Leon Snead
said James Leroy Bartlett. 55, of
Middleton, Tenn., was arrested
Monday on charges of assault with
a deadly weapon.
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, Made in USA since 1903
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Mayfield, Ky.
247-7790

Good thru Oct. 26
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GAO, the investigative arm of
Congress.
It said discriminatory practices
— whether by the program staffers
or the employers — would violate
federal civil rights law.
The GAO concluded that the
Labor Department's Directorate of
Civil Rights has poorly monitored.'
compliance with civil rights law's
and where it has found disparities,
"has been slow to report these
findings tq state agencies so that
corrective attion could - be taken, if
necessary."
The GAO, in submitting the
report to Rep. John Conyers, DMich., did not identify anyone who
may have committed violations.
Conyers, chairman of the House
Government Operations Committee, said, "We cannot tolerate discrimination and sexism in the
nation's job training program, and
the departments of Labor and Justice must not sit idly by while such
practices are going on. This critical
federal program ... is providing less
than full assistance to the very people it was intended ,to help most."
Job training funds are distributed
to the states, which then pass them
on to-communities. Some $1.8 billion in training funds are distributed annually based on the number of unemployed and economically disadvantaged people.
Services in the program include onthe-job training as well as classroom instruction and assistance in
seprching for jobs.
'Robert T. Jones, assistant secretary of labor for employment and
training, said his department is
reviewing each state's affirmative
action policies and performance
and "is committed to vigorously
investigating and resolving each
and every complaint of discrimination that is filed."
Jones added that the department's reviews of the program "do
not support some of the GAO conclusions. Women and minorities
are not necessarily disadvantaged
because of the types of service they
receive. Nor do we find patterns of
overt
or
systematic
discrimination."
He said more than half of the 10
million people served by the program since 1983 have been women
and half were minorities.
The GAO said program officials
told them some employers,
requested "white people,"''anyL
one but an Oriental" and refused to
accept women for traditional male
jobs.
One employer told program officials, "I cannot have these women
laying brick in front of my men,"
the report said.
The GAO repeated preliminary
findings of last summer that the
job-training program gave better
treatment to men than women, and
to whites over blacks.
The report said an analysis of
classroom training showed blacks
were more likely than whites to
receive instruction for occupations
with lower wages. Also, women
were less likely than white men to
be trained for occupations with
higher wages.
Some of the disparities are
caused by the participants, the
GAO said, because they "frequently chose training in stereotypical
occupations. For example, many
women chose training in clerical
occupations while men chose training in industrial occupations.-
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Virginia Jones, Murray, and Mrs.
Reba Hammer, Trenton, Mich.; two
brothers, Pat Sutherland, Benton,
and Ed Sutherland, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
nine grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren.

Harold T. Sutherland, 74, Rt. 1,
Benton, died Tuesday at 3:34 p.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
He was a member of Hardin
Church of Christ.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Hazel Sutherland; one daughter,
Mrs. Phyllecia Henson, Benton;
two sons, Kent Sutherland, Dallas,
Texas, and David Sutherland, St.
Paul, Minn.
Also surviving are three sisters,
Mrs. Josie Miller, Benton, Mrs.
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Graveside rites will be Thursday
at 11 a.m. at Darnall Cemetery,
Benton. John Hicks and Mark Hurt
will officiate.
Friends may call at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 6 p.m.
tonight (Wednesday).

Magness Beach
Funeral rites for Magness Beach
were today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
The Rev. Bob Dotson officiated.
Music was by Datha McCallon and
Clarice Norsworthy.
Pallbearers were Glen Beach,
Dale Beach, Kenneth Cope, Danny
Owens, Bobby Crick, Sherman
Beach, Ronnie Smith and Eddie M.
Crick.
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St., Murray, died Monday at 10:30
a.m. at his home.
A retired farmer, he also had
been employed for 27 years with
the Murray Division of the Tappan
Company. He was of Methodist
faith and a veteran of World War
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Blanche Crick Beach; one sister,
Mrs. Verna Nell Lyons, Russellville; two brothers, Olen Beach, Benton, and 011is Beach, Murray; his
mother-in-law, Mrs. Esta Crick,
Brewers.

Burial was in Mt. Carmel
Cemetery.
Mr. Beach, 67, of 1631 Olive

Mrs. Pearl Dumas
Services for Mrs. Pearl Dumas
will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Willis Cheaney
will officiate.

5
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home from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Wednesday).
Mrs. Dumas, 81, Murray, died
Monday at 7:15 p.m. at West View
Nursing Home, Murray.
She is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Holly Willis, Murray; four
grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
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Rev. Dennis W. Knott
Methodist-Haywood Park Hospital,
Brownsville.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Aileen Terry Knott; two daughters,
Mrs. Amelia McLeod, Murray, and
Mrs. Cindy Alexander, Brownsville, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Helen
Crocker, Milan, Tenn., and Mrs.
Avery Thetford, Bradford, Tenn.;
four grandchildren, David McLeod,
Denny McLeod, Vanessa Kendrick
and Heather Kendrick; two greatgrandchildren, Nickolas McLeod
and Jacob McLeod; one stepgrandson, Matt Alexander; one
stepgreat-grandson, Clint
Norsworthy.

The funeral for the Rev. Dennis
W. Knott was Tuesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Brownsville Funeral
Home, Brownsville, Tenn. The
Rev. Edward Earl Marbury and Dr.
Jerry Davis officiated.
Pallbearers were Harris Hughes,
Raymond Russell, Jeff Russell,
Grady Tisdale, George Davis and
Billy Brown Thomas.
Burial was in Walnut Grove
United Methodist Church Cemetery, Bradford, Tenn.
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The Rev. Knott, 78, of 811
Hatchie Ave., Brownsville, Tenn.,
died Monday at 1:37 a.m. at

Mrs. Elsie Hutchens
Rosie Guess and Mrs. Doris
Weatherford, and one son, Virgil
Holt, all of Reidland; two stepsons,
Wayne Hutchens, Evansville, Ind.,
and Jimmy Hutchens, Stow, Ohio;

Funeral rites for Mrs. Elsie
Hutchens were Tuesday at 1:30
p.m. in the chapel of Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah. The Rev. Pete
Keeling and the Rev. Ed Clark
officiated.
Burial was in McDaniel Cemetery near Almo in Calloway County.
Mrs. Hutchens, 83, Paducah,
died Sunday at 10:49 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors are her husband, Joe
Hutchens; two daughters, Mrs.
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one sister, Mrs. Emma Lou Fowler,
Paducah; one brother, J.R. Sullivan, Reidland; two half brothers,
Jimmy Sullivan, Murray, and Roy
Sullivan, Grand Rivers; 13 grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren;
three stepgrandchildren.

Ory Solon Hutson
Services for Ory Solon Hutson
were Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris. The Rev. Jimmy Farmer and the Rev. Charles Orr
officiated.
Pallbearers were George Wyatt,
J.C. Roberts, Bill Hudson, Ray
Davenport, Bobby Jelks and Bill
Harber. Burial was in Rose Lawn
Memory Gardens.
Mr. Hutson, 85, Paris, Tenn.,
died Sunday at Henry County Med-
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ical Center, Paris.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Julia Farmer Hutson; three daughters, Mrs. Leo (Joyce) Benson,
Little Rock, Ark., Mrs. Tom (Patsy) Barnes, Alta Monte Springs,
Fla., and Mrs. James (Mary Beth)
Gentry, Columbia, Mo.; one son,
David Hutson, Springville, Tenn.;
one sister, Mrs. Jewel Bailey, Murray; nine grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.

Hafford Dean Smith
Final rites for Hafford Dean
Smith are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Tom Cary is officiating. Music is by Choir of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church.
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He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Anna Mildred Lassiter Smith; one
brother, James Hugh Smith, Lincoln Park, Mich.; two sisters-inlaw, Mrs. Quava Smith Honchul
and Mrs. Marjorie Lassiter, Murray; four nieces, Janice Blair, Allen
Park, Mich., Jackaline Pawlowski,
Carrollton, Mich., Andrea Hogancamp, Murray, and Lynette Tadlock, Little Rock, Ark.; four
nephews, Dr. Kim Smith, Huntsville, Ala., Ray Smith, Murray, Dr.
Roger Smith, Muncie, Ind., and
James M. Smith, Lincoln Park,
Mich.; nine great-nieces and
nephews.

Pallbearers are Robert Allen
Poole, Mel Day, Dave Mills, John
Hutchens, Corner Lee and Jewel
Hardin.
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Burial will follow in Salem
Cemetery at Lynn Grove.
Mr. Smith, 83, Rt. 4, Murray,
died Monday at 5:10 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
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One suffers injuries
in two-vehicle
accident Tuesday

Mrs. Obera Brown

Harold T. Sutherland

Mrs. Obera Brown, 87, Rt. 1,
Almo, died Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, 011ie Brown, died
Sept. 11, 1989. She also was preceded in death by one sister, Mrs.
Mary Holland, and one brother,
Franklin Cole. ,
Mrs. Brown was a member of
Almo Church of Chrisi She had
been a member of the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club and of Nature's
Palette Garden Club. Mrs. Brown
was known for her many flower
arrangement demonstrations she
had given throughout the area.
Born Oct. 17, 1904, in Murray,

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1991

she was the daughter of the late
Wright Cole and Ludie Overby
Cole.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Dorothy Ann West and husband,
W.P., Lynn Grove; one son, Dewett
L. Brown and wife, Elizabeth,
Murray; three grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren; two stepgreatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Thursday.

A two-car accident Tuesday sent
a Murray man to the hospital.
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
Herbert J. Newberry, 57, of Rt.
6, Murray, was northbound on 16th
Street when another vehicle driven
by Christopher Jones, 19. of Murray, apparently pulled into his path
at the intersection of 16th and Ryan
around 10:19 a.m., police said.
Jones was transported to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
with head injuries, police said.
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THERE'S NO
.SUCH THING
A STROKE 1C) .
GOOD LUCK.(

PAROLE BOARD

The following are local inmates
who have met the requirements for
parole:
• Lonnie Henderson, 1988.
Jackson, Rt. 1, Puryear, and Nor- • Noah Noble, 1990.
man J. Jackson, Taylor, Mich.; nine
nieces, Anita Carrol, Freda Bolding, Reta Rainey, Verla Smith,
Sherla Adams, Eva Ferguson, Vicki
Wilson, Phyllis Adamisin and LinFederal-State Market Sews Sank, October 23. 199
da Jackson; one nephew, Neal
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 4
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 4711, Est. 200 Barrows &
Jackson; eight great-nephews; one Gilts
steady lower Sows steady to 1.00 lower
great-niece; one great-great-niece.
535.00-38.50
LS 1.2 230-250 Itts.535.00-37.50
1-2 210-230 lbs.Funeral rites will be Thursday at 1.:S
53730-35.00
ES 2-3 230-240 lbs.536.50.37.50
3 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Fun- US 3-4 260-270 lbs._
eral Home of Hazel. Tellus Galli- Sows
528.00-30.00
CS 1-2 270-350
530.00-31.00
more and Gilber,t, Gough will
530.00-31.00
LS 1-3 400-525 lbs.
officiate.
531.00-34.00
US 1-3 525 and up
526.00-28.00
lbs.
Entombment will follow in Mur- IS 2-3 300-500
ray Memorial Gardens Mausoleum. Boars 52230-25.00
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Wednesday).
he best possible price

Mrs. Sue B. Hall
Mrs. Sue B. Hall, 56, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., died Tuesday at
11:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was a member of Bethlehem
Church of Christ.
Born Aug. 10, 1935, at Buchanan, Tenn., she was the daughter of
Hinda Paschall Jackson and the late
Bob Jackson.
One brother, Carroll Jackson,
also preceded her in death.
Survivors are her husband, Dorvon G. Hall, to whom she was married on July 1, 1960; her mother,
Mrs. Hinda Jackson, Rt. 1, Puryear;
one sister, Mrs. Virginia White, Rt.
2, Hazel; two brothers, Robert E.

HOG MARKET

Tfor the best possible

Joe Bennett, 66, Rt. 2, Hazel. Edmonton; three grandchildren:
died today at 12:10 a.m. at Murray- two great-grandchildren.
Calloway County Hospital.
Services will be Thursday at 4
A World War II Army veteran, p.m. in the chapel of Blalockhe was a member of New Provi- Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev.
dence Baptist Church.
Odell Colson .will officiate.
Born March 1, 1925, in Barren
Burial will follow in Murray
County, he was the son of the late Memorial Gardens.
Clarence Bennett and Sally Bush
Friends may call at the funeral
Bennet.
home after 5 p.m. today
One sister, Thelma Bennett, and (Wednesday).
two brothers, Clem Bennett and
Mitchell Bennett, also preceded Investments Since 1854
him in death.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Gertrude Williams Bennett, to
whom he was married on June 13,
1946; two daughters, Mrs. Norma
Bell Valentine and husband, JimPrices as of 9 AM
my, Rt. 5, Murray, and Mrs. JoAnn
Chg
Company
Price
Weaver, Cleveland, Miss.; four sisters, Mrs. Margaret Johnson and
Mrs. Margo Puckett and husband,
J.C., Cave City, Mrs. Kathrine
Beard and husband, Herbert%ColDow Jones In& Avg............-2.68
DJIA Previous Close.......3039.80
linsville, Ill., and Mrs. Dorothy
701/1 unc
Air Products
Poynter and husband, William.

Stock Market
Report

(Billy) Nance
William Darrell (Billy) Nance,
62, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn., died
Monday night at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
A farmer, he was retired from
Emerson Electric, Paris. He was of
Baptist faith and an Army veteran
of the Korean Conflict.
Born July 26, 1929, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Bardon Nance and Ara Morton
Nance.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Linda Sue Lamb Nance, to whom he
was married on July 30, 1949; two
daughters, Mrs. Suzanne Barrett,
Cottage Grove, Tenn., and Mrs.
Bobbie Lyn Medling, Greenfield.
Tenn.; two sons, Tony Nance,
Puryear, and Rex Nance, Paris; one
sister, Mrs. Monease Brannon,
Murray; eight grandchildren.
Thursday at
The funeral will
2 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris. The Rev.
Warren T. Sykes will officiate.
Burial will follow in Oak Grove
Cemetery near Hazel.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 3 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
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•Hithard Lyons is trading agent be this stock
••Hiiiiard Lyons Is a market maker in this stock.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request.
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Our Best Investment Is You.
II I 4Hu,d, W L Lycra, Inc • Nimbi, NYSE and SIPC

DEAL OF THE MONTH I
1992 CHEVROLET
CHEYENNE
Auto Transmission, Air
Condition, AM/FM Stereo,
Power Steering/Brakes
'Plus tax/license. Based on 48 month
closed end lease. Total down (1777")includes;
Ircenme
security deposit/IY Payment/Title

0-*American Heart
Association

AUDIOLOGY

govdt rtsibt.-(((
_icensea &Audiologist
•

HeA44

Ear, Nose & Throat Physiclan
on premises
502-759-48l5
300 South 8th Street • Suite 3434
Medical Arts Building • Murray,

Hello Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/whatywhere questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call

SERVICES

MURRAY
Is A
1(iionaiiqk
Town
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess lngeborg King 492 8348

PUBLIC NOTICE

s

OPENING SOON
Or weet
FEEDS
?SUP`
'
• Recognized Supersweet Feeds and Programs selected
specifically for your operation.
• Complete selection of proven Supersweet Animal
Health Products.
• Bagged or bulk feed availability.
• Complete, concise feed directions provided in Supersweet Service Reports and customer literature.
• Low co4 feeder financing.
• Agri-Gifts...the only on-going merchandise award
program in the feed industry.

A new opportunity for you...
• Supersweet is a part of International Multifoods
Corportation, one of the world's largest customers
for farm products with activities around the globe.
• Supersweet has over 30 years of intensive, successful
research experience with ultra-modern facilities
that include two of the few Amino Acid Analyzers in
the feed industry.
•Supersweet Feeds are computer formulated to result in
optimum performance at the most favorable costs.
• In recent years,Supersweet research has led to some of
the most significant feeding advances, including the
DynAmino Swine Formula, Forecaster Beef Formula, GoalMaker Dairy Formula, EnerPro Poultry
Formula and more.
• Supersweet offers you the assurance of product
consistency because of one of the most intensive ongoing quality control programs in the industry.
• Supersweet research continually tests and evaluates
new livestock and poultry management methods.
• All new Supersweet Feeds and Programs are thoroughly tested and proved before they are offered for
sale.

Go

'219

Let's talk about the new Supersweet
opportunity in detail.
Stop in.
per
month

DWAIN TAYLOR El
CHEVROLET GEO, IN75:),,,
12' St.

Know the warning signs. Early
detection may save your life.

hearing aid

Joe Bennett

William Darrell

Li

HARDIN GRAIN
HARDIN, KY
CALL 502/437-4102
Talk to Jack

41,
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Parents' care necessary
for a fun, safe Halloween
For young children, Halloween is
their celebration. Dressing as ghosts
,!nd goblins should be fun as well as
"Parents need to make sure that all
costumes are safe, so that their child-en can enjoy the festivities to their
fullest," said Bette Jo Dedic, an
Extension clothing specialist with the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Safe Halloween garb starts with
safe designs. Avoid costumes that are
cldo big and bulky for easy wearing.
And don't forget the shoes; make sure
they are not too big or the heels too
'ugh for the youngsters to travel in
.afely.
"Design the costume so that some
undergarments can be added if the
weather is cold," Dedic said.
Look for costumes, masks, beards
and wigs labelled as "flame retarlant." Although The label does not
mean that the costume won't catch
fire, such labelling does indicate that
the item will resist burning and should
extinguish quickly once removed
from the source of fire.
Avoid flimsy fabric and outfits
with big, baggy sleeves or billowing
ckirts to minimize the risk of contact
i th candles or other sources of
ignition, she said.,
Hats and scarves should be tied
securely to prevent their slipping over
the trickster's eyes. Make sure masks
fit securely and allows for full vision.
Costume accessories such as swords
or knives should be soft and flexible.
Make costumes light and bright
enough to be clearly visible to motorists. For greater visibility, costumes
can be decorated or trimmed with
reflective tape that glows in the beam
of a car's headlights. Bags or sacks for
the goodies also should be decorated
with reflective tape, which is available in most hardware stores.
Dedic also said that it's A good idea
to use a partial mask or makeup so
sight or breathing will not be hindered. Test makeup first on the inside
of the child's arm to test for any
allergic reaction. Use a cold cream
'lase under makeup to make removal
easier.
Small children should always be
accompanied-by an older,responsible
Person, she said.
Dedic reminds parents to advise
their children to stay on the sidewalk
rather than in the street as they move
from home to home and to avoid
darting out between parked cars.
Children should go only to homes
where residents have outside lights on
as a sign of welcome. They should not
enter homes or apartments if they do
not know the occupants well.
Finally, she said, parents should

r

Re.adt
itl4F.
Then

make sure that young children finish
trick-or-treating and return home before dark.

recycle

Prices Good
Oct. 23 thru
Oct. 29

GARFIELD SAYS:

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

9
04d

Deli Hot Line
Vie Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities 753-78"

U.S. Choice Boneless
Sirloin Tip or Rolled

Fields 1 Lb. Vac Pack
Reg. or Thick
Field 1 Lb
Wiener
Classic
or Dinner

Partin's Hot or Mild

Rump Roast Sausage
Lb.
$239
1 39

Bacon
1 59

0

Fields
Reg or Thick

Franks
$ 1 39
Seaboard Farms Frying Chicken

Owen's Best Family Pack

Leg Quarters

Ground
Beef
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

White House

Apple
Sauce

35!.

Boneless Boston Butt

N.ler

Cake
Mix

l?b.

1 Lt

99c

Thi

The
exa
168
on

185 oz

59`

7itr

Northern

Flav-O-Rich

Bathroom Tissue

1/2% Milk

goo
4 Roll Pkg.

Pork Roast
1 39
1 Lb.

Betty Crocker

Saltine
Crackers

24 az

TEI
sufl
on t
paic
effe
forf

$ 189

Gal.

INC
Far

Sunflower Self-Rising

Corn Meal Mix
5 Lb.
Vlasic Old Fashion

Sauerkraut

919
32 oz.

Green Giant Kidney

100

Beans

15.5
Del Monte Stewed or

0
Tomato Wedges 14.5 oz. 69
Sparkle Single Roll
69'
Paper Towels
Hyde Park Hamburger
32 oz 89'
Dill Slices
eli
Owens Best
Boneless Pit

Owens Best
Oven Baked

Baked Ham
$489

Turkey Breast
99

$3

Owens Best
Storemade
Hot or Peg

Safen, Tips From
the National Satet Council

9,mm lewd 9,6e144

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams 8c Shoulders

410mr

•Orik, give or accept tightk.
wrapped or packaged canth

HUN:
kWh. 8 a.m.-7 p.m,
Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m -8 p.m.

Pitatrikit

Lb

t

t4I1
Read
Then recycle

iEnr

Hodge speaks
to PRSSA chapter
at Murray State
Kathy M. Hodge, director of
public relations for Murray Calloway County Hospital, spoke to
members of Murray State University's chapter of Public Relations
Student Society of America about
hospital public relations at the Oct.
17 PRSSA meeting in the Curris
Center.
Hodge, who has been director of
public relations for 15 years, said
hospital public relations involves a
lot of variety and some technical
writing. Hedge's staff consists of
three full-time and one part-time
employee, which is large for the
size of the hospital. Hodge said her
department handles special events,
media relations and physician relations. The department also
publishes three newsletters.
pther PRSSA activities include a
SKadow Day with the West Kentucky Public Relations Association
on Feb. 20, 1992. The object of the
day is for PRSSA members to
observe what a professional public
relations practitioner's day is like.
PRSSA will also participate in ProAm Day March 31, 1992, with its
Public Relations Society of America sponsor chapter in Nashville.
This also involves spending the day
with public relations professionals.
PRSSA's next meeting is scheduled for Nov. 21 at 7 p.m. in the
Curris Center.

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

erito Cheese

Lb

Milk

Blackeye Peas

gal.

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite

15.5 oz.

Tropicana
12 pk. cans$289

Bake,Rite Veg.

Folgers Brick Pack

Shortening

Large Eggs

doz.

Sweet Sue

Chicken & Dumpling

Big Chief

$ 1 59
I

15.5 oz.

89'

Vieth

Chili w/Beans

00

18 oz.

69' Peanut Butter

$ 139
I
24 oz.

4/

GLASS
Work. AU
glass, win
lated glcv
veled an
Glass tabl
assorted r
display at
Also hand
All at N
Glass, Co
ter. 753-0

$ 1 79
13 oz. I

Coffee

2 lb. 10 oz.
Hyde Park Grade A.

is 1

$ 49
64 oz. I

Orange Juice

SLOANS$
personal, I
for free a
loan ol
1-800-992
needed.

Vito-duce
California
Iceberg

Colby

Cheese

lettuce
ic4 a 5cHci

Lb
$259

U.S. #1 Red

Pot5aLtipes

Owens Best

BBC) Beef

Bananas

Apples
$ 59

vr

3

Florida •
Ruby Red

Grapefruit

79' 3/99'
3 Lb. Bag
Red or Yellow
Michlgan

Lb

A

Green Giant Pinto, Great Northern or A

Prairie Farm Whole

Dole
Golden Ripe

$3Z9

$289

99°

Cie;
this
you

Large Head
Fresh

Broccoli

990

Lb. $

A
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CLASSIFIEDS
010

Legal
Notice

oto

010

(110

010

Legal
N

Legal
Notice

240

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job') A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if. You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E.0 E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J T P.A
Call J T.P A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
8a.m.-11:30a.m.

By U.S. Marshal

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1991
9:30 AM
at

of

HOUSE AND LOT
Located at

1503 Clayshire
Murray, KY

NOW accepting applications for LPN and CNA's
Murray area. Flexible
hours, excellent salary 1 to
1
patient
care.
1-800-333-0453
PART-Time Mystery Shoppers, Need (6). Call
1-800-828-7467 Anytime
day or night.
PETRO Quick Check taking applications for afternoon and weekend shifts.
Mon-Fri, 6am-2pm, 641 N
Murray.

This is a 3-bedroom,1-bath brick home located in an excellent neighborhood.
The deed which contains the legal description to the property may be
examined at the Office of the Calloway County Court Clerk in Deed Book
168,Card 1548. Farmers Home Administration holds a First Mortgage Lien
on this property that will be released after the sale.
TERMS: CASH, or 15% of the bid price on the day of sale with good and
sufficient bond for the balance, bearing interest at the legal rate as set forth
on the Judgement and Order of Sale filed with the U.S. District Court, until
paid,due and payable 60 daysfrom the date ofsale,and said bond having the
effect of a judgement. Upon default by the purchaser, the deposit shall be
forfeited.
INQUIRIES should be directed to: Ronald W. Nelson, County Supervisor,
Farmers Home Administration, Murray, KY. Phone 502-753-0162.

ROCKING chair that glides
baby bassinet car seat,
infant seat and artist easel
753 9214

CHEST freezer, $100
753-8041

Notice

VCR Service

AS SEEN ON T V

Storage Buildings

LEARN TO DRIVE

All Brands

TRACTOR-TRAILERS

Ward-Elkins

NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

8x8 $600,8x12 $750,8x16
$900. Variety of sizes &
styles Give us a call 8,
our competition will fall

753-1713
GLASS Replacement
Work. Auto glass, plate
glass, window glass, insulated glass, mirrors (beveled and plain edge).
Glass table and desk tops,
assorted mirrors gallery on
display at our show room.
Also hand crafted T-shirts.
All at M&G Complete
Glass, Co., Dixieland Center. 753-0180
SLOANS$ All types of loans,
personal, business, etc. Call
for free consultauon with a
loan officer today.
1-800-992-8450. No credit
needed.

ALLIANCE
7 RAC T OR,TAMER

TRAINING DENTE
LESANON,T N

64"

L.E.Williams
489-2663

Arlopr.
east.
WN^

hoa•

1-800-334-1203

THE Delta Ornega Chapter
of Alpha Omicron Pi is
sponsoring Leaf Raking for
Donations Tues-Sat
1:00pm-6:00pm. Oct 15-Nov
7. Call Mandy Flaherty
753-9982 for more info.

AURORA Pizza Magic. Delicious hand-tossed pizza,
spaghetti. Across from
Hitching Post. Dine in or
carry out. Open all year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
Tues.
474-8119,
1-800-649-3804.
BASEBALL Cards and
Supplies The Dugout, 616
S. 4th. Open: M-T-T,
2.30-7, F 2.30-6, Sat 10-5;
Closed W & Sun
753-2744

CLASSIFIEDS
Make A Clean Sweep
With Classifieds
(lean out your closets and basement ‘‘ith a
classified ad. Its a great Nsay to get rid of items
you no longer use and make extra money.

Notice

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our • most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses. For
free information
Call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"

'Doors open

at 6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, nght on Sq Hale Road

Call and place your ad today!
* EX FAIENCE *_

the
MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
(502) 753-1916

* PR -ERRED *
The Prudenual is expanding it's agency force' IF YOU ARE
CI'RRENTLY LICENSED AND SL'CrE SS FUT WE MAY BE
I OOKING FOR YtNi!' Clock out our qualtficauons'
I) F_XCEILENT TRAINLNG ALLOWANCE PROGRAM'
21 80% 'EXPRESS COMMISSIONS• ON PRI- PAID LIFE'
ti TWO YEAR TRAINING Pitt.X;R A NI
Sl STEM'
4i PAIENTED COMPUTERIZED Skil
Si$10.000.(18) RETENTION 11 MII'
61 EXCEILENT FRINGE BENI- 111 N PACK AGE'

I OR A C()N1:11)1.1.NTIA1,INTFXVIlW. C 111. RICK
MAR FIN, MGR. 1 800-264-(950 OR SI.NI) R LS LI
'10
li()X 9500 PADUCAH K1 42002 9500.
IL- a part of The Rock An equal opponunity employer

ThePrudential

PRIVATE Investigato
D.B.A Confidential Invest]
gabons. Southside Shop
ping Center, Suite #102
Murray, 753-2641
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

FOR Sale-Reasonable
Prices. Dining room suite,
includes table, 5 chairs,
buffet and 4 plate china
cabinet. Also for sale, complete set of fine china in
Spring Meadow pattern.
Call 759-9215 or 753-3635
before 9pm for appointment to see.

10 or 12 WIDE take your
choice only $1495 Ph
527-1427
14x70 WINSTON, Central
1-1/A, 2br. 2 bath, appliances
stay $7350 759-9507
1986, 14x70, CAVALIER
2br, 2 bath Large kitchen,
living and master bedroom
Excellent condition, must
see! 753-1087

200

MOBILE Home Village
$70Prno Includes water
garbage pick-up Coleman
RE 753-9898

&prurient*
For Rent
1 2 or 3 BEDROOM furnished apartments near
MSU 753-6111 days or
753-0606 nights

Sports
Equipment
BROWNING high power
9rnm $400 436-2251
DEER Rifle, 1918 303 cal.
British infield, has been
sporterized and has a
3-9x32 scope Asking,
$150. 753-0235 after 7pm
FOR Sale. Solo Flex machine wig attachments in
new condition but for
$100's less 753-8291

SMALL mobile home Refrigerator,stove a/c some
furniture included $3850
437-4931
TRADE-INS needed, trade
now and get top dollar on a
new northern insulated 2
or 3br 14, 16 or double
Gateway kbile Homes
Benton KY Ph /527-1427

LARGE 2-bdrm duplex
Available 11 1 no pets
Lease and deposit
759-1087 after 5pm
NICE 1br college view, utilities furnished screened
porch Coleman RE,
753-9898
SUNNY 2br apt w/air,
washerdryer, refrigerator.
stove Private parking Gas
heat and water included in
$325/mo rent 759-4923
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO
TAKING applications for
Nov 1st. Large 2br, basement Partly furnished, W/D
hook-up. stove and refrigerator. quiet neighborhood. $200omo - deposit
489-2741 after 5pm
TWO duplexes for rent 2br.
2 bath Applipc
,es and
microwave fur
ed One
has small storage area
Available Nov 1 $475mo
No pets 1 year lease required 753-2905

1BR house w formal airing
in town $2500rno Coler an
RE 753-9898
1BR house in Puryear
Large livingroom w•coty water $125/mo $100 deposit.
901-247-5852 anytime
2BR house 4mi West on
783 North 753-1299

Abbas
Homes For Rent

3BR house, gas heat
$300/mo plus deposit
753-9826

1BR, Panarama Shores
furnished
Water
502-885-2271

PINE Bluff Shores Noce 2
or 3br. 2 story home central HA Coleman RE
753-9898

280

2BR central gas heat, central air. Appliances and water furnished. $200. Coleman RE. 753-9898_
AUR0P1A 'Area. Very nice
2br, central HIA, water, appliances. $275/mo. Coleman RE, 753-9898

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667.

ATTRACTIVE all-electric,
furnished apartment $150
rent, $150 deposit
753-7953

170

Livestock
& Supplies
8yr OLD Registered paint
16 1 2yr old registered
quarter horse well-broke
489-2476

FALL SPECIAL

buy on land contract 4-5
bedroom house 759-1724

FIREWOOD 436-2744

GASOLINE log splitter,
753-4725

FIREWOOD for sale. Cut,
split, free delivery
492-8189 or 492;8597.

Attention Mobile Home Owners! For the month
of October, Starks Mobile Home Parts and
Supplies is running a special FALL SALE
PRICE on all their Coleman gas and electric
furnaces. Starks carries a full line of furnace
parts for Coleman, Interthertn. Miller and
Duotherm furnaces. Now is the time to winterize your home before cold weather sets in.
Among the many parts that need to be checked
before winter are:
Storm Windows
Antifreeze
Flex Ducting
Housetype Doors
Heating Thermostats
Vinyl Skirting
Furnace Filters
Roof Coating

GOOD solid firewood Call
James Sills, 753-4120

For pricing or any other information that we
can help you with, call 527-3108 or 753-2922.

150
Articles
For Salo

A1A FIREWOOD, oak.
$30/rick delivered. $25/rick
picked-up. 492-8254.
DON'T wait until winter to
get wood. We will cut and/
or split your wood for you
now. Ask for John.
759-9710.

Starks Bros. Mobile Home
Parts and Supplies

220
1983 CIMMERON (small
Cadillac) 4-door, runs
good $1000. Ashley wood
stove, $75 753-8582 after
5pm

3PT Hitch Upright Woodbuster, $300 1986 14
Grumman boat 25hp Johnson Call after 7pm
436-5512

mika

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
753-0466 P.O.Box 1033 Murray

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

2BR brick duplex central
H/A Westwood Coleman
RE 753-9898

WILL dean houses and
apts. Available 3 days per
week and weekends Ex- INTERNATIONAL hay
perienced and reliable rake. Good condition.
$975. Call 436-2556
753-4275

1 YEAR old Alpine CD
player Two 12 kickers and
one 100 watt amp 34 CD's
$650 753-6651

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

TOP Soil good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc

6 hours, Monday or Tuesday. 437-4928.

ESTABLISH VENDINC
ROUTE No Competition
Investment Secured By
Equipment & Merchandise
Call FAST PHARMA
ADVERTISING specialty CEUTICAL
distributor
sales
needs 1-800-253-7631
sales people. Top commission $$$'s paid. For inter110
view call CLASSICOLOR
901-644-9108.
Instruction
DISHWASHER needed. TRUCK-Driver Training
Apply in person at DumpSchool Immediate job
lins of Murray, 305 S. 12th
placement Call Tim
St.
502-472-6428
HOTEL Housekeepers,
Maintenance, Front Desk,
Cooks, Helpers. To $12/hr.
Want
Call
To Buy
F -T.
Perm
1-800-551-1739.
ANTIQUES by the piece or
JANITOR/Orderly fulltime collections Call 753-9433
mechanical
7-3. General
after 5pm
knowledge prekrred. Variety of duties. Apply in per- CASH for mobile home
son Fern Terrace Lodge, tires $7-$12 each
1505 Stadium View Dr. 527-2932
Murray, Ky EOE
FAMILY wants to rent or

MERCHANDISER. National Service Company
has an opening for a PT
Retail merchandiser in the
FOUND-1 Quilt Describe Murray area. Flexible dayand pay for ad
time hours Dependable
901-642-3159
car necessary If you can
LOST: Male Beagle, 5 mo., work independently. Send
black and tan, bluetick resume to M. Rygalski,
markings Possible wear- P0 Box 5599, Toledo, OH
43613
ing red collar 492-8861

TOPSOIL - pickup or we
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
Ky

Home
Furnishings

Business
Opportunity

NOfics

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 120 St. 753-2255

MAPLE Dining table w/leaf,
WANTED Part-time help 6 chairs, hutch
Coffee and
extra 2 end tables. 753-7125.
Make
1991. 16x80 3br, 2 bath
$ 500 -$ 1000 imo
northern insulation, frost
MOVING immediately, free refrigerator plywood
753-4095
dark green velour couch, floors, storm windows, furnX-RAY Technician. Part- excellent condition 3
time for Physicians office swivel bar stools. ished, free delivery and setup Only $16,995 Gateway
Murray/Benton area. Send 753-1748.
Mobile Homes Ph
resume to P.O. Box 532,
MOVING, Must Sell at loss, 527-1427
Murray, KY.
$400. Dining room suite, ALL 1991 s must go Examindudes buffet, china ca- ple 16x70 3br, 2 baths
binet, table and chairs. Call many extras Only $15,995
759-9215 or 753-3635.
Others. HURRY! Gateway
Mobile Homes Benton
WANTED Alterations to do
KY Ph 527-1427
165
in my home. Experienced
alteration lady new to the
EXTRA clean 10x50 with
Argiquss
area. 753-1379
an extended living room
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
paint
HOUSECLEANING, Mur- Wanted any size or condi- New carpeting, new
heat,
ray & surrounding area, ex- tion. Call 1-800-443-7740. gas
$4100 753-2047
perienced, reliable Prefer

100

020

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dos
tance to college 753-5209

INTERNATIONAL Harves
ter deep freeze 6 ft chest
Hot water heater 1979 Malibu Classic, runs sound
excellent condition 1 year
old transmission good on
gas 753-7600

STEREO, $25 Queen size
waterbed, $185 2 new exNEEDED, Ky Certified tra fancy quilts, (blue
nursing assistant for all queen, $350) (pink full,
shifts. Excellent full-time $300) Great Christmas
benefits, competitive salary gifts Mule drawn wheat
based on years of experi- drill, $75 15 gal crock $35
ence & performance. Apply Antique oak clock $60
in person M-F at Haws 23.000 BTU kerosene heaMemorial Nursing Home, ter, $65 489-2440, if no
Holiday Lane, Fulton, Ky. answer leave message
NEED extra money for
Christmas Of a special gift
155
for a special person? Earn
up to 50%. Join the Avon
Appliances
family. Call 753-0171.

CALLOWAY COUNTY COURTHOUSE
Murray, KY

020

Mobile
Homes For Rent

Miscellaneous

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE

020

280

ANTIQUE wicker rocker,
$100 Antique oak mantel
$125 GE Washer & Dryer
$200 pair 753 1379
ASHLEY Sahara wood
stove Glass front. 1 year
old New $800 Now $450
436 2533 leave message
Baseball cards by sale or
trade 759-1683
ASHLEY woodburning Insert woblower, $250 Days
Nights
753 5842
759-1542
BEAUTIFUL long white
wedding gown Size 16 18
Worn once Paid $475
asking $250 Negotiable
753 4275

Weisel
NICE upright piano Made
of cherry and oak wood
$300 753-9772, 753-6887
PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661
SOUND MASTER RECORDING 16-Tracks, albums, demos, sound
tracks, jingles Benton. KY
527-0453
240
Miscellaneous
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
recently bought a fine
stamp collection, U S
blocks and plate blocks
Excellent U S and foreign
coins also available along
with silver dollars, proofs
sets, coin and stamp supplies If we don't have it,
we'll order it We buy coins
and stamps and appraise
estates Visit us at Book
Rack (Dixieland Shopping
Center, Murray). Treasure
House (Southside Manor.
Murray), Ox-Yoke Antiques
(Hazel)and Mercantile(Au
rora) 753-4161

Two Miles North of Benton On Hwy. 641

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
• Medicare pays less than 2°.
'Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
'Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To

Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Sayings Buildino

753-4199

AGE 2C
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CLASSIFIEDS
460

.110

'UDSON Company Sadtis, Bridles & Horse sup;lies. 753-6763 or
'53-4545

Homes
For Sale

FARRIS Auction Company
W Dan Farris, Auctioneer
P.O.Box 149, Hazel, KY
(502) 492-8796(8795 We
appraise and sell it all

3BR,2 bath. 3 miles East of
town 1750 sq ft Uvingroom, diningroom, oak c,abinets, ceiling fans. Beautifully decorated 24x24 detached garage $53,000
753-0954

d30
KC Doberman Puppy Fe
late, red and rust, shots,
,
ormed, ears cropped
.ouse broken, to good
ome only 753-0324
KC puppies Various
l'reeds 615-746-5355
KC registered red, Toy
'achund puppies
100/ea 901-352-2416
•)AISY Grooming Saturay, by appointment
7819
-)IR Sale AKC Registered
omeranian puppies,
(earn 6 wks old
53-5950
iAVE an obedient, safe
'og for show or home.
'lasses Of private lessons.
-erving Murray for over
2yrs. 436-2858,
EG'S
53-2915

Grooming

-00DLE puppies AKC
-125 and up Paradise
• ennels, 753-4106

Produce
zlED Sweet potatoes
;10/bushel 753-3599 any
me or 753-8480 after 6pm

Real
Estate
BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266

3BR brick home 3 miles
East of Murray $38,000 11
years old 759-1584

APPALACHIAN Log Structures Model home now
open on Hwy 280E (Pottertown Rd) For information
KOPPERUD REALTY of- and appointment call
fers a complete range of 436-2040
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality NICE 3br. 1'4 bath home
homes all prices on 1'6 acre Has outbuild753-1222 toll free ing and new septic tank
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext Price reasonable
437-4244 anytime.
711L
SMALL acreage mini-farms
and lots for trailers
489-2161 after 6pm

Lots
For Sale
CHOICE lots Southwes
Villa 753-4532
PRIME lakefront lot
Wooded and ready for the
perfect lake hideaway For
sale by owner, 753-3913
WOODED lots in Lynnwood Heights Subdivision. 3.3 miles west of Murray. Hard surfaced roads,
city water, natural gas, cablevision, reasonably restricted for cottage only
753-5841 or 753-1566

NICE 3 or 4bt, 1 bath, gas
heat, carport, deck and
swimming pool, with a good
garden spot 753-1078.
PRICE REDUCED: Owner
selling to relocate in
another state Extremely
well constructed Ranch
Style Exec home. Privately
situated on 21 acres north
on Coles Campground
Road Extra large 12 rooms
plus 3 full baths, 2 fireplaces, 2 walk-in pantries.
Closets and storage galore.
Priced far below replacement costs. 753-6869
REDUCED $3,000. Now
$36,000 705 Vine St 2Br.
1 bath, fireplace, diningroom, hardwood floors,
basement, upstairs unfinished House needs remodeling. 753-4029 ,

4-Party
Yard Sale
Thur., Fri. & Sat.
Oct 24, 25 & 26
Northwinds Trailer
Park, N. 16th Ext.
Just past Dulguid
8 to ?
Lots of household
items, dishwasher,
lots of misc.

1991 Cadillac Sedan
Deville - Lt. Sapphire
blue with blue leather,
16,000 miles. Top
of the line car.
1991 Chevrolet
Corsica - 8,000 miles,
charcoal grey metal
with garnet red cloth
int., automatic, air
conditioning, AM-FM
stereo, air bag
equipped.
1991 Chevrolet
Corsica - 9,500 miles,
garnet red metallic with
red cloth interior,
automatic, air
conditioning, AM-FM
stereo, air bag
equipped.
1990 Chevrolet 3/4
Ton Van -Conversion,
4 captains chairs, full
power, two-tone blue,
9,000 miles. Sharp.
1989 Cadillac Seville.
Lt. Rosewood with
rosewood leather
interior. Fully loaded.
41,000 miles. Nice car.
1989 Buick RegalEvery option down to
the power seat. Less
than 18,000 miles. 1
owner local car.

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S.
753_5500

TOP dollar for junk cars and
2BR Cabin in Lakeway
Shores Good lake view trucks Free pick-up
Price reduced to $14,500 759-4805 or 436-5322
901-584-8882

1989 Mercury Sable
GS - 6 cyl. automatic,
full power. 41,000
miles. Just a nice car.

3BR, 17, bath, approx
1800 sq ft, central HA. 6
miles from Murray off 94
East on Purdom Rd (502)
924-5826

1989 Ford Tempo Four door, automatic,
26,000 miles, AM-FM.
The right car at the
right price.

2BR, 1 bath. Good condition. 3 miles from Murray on
Coles -Campground Rd
753-5484.

BUYS ARE
WAITING...
IN THE CLASSIFIEDS!
Whether you're in the
market for a washing
machine or a gym set,
youlyind it in

the

Murray
& Times
Sk************************

**********
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Auto
Services

ALPINE 7904 CD player.
Almost new, $325
753-4506
ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc in-dash $399.99.
Sunset Boulevard Music.
15yr. Anniversary Special. Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St.
753-0113.
AUTO LOANS. No credit
checks, no down payment,
'87-91 models. Simple and
easy. 1-800-833-5389, 24
HRS.
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms.

Volunteer Homes Inc.

1953 OLDS 88, 2dr. nice.
Ford Ranchero GT, one of
the last built, real nice,
753-0790

Paris, TN
Hwy. 79 E.
901-642-4466

1980 CADILLAC Fleetwood Brougham. Excellent
condition 436-2339
1980 MONTE Carlo, 350
engine. Chrome wheels,
valve cover and- breather
White letter tires, dual exhaust wTheaders. Runs
good. $800 (502)
354-9184
Do b

Stop By Today For
This Special! including:
-Frost Free Rerrverator
-Extra Insuiation
-Microwave
.2x4 Wall
-TV and VCR
-203 FlOor Joist
-Buirt-rn Can °pane,
-0envery S Set .Jr
Coneemaket
-Storni Windows
Stop By To Sae Now You Can Wm Your Cholas of
•Eitglo Utility Building
•Washor & Dryer Combination •CIIIIICOITI.Pr
W'STTTTTTZTTTTTTW

SALES CAREER
WOMAN OR MAN
WESTERN KENTUCKY AREA
Unlimited income!!! Our successful full year people
earned an average of $37,895 last year. The top 25% of our
full year people averaged $84,139.
If you are a hard worker with a successful work or selfemployment history, we will invest out time and money to train
earn an unlimited income. Do you have the
yo J
q.alrfications7
We have a high percentage of highly paid female
salespeople and would like you to join our team.
'Established Temtory
'Limited Travel
'Management Opportunities
'Excellent Benefits 8 Profit Sharing
We Tram You In The Field
'Non-Tochnical Chemical Specialties To Industrial
And Institutional Accounts
'High Commission 8 Repeat Sales To Protected Account
'Achievement Bonuses & Fabulous Trips
Up to $400.00 weekly salary plus $150.00 monthly training
and automobile allowances plus bonuses during training
penod. Lets model car required.
sime tO

DELTA

USED
CAR
LISTING

1989 Mazda 626 LXFour door,41,000 miles,
power windows,power
door locks, sunroof,
manual transmission,
white with blue cloth
interior.

460
Homes
For Sale

FOREMOST CHEMICAL CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 30310
MEMPHIS, TN 38130
EOE

510

490

Public
Sale

1982 OLDS Firenza 4dr
sedan Automatic in the
floor Air, AM/FM See at
Piggly Wiggly front parking
lot $1495 Call 753-207901
759-1559
1982 OLDS Cutlass V-6,
4-door, navy Good condition 753-3584 after 6pm
1980 PINTO red air,P'S,
P/B, good work car
436-2920 after 4pm
1985 FORD Pick-up,
F - 1 50, with topper
753-5272 after 6pm
1986 CENTURY Buick
Limited 4-door dark blue
435-4323
1986 FORD Crown Victoria
LX 4-door. V8 loaded,
79,500 miles $4900 Call
492-8503 anytime
1987 GRAND Am SE
2-door burgundy on burgundy,loaded wrsunroof
Sharp $6400 Call
753-9527 before 5pm
759-9719 after 5pm
1989 CHEVROLET Cavalier Red 2-door, automatic, at, amifm stereo Excellent condition $6000
753-2612
1989 GRAND Am 4-door,
at. AM/FM cassette, auto
p/w, white, navy interior,
new tires Excellent service
record, 48xxx. $7500 OBO
753-6225, ask for Jay.
1989 RED Beretta GT V-6
29xxx miles loaded
753-0385
87-91 AllOMOBILES No
SS down No credit check
Make by, monthly payments
I-800-365-4714, 24 his

1988 Oldsmobile
Cutlass SupremeCoupe, 6 cyl.,
automatic, 54,000
miles, local new truck
trade-in.
1988 Chevrolet S10
Pickup-4 cyl., 5 sp..
air conditioning, AMFM stereo, dk. blue
metallic, 47,000 miles.
Clean.
1987 Oldsmobile 88
Royale - Full power,
75.000 miles, burgandy
with burgandy cloth.
1986 Chevrolet C10
Silvered° - Black
exterior with black
cloth interior, 43,000
miles, V-8 automatic,
power windows,power
door locks. Cleanest in
town.
1986 Oldsmobile 98
Regency - Beige ext.
with red cloth. Sharp.
Full power. 87,000
miles.
1985 Buick Lesabre
Limited - Silver with
blue cloth. 62,000 miles.
Local owner new car
trade-in.
1984 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Clem Wagon
6 cyl. automatic. New
car trade-in. 70,000
miles. Locally owned.
All the extras. Sharp
older car.
1984 S-10 Extended
Cab - Four wheel drive,
power windows,power
door locks, V-6
automatic. Everything
works. Clean older
truck.
1983 Ford
Thunderbird
Heritage F,dition V-8 automatic, power
windows, power door
locks,cassette. This car
has lots of life left.

Peppers
Cher roletOldsmobile
Cadillac-Geo, Inc.
••-•
CHEVROLET

•"r---)

loWT)01311e,
'The only deal ia tows."

600 Tyson Ave.
Hwy. 79 • South
Paris, Tennessee
642-3900 or
1-800-325-3229
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Used
Cars

TOYOTAS COST LESS
ft l'ilURRAV
CARS
11 Toyota Camry DX Y•6614,917
'90 Honda Accad LX _112,787
...... 2187
'90 Corolla
19 Toyota Corolla DX $787
...... $11,487
'89 Toyota
'88 Dod? Daytona......... $5,287
18 Toyota Caolb FX $5,487
11 Dod? kits Wgn $4,987
18 Toy Can DX_ $8987
11 Toyota Caolla FX
17 Ilazda
$5,987
'87 Pt. Gr. Am .....„ $4,987
'17 lieraryTaz $3987
'17 Olds Ulass Sup...35,487
17 Toy. Cry Wgn $6,487
'86 Cher. C.Wgn... $3,717
15 Chrysler LeBson $2.987
'85 Olds Delta 81
'85 Buil Regal
15 Dodge kits SE... $2,787
15 Toyota Carnry LE $5,487
15 Toyota Corolla GTS $5,487
15 Toyota Colt LE $4,987
'84 Fad Escort
$2,987
'84 Curtbss
$2,187
14 Chevrolet Capria.--$1,911
'82 P. Reliant
12 Olds Cutlass Sup...„.$1)17
12 hsan Sentra
$2,917
'82 Honda Accord
12 Chevy Camarol.28 $3,717
12 Toy.
'82 'Bud LeSabre
$2,487
11 Lincob Tor Cs
79 Chevy Ilcbtt Cab $1)17
7511ertedes
$3)87

TRUCKS
'90 Fad
$7,917
10 Ntssan 412
19 Dodge Ram 100 $6,987
19 Jeep Camanchet_ $6,987
19 Nissan 412 PIO ---$01
18 Fad Ranger 1LT $5,987
Taft 4ri
16 Toyota
16 Ford Braa 11.T 41417,917
15 Dod9t Pam P11,---$3,487
14 Tait 412
14 Dad? Ran 50
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert-Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr.
Chad Cochran Gen Mgr,

TOYOTA
422:7)
5

MUSTANG, 1970 Mach 1,
351W., 4bbl, 4sp Factory
wheels, louvers, shaker
head, California car in good
condition. $3800 firm.
492-8744.
PLYMOUTH Conquest
Turbo. 61xxx miles. Good
engine, 5-speed, power
windows, mirrors, steering,
brakes. A/C. Electric dash.
$4100. 762-2755.
495

Vans
1979 CONVERSION Van.
Super condition, loaded w/
extras low mileage, $2995
1981 Conversion van, low
mileage, $3500. 436-2858.
son
Used
Trucks
1977 AMC CJ-7 Jeep
$1800 436-6075
1986 GMC Suburban.
Loaded, towing package,in
excellent condition. 1666
Ryan Ave

Campers
1991 NEWMAR Kountry
Star 2611 travel trailer Deluxe, central A/C, thermal
insulated, 3 double beds
New $24,400, Now
$14,500 Never used for
health reasons (502)
821 0219
520
Boats
a Motors
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condibon. $1000. Call James at
435-4425. /
75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor, Excellent
Condition. $700. Call
James at 435-4425.

Mike Orten
Portable Welding
& Gas Appliance
Service
Specializing in
Space Heaters

WILL do plumbing, installation and repairs All guaranteed 753-4355

R.C. Jones
Plumbing
Repair
Service
-Day or night service
•Affordetde raise
"tatting inswistion and rook
-Over 30 yews experience
Cal 753-8283for free selenium

Floor Furnaces
Cook Stoves
Mobile Home
Systems
LP Gas Systems
16 Yrs, Gus Experience With Local
Gas Companies

WILL do yard work of any
kind Also, wood for sale.
759-4401. Ask for John.
WILL do yard work, pick-up
leaves, tree removal and
yard mowing Free estimates. 436-2528
560

WE do wallpapering, painting, cleaning, etc Experienced and references Ask
for Mary 502-753-7941

Fres
Column
FREE puppies. Call after
5pm, 753-3915

753-7161
Leave Message

510

Services
Offered
Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying. Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495.
ABLE services. Roofing,
fencing, painting, plumbing, electrical, hauling, tree
work, landscaping All around handy-man Free estimates. 436-2868.
ALL type odd jobs. Need
work done before winter
catches up with you" We
seal blacktop driveways.
Robert Prescott, 753-9504.
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, mainte
nance, etc. Free estimates.
489-2303
ANY remodeling, painting
& roofing. References.
759-1110.

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642.
GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting. Free estimates 18
years experience. Local references. 489-2267.

Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.

HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates.
753-9838
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates. 759-1683.

PAINTING-Interior and Exterior. Free estimates.
Small repairs. Reasonable
rates. 753-6844

CLEANING in and around
Murray. Years of experience, references supplied.
753-2469 or 623-8955.

PLUMBING - Free estimates.Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service. Call Gary at
759-4754.

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307 •

DAVIDSON Roofing. New
roofs and repairs. Tear offs
and re-roofs. Written guarantee. Local references.
753-5812.

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel,sand dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair. Free estimates. 753-7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

1989 TOYOTA SR5
4-wheel drive Extended
Cab Pickup Loaded with
options 18,xxx miles Must GALLOWAY Roofing Spe
see this one! Call 753-7147 cializing in new roofs, re
up to 4.00pm and 762-3092 roofs, and tear offs Guar
after 4:00pm.
work
anteed
502-753-7941
510
GAS Work Natural and LP
New installations and serCampers
vice Ucenoed and bonded
1986 29ft HOLIDAY Ramb- For your safety, have your
ler Alumi Lite XL. Travel gas furnace or stove serv
tra ler , microwave, awning, iced and inspected before
stereo loaded. Very dean, winter Carter Service
excellent condition. Must Company, Eroel and Phillip
see $10,500. 753-1140.
Carter 753-4684

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by 8 see our showroom
4T9 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940

HADAWAY Construction:
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering. No job too
small. 436-2052.

PAINTING or Window
CHIMNEYS 'R Us. ChimCleaning Experienced
ney Sweeps. Specializing
Good references Reasonin fireboxes, chimneys,
able Rates 759-9708
dampers, general home improvements and repairs All PLUMBING repairman with
work guaranteed. Call Tim same day service Call
at 753-7350.
436-5255

DIAL Builders No job too
small. Remodeling, pole
barn, additions and new
home construction
436-5272.

Custom Woodworking

GUTTERING By Sears:
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts INSULATION Blown In By
in stock, on my truck. All Sears: TVA approved.
Save on those high heating
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap- and cooling bills. Call Sears
pliance Works, 753-2455. 753-2310 for free estimate.
APPLIANCE SERVICE. KITCHEN CABINET REKenmore, Westinghouse, COVERY existing doors &
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- frames with woodgrain forperience Bobby Hopper, mica, all colors. Free estimates. Wulff's Recovery
436-5848.
Murray. 436-5560.
BACKHOE Service - ROY
LEE'S
Carpet Cleaning.
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations, For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning. For a
etc, 759-4664.
free estimate call
BACKHOE service. David 753-5827. Satisfied
Burkeen. Septic systems, references.
basements, foundations,
driveways, gravel, dirt, A LICENSED electrical
sand, mulch, rip rap plac- contractor: JAMES C. GALLIMORE ELECTRIC. Coming. 474-2103.
mercial and residential, fast
BLOCK, brick, concrete fin- courteous and efficient serishing. Basements foot- vice. 759-1835
ings, garages, drives,
walks. 30yrs. experience. MURRAY Fence Co. Chain
13yrs. in Murray area. link fence, dog kennels, re753-5476 Charles Barnett. sidential, commercial Free
estimates. 753-9785 or
BUILDER, new homes, ad- 753-3254.
ditions, framing, remodel
ing, roofs, speciality solar ODD Jobs. Rake leaves,
green houses and homes. yard work, hauling, city or
Fall special 24x24 garage, county. 437-4703
$5555. Tripp Williams, PAINTING interior and ex753-0563.
terior. Quality work. Over
BULLDOZING and back- 20 years experience Ralph
hoe. 354-8161 after 5pm. Worley 759-4555.
Financing available.
CH1M

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical Clean
mg Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licenced insured Estimate available
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri 753-0530

A quiet neighborhood describes the setting for
this 3 bedroom, 1V2 bath ranch style with central
heat and air, carport, paved drive. Priced at
$52,500. MLS 3442

BLONDI

ARE YOu
STILL SS
THAT OL1
WEALTHY

Roberts Realty
414 So. 12th

753-1651

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns

CALVIN

15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 1390
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE
502-437-3026

=7/ Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks& patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149

CATHY

For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

STAN? Ni
YOU. I'F
DEAR, I

BRUSH lfi
Off THI5 r

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *

FOR B

12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allinritten, Inc.
Mbonlight Madness
Oct. 26th 7.11 p.m.
Bewitching Values Such As:,
Your .5oice
1/2 price
Marshall County 1-Shirts
2 For $5.00
Select Group of Frog Purses
$10.00
Vest Regular $6.99, Sat.: $2.00
All Sizes Hypercolor Shirts

Halloween Hair Color Spray
Hard Top Hair Dryer........ Reg.

50C

$29.99 Sat. $9.97
One Group of Caps
$1.00
Large selection of Flowers ..........Starting at 10c
Leggins
$3.99 Buy 1 Get 1 Free
Big Ninja Turtle Pillows
$3.99
Treadmills ..................................Starting at $239.64

PEANU

Free Hot Dogs, Hamburgers & Pepsi • Live Remote
Costume Contest For Children 4 Adults
Great Prizes!
Layaway • Instant Credit 11 Qualify - Our financing Is
cheaper than tree interest. Give us e chance to prove It to
you!

Marshall County Outlet
321 N Main • Benton, KY

42025
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Today is Wednesday, Oct. 23, the 296th day of 1991. There are 69 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight ii History:
On Oct. 23, 1983, 241 U.S. Marines and sailors in Lebanon were killed
by a suicide truck-bomber who crashed into the U.S. compound at Beirut
International Airport. An almost simultaneous attack on French forces in
the Lebanese capital also claimed the lives of 58 paratroopers.
On this date:
In 1864, forces led by Union Gen. Samuel R. Curtis defeated Confederate Gen. Stirling Price's army in Missouri.
In 1978, China and Japan exchanged treaty ratification documents in
Tokyo, formally ending four decades of hostility.
In 1980, the resignation of Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin was
announced during a meeting of the Supreme Soviet; illness was cited as
the reason.
In 1987, the U.S. Senate rejected, 58-42, the Supreme Court nomination
of Robert H. Bork.
In 1989, in a case that inflamed racial tensions, Boston police received
a call over a car phone from Charles Stuart, who said he and his pregnant
wife, Carol, had been shot by a black robber. (Carol Stuart and her prematurely delivered baby died; Charles Stuart died the following January, an
apparent suicide, after being implicated.)
Ten years ago: The government of Poland announced it would deploy
troops, after the independent labor federation Solidarity called for a onehour national strike, The Los Angeles Dodgers won game three of the
World Series, 5-4, but still trailed the New York Yankees two games to
one.
Five years ago: The Reagan administration declared a cease-fire in its
diplomatic dispute with the Soviet Union, saying it would not retaliate for
the expulsion of five more American diplomats from Moscow. In game
five of the World Series, the Boston Red Sox defeated the New York
Mets, 4-2, taking a three-games-to-two lead.
One year ago: Deficit-reduction negotiations continued between the
White House and congressional leaders. President Bush, campaigning in
New England, blamed the Democratic-controlled Congress for the budget
impasse.
Today's Birthdays: "Tonight Show" host Johnny Carson is 66. Soccer
great Pele is 51. Author-movie director Michael Crichton is 49. Parodist
"Weird Al" Yankovic is 32.
Thought for Today: "It is the characteristic of the most stringent censorships that they give credibility to the opinions they attack.' — Voltaire, French author and philosopher (1694-1778).

Ten years ago
Pfc. Delbert C. Wakeland has
completed his Programmer-Analyst
Course at Fort Benjamin Harrison,
Ind.
Darvin Stom and Debi Yoak are
pictuted as they rehearse their roles
in "The Mikalo," to be present Oct.
22-24 at Robert E. Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Building, Murray State University.
Murray School of Practical Nursing is holding an open house today
at Murray Vocational Educational
Center.
Dr. Gary Boggess, Dean of
Environmental Sciences at Murray
State University, will discuss "Science Education and Society" at a
meeting on Nov. 3 at University of
Tennessee at Martin.
Betty Tucker presented a lesson
on "The Look of Fall" at a meeting
of Dairy Wives Homemakers Club
held at Sirloint Stockade.
Twenty years ago
Capt. Richard D. Hurt, son of

Mr. and Mrs. Buford Hurt, is the
new post surgeon at LexingtonBlue Grass Army Depot's Blue
Grass Activity near Lexington.
Leah Fulton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Fulton, has been named
as Homecoming Queen at Murray
High School. Her attendants are
Cathy Mitchell, daughter of Phillip
and Euva Nell Mitchell, and Jan
Purdom, daughter of John and
Mona Purdom.
Four Murray Boy Scouts, Mark
Kennedy, Mike Alexander, Larry
Robinson and Steve Porter, who
attended World Jamboree at Tokyo,
Japan, last summer, spoke at a
meeting of Methodist Men's Club
at First United Methodist Church.

Thirty years ago

Forty pears ago

Mrs. Koska Jones was presented
Citizenship Award by Haiel Woodmen of the World Camp at a meeting held Oct. 19 at Ha/el School
Cafeteria. This was in recognition
of commendable_ service rendered
to her community. Buford Hurt.
WOW West Kentucky manager,
was the featured speaker.

Frankie Shroat, chief baton twir
ler for Murray High School Band.
won first place in Baton Twirling
Contest at Princeton Band Festival
A feature story about Torn
Nance at Bell City Pottery. written
by Joette Lassiter, is published.

Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield spoke at a meeting of Calloway County, High School Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association held at
school gym, according to Evelyn
Palmer, PTA president.

Ruby Simpson. head ot Home
Economics Department, Murray

Mr. and Mrs. W.T. Gordon will
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Oct. 24.
Kentucky State Trooper Walter
Adcock presented a program on
"Trooper Island" at a meetinag of
Murray Optimist Club.

State College, and

Have others written io
ate this ongaing problem.
'•
HAD IT WITII
IN THOUSAND PALM.--

DEAR ABBY: Hooray for Cora tical,since in a two-hour show there
Laird ofIowa who complained about are approximately seven breaks with
how difficult it is to hear the dialogue eight or nine commercials, plus TV
over the noisy background sounds ads in each one. Besides, the comthat many television shows feel are mercials are not the main problem
necessary. To her list, may I add: — I just hit the mute button; it's
waterfalls, street traffic, but mostly trying to hear the show itself.
The only way to reach the "pow— background music. In some cases
I have concluded the dialogue is ers that be" is through your column.
secondary to the music, since there A letter would not cam' the clout
is no way I can hear what is being your column does. If they would put
filters in their ears, they might find
said!) I also wear a hearing aid.
Your suggestion to write to the out how truly irritating these backvarious sponsors was a bit imprac- ground sounds are.
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`10k)14CAD DAD
14E SAID 'TO GET
ON `4039.SIDE
AND GAVE 114E
ALONE'

1140SE (DYERS'

TI•IMS
MAT K.Sier

HEY.''IN
stba
u_osw TU1S
LUMPY CNE
IS YOJQS!
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also millions ..t recent inimigrantq
still -tr 'nitric to learn English. In
add i t ion . t here a r. iii lii.n:re learn:in:2; disabled. or sirtipbi
learri.•.! ta. read
:t
t
;It
0111-

•

EMI

IN=

Dr. Herbert Halpert talked about
-Folklore" at a meeting of the
Music Department of Murray

DEAR HAD IT:I have received
hundredsofletters with the same tIMI.
ti! .1-11
,
111
The
complaint — however. one contained the following good news. problem V.17. tew -.1 "hem rt..111/.•
?he% can ha helped la.. losedd apt ions.
Read on:
alialt. own the ca pt I fl dricioler
needed to decode 7 h. it h.tiv is.. iii DEAR ABBY.There o t•
• ,-itde -uot it
million people in the I
ion- that ate
,t -t
h
with some degree of hirtriii loss tek:\
-. arid record.-ii w it h 11.1 nv home
rental 7.1.1s.a.
ii'- I ditrar‘
popular heliet. ciosed-captions :tie
not iastiii (feat and hard of-hearing
. peo.ple
The ii4 Ile
\Ian% pr•rple•
h.
By GARY LARSON
,- rrinr• (le•;t1 c -,t it in life own a rap- [on decoder The National I .aptionr_ Iii[st it ate claims that half the
decoders -;,16
pt
Hispanic and
.\ineru7nis
find it easier to Iinderst,ind
idionts anti strarir4e
7•xpres
iln•
the can
-'ions
the v...rris at the same rim.
The had rit.N.i.s. People ...1,
their hearing late in Itt'it ttith,tt. tif
About
ttt otttapt!.
t
"-Art."dependerk
sign of agir14
•-,darian Ale 7. I
Nlore .'4.1)(1
199.1. al; tele\
set,:
ti. 1 71 7, 77
hir.ter mode or
States will have a closed-cap:[,7r,
di coder hulk msale.
Ahia.. please educate i.oui 7, a[t
'cr.-n and encour,u.le thern
the decoder at all times if tilt
children at home i ho are reading at
it heI1.,urth-,z-rade level That
little decoder chip inside the lei, I
-.1011 7-0 mav help put Li permanent
dent in the illiteracv tit,-. iiitii[77.

A CURSE COMES
WITH WALTER'S
FAMILY FORTUNE

CALVIN, BE QUIET
MW 6011)SLEEPY

Murry High School Tigers bea,t
Madisonville Marroons 13 to 7 in
- homecoming game for Murray's
fifth victory of the season.

Woman's Club. .

county president.

THE FAR SIDE

OR SIDE IS
WI( 0%4ER'DERE
GIVE NtE SICK

Tuyen

Fannie McClard. James Neale.
J.D. Grogan, Frances Lovett, Modene Duncan. Lucille Turner, Leland
Peeler, Rosetta Wilson, Peggy
Jackson, Jo Ann Oldham. Mary
Witty, Harry Lovett and Shirley
Alexander are membvers of Warrior Yearbook staff at Almo High
School. W.B. Miller is advisor.

Dear Abby

BLON DIE

YOU'RE ON
MI WslF CF
TI-E. BED'
WA.CNER

Cam

Tran, MSC student from Vietnam,
will speak at meeting of Calloway
County Homemakers on Oct. 27 at
Murray Woman's Club House.
according to Mrs. W.A. Ladd Jr..

Daily Comics

:011
4
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Looking Back

Today in History

ARE YOU
YES,BUT I
STILL SEEING DISCOVERED
THAT OLDER, SOMETN I NG
WEALTHY MAN
TERRIli3LE

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1991

ai

ANI)RE.1 SIIETTLF
E.
t't
WASHINGTON. Ill

10723

Dr. Gott

CATHY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

I HAVE REJECTED AND
BEEN REJECTED BY AN ENTIRE

STAN? NICE TO MEET
YOU. I'M.. OH,
DEAR. I FORGOT TO
BRUSH M4 JACKET
Off THIS MORNING.

HUMAN BEING STRICTLY ON
THE BASIS OF OUR LINT.

How Mr. Ed was made to talk

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR SETTER or FOR WORSE
I LX3t'IT1YCALlc
'CRUSE I SOUND FUNNY -BUT THEyREmy FRIENDS
11-1W'LL UNDERSTAND IF t
"
I 'ha WEIRD FOR IR

rati:1-1-141.
MIcIFG

WHILE.

UM •

GARFIELD
NOW, NOW! YOli
BOY5 BE NICE!

1

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle

/42 Small amount
44 Culpability ,
46 Furniture
style
48 Child's
sitting
place
50 March date
51 Chart
53 Out of date
55 Schoolbook
58 Emits vapor
61 He hoots
62 Main artery
64 Meadow
65 Tiny
66 Beef animal
67 Pigpen

1 Away
4 Chevy —
9 By way of
12 — de Janeiro
13 Fertile spot
in desert
14 Sea eagle
15 Commission,
17 Ached
19 Welcome
21 Rubber tree
22 Above
24 The sun
26 Condescending
look
29 Engine
31 Emerge
victorious
33 Beam
34 Spielberg
alien
35 Humor
37 Label.
39 Proceed
40 Obtain

r

N
E
•
I

NOTE
RAW
AFAR
MI
LAD
ED
SPARS
VIL
R E D
EMS
EMPERS
OE
D O'E IKE AGL E
T-F1 E A.O • L * E.S:
S'A.R -I
TY • R AN T
L A
LIN E
T A N

OGEE
N * E -E'D'

DOWN
1 Native metal
2 Evergreen
tree
3 - -me-not
4 Ice cream
holder
5 Abode of the

3

4

5

6

7

dead
6 Sothern ID
7 Drink siowiy
8 Brother of
Jacob
9 Coating of
thin wood
8

10 Anger
In additton
1

Dart
18 Chicago a at
20 Haul
22 GreeK etter
23 Cast a ballot
25 Illummated
27 Bird on a

10

9

quarter
12

UU

14
13UUUU

UU

15
1617u18mu1
19

22

20
24

23
30

29

PEANUTS

34

35

21

25
31

32

37

36

27

26

28

33

38

39

•

ENTERED T)-115 CONTEST,
SEE... WAIT 'TIL YOU SEE
WI-IATI UJON...

40

41

48

47

46

iiiii

;

43

42

44

49

45

50

54

52

53UUU

55

56

-

61

62

65

66

57

c,9

59
b4

bl1U
67

60

RU
11

28 Hindu
peasants
30 Bone of both
32 Scold
36 Sesame
38 Cover. cloak
41 Tijuana dish
43 Hit lightly
45 Standards of
pertection
47 Insane
49 Auhesive
substance
52 Edible seeds
.54 OLe, leadinq
role
55 Tier
56(ernale sheep
57 Deca.
59 Fricounte,-.1
60 Declare
63 concer,,,,,4

DEAR DR. GOTT- I've been diagnosed with renal tubular acidosis.
What can you tell Me about the disease.; and what might slow its
progress"
DEAR READER: Renal tubular
acidosis is an uncommon kidney deft
ciency. marked by an inability of the
body to maintain a proper acid balance. The condition may be genetic.
more often, it is secoridary to *then
disease, such as auto-immune disorders and chronic kidney obstruction
It may result from drug therapy. no
tably lithium. jamphotericin B ran
sulfa •
agent) and
:anti-fungal
antibiotics.
Basically, the kidneys lose their
ability to excrete hydrogen. Hence.
the blood becomes too acidic, leading
to potassium deficiency, rickets doss
of calciump and osteomalacia isof!
bones). Kidney stones frequent ly
form. with further reduction in renal
efficiency
Treatment is directed to the under lying disease Also, the use of soda bicairbonate will help neutralize excess
body acid: the dose is calculated on
patient-to-patient basis. depending Ain
the degree of acidosis,
I
Although renal tubular acidosis .
relatively easy to treat with bicarbonate, the citseasets) causing the acidosis
are more challenging. Therefore. the
success of therapy reflects the degrti.t.
to which the cause of renal tubular
acidosis is controlled
In my opinion, patients with this af
fliction should be under the care g,t
nephrologists. These kidney special
ists can decide on the amount of to
carbonati. and coordinate additional
therapy The fundamental purpose of
therapy is to retard kidney damage
and prevent renal failure If thisis on
successful. kidney transplant may he
necessary to sustain life
DEAR DR GOTT I have flat warts
on My ;Alms and fingers One doctor
told me to take beta-carotene_ hut
they haven't disappeared I find thew
yin•st annoing and would appreciate
'.our comments
DEAR READER Warts are virus
infect ions of the skin • They are not al tected bv beta-carotene, a substance

used by the body to make vitamin A
Beta-carotene. when applied to. the
skin .105 45 a sunscreen
Warts are most easily treated with
topical chemie415 Isbell as Vergoi,

freezing or surgical excision
Nausem,F.H 1.511.111141s,

'
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I Catch 'N Carry
Hamper 6
Laundry Basket

Rubbermai
:

Almond. Slate Blue
White, Mauve
or Peach
14- x 1912"x 1812"
#2987

- • 'Or.-

Cutlery Tray
Almond, Slate Blue,
Sage or While
14" x 19 1/2" a 18 1'2"
#2924

TRUCKLOAD

ir%1
I.°

.,
solso:
- ..r
.
:
..okaroselliO,

/
959

,

Covered
Wastebasket

I
. t

Almond, Slate Blue,
Sage. Mauve or
White. 40 qt.
*2850

Vac Bags
-4-

_
..

Asst sizes

S.411balk

..
87

Step-on
Wastebasket

Laundry Basket

Almond, Slate Blue,
Sage, Mauve or
White. 33 qt.
#2841

Servin'Saver
Bottle

Mmond, Slate Blue,
Sage, Mauve or White
16-1/4' x 22-1/7 x 10-3/4•
#2965

27

T.

I

1 qt., #3091

184-pint Keepers
Latch Box

2.41

130

Slue Pearl. Pink or Slack
a2145

44-qt. Keepers
Clear Box
Tinted Blue

#2223

97
10
,

•
.•

-

I

2.6-gal. Keepers
Latch Box
Pink Black Of Blue Pewl
#2147

18-gal. Keepers
Rough Tote
Storage Container
Slate Blue
*2215

Servin'Saver
Bowl

•

1 3 pt #3890

79
1

._,
_

Neat'N Tidy
Bucket
li qt
#2963

Contact
Paper

mos - -...„ • •,-,-• /

Asst. designs

3 yds. x 18"

SO

299

7.13-qt. Keepers
Clear Box
Tinted Blue *2221

...
..1

Space-saver
Drainer
Includes Rubbermaid
rubber gloves
Almond, Slate Blue,
Sage, Mauve or White
#8354
.

Roughneck
Tool Box
Gray,
20"x 10.1"x 9.3"
*7714

86
3

.
„
,
.
„
.
.
.
,
....,......

3.7-qt. Keepers latch Box

Black Pink or Blue Pearl
#2146

OVER 40,000 NAME BRANDS POWER PRICED EVERY DAY

KENTUCKY
SHOP
Ashland
• Paducah
PHAR-MOR IN• •

Knoxville Locations:
TENNESSEE •2
2940 East Towne Mall Circle
• Chattanooga
• Clarksville

Kingston Towne Shopping Center
• Madison

Phar Mor reserves the right to limit guanitites and correct typographical errors
No rain checks

WEST VIRGINIA
• Parkersburg

OPEN 7 DAYS
AND 6 EVENINGS
FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE

WE ONLY BUY WHEN WE GET A SPECIAL DEAL, WE BUY IN HUGE QUANTITIES AND WE PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU!

